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"Girl 'number twenty," *said Mr. Gradgrind, squarely
-pointing with his square forefinger, "I don't know that -girl.
Who is that girl?"

"Sissy Ju'pe, sir," explained number -twenty, blushing,
standing up, and curtseying. ,

"Sissy is not a name," said Mr. Gradgrind. "'Don't call
yourself Sissy. Cdll yourself Cecilia."

"It's fathr as calls me Sissy, sir," returned the young
girl in'a trembling voice, and with another curtsey.

"Then he has no business to do it," said Mr. Gradgrind.
"Tell him he mustn't. Cecilia Jupe. Let me see. What is your

father?" ,

"He belongs to the horse:riding [the circus] , if you'
please, sir."

Mr. Gradgrind frowned, a* nd waved off the objection-
able calling with' his hand.

"ilie don't want to know anything about that, here. You.
mustn't tell us about that, here. Your father breaks horses,
don't-he?"

"If you please, sir, when they can get any to break, they
do break horses in the ring, sir."

"Your mustn't tell us about the ring here. Very -well,
then. Describe your father as a horsebreaker. He doctors sick
horses; I,dare say?",

"Oh, yes, sir."
"Very well, then. He is a veterinary surgeon, a farrier,

and horsebreaker. Give me your definition of a hoise."
;(Sissy .Jupe thrown into the greatest alarm by this

. demand.) .

"Girl number twenty unable to define a horse!" said Mr.
Gradgrind, for the general behoof of all the little pitchers.
"Girl number twenty possessed ,of no facts in reference to
one of the,commonest of animals! Some boy's definition of a
horse." .

"Bitzer,"said Thomas Gradgrind. "Your definition of
a horse."

"Quadruped. Graminivoroui. Forty° teeth, namely
'twenty-four grinders, four ,eye-teeth, and twelve incisive.
Sheds coat in the spring; in marshy countries, sheds hoofs,
too. Hoofs hard, but requiring to be shod with iron. Age
known by marks in mouth." Thus (and much more) Bitzer.

"Now,, girl number twenty,',: said Mr. Gradgrind, "you
know what a horse is."

from Book the First, "Sowing": Chapter 'Two,
"Murdering the Innocents" of Hard Times by

Charles Dickens (1854).
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH STANDARDIZED TESTING?
by Bernard McKenna

O

In the social sciences, economics is knowri as
the dismal science. In education the "dismal sci-
ence" has to be standardized testing.

Its histOry is ominous.
Much test content is unirhportant or
irrelevant.
The structure and formats of the tests
are confusing and misleading.
The process of administering the tests is
demeaning,, wasteful of time, and
counterproductive.
The application of statistics that result
from test scores diitorts reality.
It is difficult, if not impossible,'to ensure
that test results will be used either to
improve student learning or to help
teachers improve instruction.

'The paragraphs that follow develop each of
these points.

Intelligence and achievement testing began in
the United States about the turn of the century
and is closely associated with developments in
France. The story is well known of how the French
minister,of public instruction commissioned Alfred
Binet to construct a test to identify students whose
aptitudes were solpw.that they should be placedi
special schools: Billet 'soon found himself opposing

o those philosophers who supported the idea that
intelligence is a fixed quantity. He said, "We must
protest and react against this brutal pessimism."'

But the Americans who were influential in
bringing the Binet test to America, Lewis Termai
of Stanford University and Henry Goddard of the
Vineland Training School in New Jersey, espoused
the "brutal: pessimism." Terman's translation
became the widely used Stanford-Binet IQ Test.

The U.S. Public Health Service commissioned
Goddard to administer the Binet test to immigrants
at the receiving station on Ellis Island. The test'
results ?showed" that 87 percent of Russians, 83
percent of Jews, 80 percent of Hungarians, and 79
p -cent of Italians were feebleminded. Conse-

.

quently, the percentage of aliens deported for
feeblemindedness rose by 350 percent in 1913. A
history to be proud of? A record leading to enlight-
eriment? For shame

. The next gathering of destructiVe test data
was during World War I when mental tests were
given en masse to draftees. Analysis of these results,
immediately following the war resulted in their dis-
criminatory use against Blacksto ° demonstrate
that Blacks had lower IQs than Whites. 1And so it

es.go. Bistween then and now is 'a history of further
"refinement" of essentially the same content and
formats, of the misuse and abuse of the same kinds
of IQ tests that so destructively dealt with immi-
grants and minority groups jjn the early 1900's
and during World War I.

The history. of standardized achievement
testing is only slightly less dismal than. that of IQ
tests: Edward L. Thorndike developed the first
formal achievement tests in 1904. The main reason
for achievement testing was not to assess student
progress or improve teaching but to establish the
profession of psychology as a science separate froth
philosophy. Never mind the .students and teachers
and their needs. The psychologists saw the oppor;
tunity to be considered scientists if they came up
with precise measuring tools with which to ply
their trade. Thorndike wrote that "the nature of
educational measurement is the same as that of all
scientific measurement." And so the course was
set, a course that has never been reversed: The
evaluation of student progress would be considered
in the same realm with measuring tolerances of
automobile pistons or the trajectory of missiles.

The near panic among the American public
created by Russia's launching of the Sputnik in
1957 led to vastly increased testing programs. This
overemphasis on the use of tests resulted in several
published warnings of the dangers of such pro-
liferation. Testing Testing Testing, by a joint com-
mittee of national educational associations, and
The Tyranny of Testing, by Banesh Hoffmann,
were among them. But these warnings went un
heeded. And before the end of the 60's, evaluation
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guidelines of Title I of the Elemen ary'and Sectint
dary Education Act resulted in ev n more stan-
dardized testing."

By the early 1970's, the situation h\a4 become
so oppressive that warnings were once againher-
aided. A'national task force of the National Educa-
tion Association and two substantive and pene-
trating issues of the National Elementary Principal
(March-April 1975, July- August 1975) were. among
those sounding the alarm. Even as this article goes
to press, the Reader's Digest carries a warning piece
on the potential dangers of standardized testing
and a report out of London discredits a British
psychologist's studies of identical 'twins, a major
source for the conclusion that IQ is innate..

. At the same time a movement called per-
formance-based education calls for more testing,
much of which is or promises to' become stan-
dardized in one form or another. One is reminded
of. the refrain, "When will they ever learn, when
will they ever learn?"

'Ralph Tyler's observation that standardized
tests get "small answers to small questions" is apt.
The content of the tests evaluates little more than
the' ability to recall facts, define words, and do
routine calculations. Obviously, not all these things
are unimportant, but even in the reading and
mathematics parts of these tests, many of the
questions are inane. The mathematics sections
emphasize mechanical calculation at a time when
inexpensive electronic calculators are available to
the general public. And the tests make almost no
provision for evaluating a student's ability to
estimate or to measure real thingsimportant skills
needed for functioning as workers and citizens. As
one prominent mathematician has' put it, "The
concepts sections of most of the commonly used
achievement tests suffer from the fact that they
trivialize the concepts." Large percentages of the"
items in standardized tests, particularly in IQ tests,
arc limited to word definitions, all of .which are
learnable and tell little about students' general
aptitudes. Further, the words to be defined are
often obscure, infrequently used or encountered in
reading, writing, and speaking.

If the 'content of the basic skills tests and IQ
tests is poor, that in the social studies is infinitely
worse. For example, the social-studies part of one
nationally prominent test reflects little of con-
temporary curriculum change and improvement in
this subject area. One review states that it totally

neglects "the art of discovery" and "process," both
very much a part of accepted teaching strategies
today. And of science test Vems, a scientist-
researcher says, "They are incorrect, misleading,
skewed in emphasis, and irrelevant.

The 'content of.standardized tests emphasizes
getting "right answers," almost totally neglecting
the thought process by which, the answers are
arrived at. Interestingly, a recent Gallup poll
indicates that a major educational concern of
parents is that the schools help students think for
themselves.

Much else that is wrong with the substance of
standardized tests Can be only briefly cited here:

Test content does not reflect local-
instructional objectives or specific cur-
riculums.
Much, of ,the content is unimportant or
irrelevant to anything students need to
know or understand.
Test content measures mainly recall-type
learning, neglecting the higher thought
processesanalyzing, --synthesizing, and
drawing 'generalizations and applying
them to new phenomena.
The tesis'give an incomplete .pictUre,,of
student learning progress, because items
that all or almost all students have
learned -are removed from the tests in
order to keep the norming procedure
statistically sound.
The test maker uses a language that is
not commonly used in other activities in
the real world.
Test items arc unduly complex and re-
quire too many different manipulations;
sometimes instructions for the items are
unclear.
Test. vocabularies .and illustrations are
often unfamiliar to those who are not of-
white middle-class culttires or for whom
English is a second language; that is, the
tests are culturally and linguistically
biased.

The test formats arc unimaginative, restrictive
of creative thinking, and confusing. The multiple-
choice .mentality that is sometimes referred to iri
jest ("A, B, C, or none of the above") is more than
a cliche. Large numbers of items- in most stan-



dardized tests are multiple-choice. The assertion
that students become more able to think for them-
selves by learning to respond to multiple-choice
items offers a simplistic solution to a complex
problern. th fact, there is some evidence that the
reverse is true. Because each multiple-choice item
must appear somewhat plausible as an answer in
order to minimize guessing; more than one answer
can often be logically assumed to be right. This
works particular hardships on those who think
most creatively and innovatively.

Because of space limitations; test illustrationi
and pictures frequently are out of proportion: An
eraser is about the same size as an automobile,
houses are smaller than people, etc.

The need for speed in taking the tests imposes
an'artificial structure that is not scharacterktic of
real-life tasks. Obviously, students.need to learn to
work rapidly and accurately. But in the real world,
not much is comparable to answering 40 multiple -
choice items in 60 minutes, or whatever.

Standardized testing uses up inordinate
amounts of precious instructional time. Thousands
of hours go into testing tWat might better be used
in individualizing instruction and planning for
teaching. In terms of cost efficiency, the testing
business runs into hundreds of millions o£ dollars,
the results of which provide little or no help to-
students and teachers.

Testing situations generate -fear, imply mis-
trust, and generally threaten and demean students,
The emphasis on competition, the pressure of time,
and the measures used to discourage cheating cause
students to have lowered self - concepts, and to feel
insecure and mistrusted.

Testing settings are frequently physically
intolerable: Time periods of testing are too long,
instructions are blared out on public address sys-
tems, and large groups of students are herded into
cafeterias or auditoriums where they work on their
laps.

In spite of the evidence, the test makers say
that there isn't much wrong with the content,
structure, and formats of the tests. And while they
admit that there are abuses in reporting, inter-
preting, and using the results, they assume little
responsibility for this. They argue that if r ominis-
trators and -teachers would just interpret and use
the results properly everything would be all right.

. Well, everything wouldn't be all right.

I

Surely practitioners can improve test inter-
pretation and usage, but proper interpretation and
usage are almost unattainable because of -the kind
of substance and formats mentioned in the pre-
ceding paragraphs'. It is nearly impossible to
separate content and structure from usagecontent
and structure,.in large part, determine usage.

Even if it were possible_ to separate content
and structure trod usage, large problems of usage
would still remain. Let us examine some of them.

Me standardization process in testing leads to
reporting of results in terms of averages (norms).
This distribution of scores along a range ensures
that half the students will be below average no
matter how well they do. Since there is nothing
beyond subjective judgment to determine how
"good" average (or,above or below average) is, it is
possible that "below average" represents good pro-
gress on some tests and "above average" represents
poor programs on others.

On the matter of interpretation of results, a
major fault with standardized testing is attributing
to the findings- much more meaning than they
deserveassuming that verbal and quantitative
scores stand for general, intelligence, for example.
Guilford and his associates confirmed long ago that
the intellect has many dimensions, of which verbal
and quantitative abilities arc only a part.

The statement of a prominent psychometrist
that if she had just one measure of intelligence it
would be vocabulary represents the kind of narrow
point, of view about interpreting test scores that
does disservice to both those who are tested and
those who use scores to make decisions that may
affect human beings throughout their lives. On the
achievement-test side, a student's ability (or in-
ability) to respond "correctly". to more than half
the items on a standardized achievement test in
biology or social studies tells too little of his or her
potential in either of these subjects to- be a basis
for broad-range decision making.

Yet decisions are made regularly on such
narrow data, decisions that may limit or deny stu-
dents' opportunities. On the basis of ,standardized
tests results, students are categorized, grouped, and
pigeonholed; placed in classes for the retarded; ex-
cluded from particular courses of study; prohibited
from pursuing advanced programs; barred from
particular institutions; and even denied job oppor
tunities. And all this, sometimes on as small a basis

9
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as two or three wrong answers, 'answers to ques-
tions that themselves may be highly questionable.

Even when test results are not used in formal
decision-making processes, they affect practi-
tioners' expectations of particular students. "Mary
is in the lower quartile. There is not much use
spending time on her; she just doesn't have it," is
an attitude That -test results create. But Mary may
"have it," and the reasons for the low test scores
may have'been the particular testing situation, or
Mary's physical or emotional situation at testing
time. Or Mary may "have it" in many ways not
evaluated by the tests. But since the tests theni-
selves create the impression that they measures
what's important or most of what's important,
Mary may nbt get much attention after scoring low
on them.

. Decision making on the basis of standardized
test scores goes far beyond the classroom. School
administrators use test scores in comparing class-
rooms and school buildings and make decisions on
'programs'anc personnel accordingly, school boards
and legislatures use scores to determine the alloca-
tion of resources, and the public judges the overall
quality of education on the,basis of the scores they
read about in the papers. None of these uses is
appropriate. All of them assume that the tests
indicate much more than any group-administered
standardized test is capable of.

Most important, for students and teachers;.'
the test results are too broad and general to pro -
vide diagnosis of individual student learning prob-
lems, and they don't help teachers select the most
appropriate- teaching methodologies for individual
students or groups of students.

The schools and colleges of America should
not use group-administered norm-referenced stan-

a

dardized intelligence, aptitude, and achievement
tests. As Jerold Zacharias, prominent physicist and
professor emeritus at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, pointed' out in the National Elemen-
tary Principal, it is not sufficient to "retreat' to
catch phrases like 'I knOw these tests are not very
good, but they are all we have.' There arc many

-other ways to assess a child's general competence.
They may not look numerical or scientific, but
they are known to every teacher and every school
principal who reads this journal."

Among such other ways are objectives-
referenced (criterion- referenced) tests of which
teacher-made tests are a part, individual diagnostic
instruments, interviews 'of students tc determine
their progress and learning needs, evaluation of *the
products., of student work and their live perfor-
mances, simulation, Contracts with students, stu-
dent self-evaluation, and peer evaluation.

Almost no one wants less rigorous evaluation
of student-learning progreis. If the American
schools are to respond effectively to agreed-on
goals and objectives, more and better evaluation
procedures will be required. But one thing is cer-
tain: Large-scale mass-administered standardized
testing programs will not accomplish this mission.

Most teachers are well aware of 'this. They
need to use their expertise, professional jud.gment,
and influence with other educators and the public
to end such testing programs in their school sys-
tems. And individually and collectively, they need
to influence the testing industry, state education
departments, and other groups to reallocate their
large resources to research, develop, field test, and
disseminate a broad range of alternatives to stan-
dardized tests for evaluating student learning
progress and to help teachers improve instruction.

10
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THE LOOKING-GLASS WORLD,OF TESTING
by Edwin F. Taylor

Take a look at this multiple-choice:question:

Scientists study three basic kinds of things
animals, vegetables, and

people
stars
minerals

# foods
religions
"Animal, vegetable, or mineral" is a way to

divide up the world in the game ",20 Questions." It
has nothing, to do with what scientists study. In
fact, scientists study (among other things) people
and stars 'and minerals and foods and (if you in-
clude archaeology) religions. The description of
science implied but this test question is nonsense.
No sense.

That question is from a standardized achieve-
ment test for elementary school children (We'll
mention later the meanings of standardized and
achievement.)

Now look at this question from another test:

If V2 of 6 is 3, then I/4 of 8 is
Never mind the answer (which is also pre-

sented as multiple-choice): What does the question
mean? If . , then . . . usually means that one thing
follows logically from something else. What is the
logical connection between 1/2 of 6 and % of 8?
There isn't any. No logic.

Here is n third question from the same page of
the same test as the preceding one:

Different melons weighed 2 lb, 10 lb, 22 lb,
15 lb, and 16 lb. How many pounds did the
middle-sized one weigh? 4

Before answering the question, think of a
cantaloupe or honeydew melon in a supermarket:
What does it weigh? A small one, 2 or 3 pounds; a
big one, 7 or 8 pounds. The question says "12 lb,
101b, 22 lb, 151b, and 16 lb." Good grief, they are
all huge! None of them is middle-sized. They are
unreal. No reality.

No sense, no logic, no reality. That is the
impression you get from reading through test after
standardized test. At first you think there must be
some mistake, some one or two test makers who

11

do a particularly poor job. And some tests are truly
terrible. But \all of them I have read are at least
bad.

Test makkrs clearly live in some sort of fan-
tasy world. That Would be all right by me except
that, my children ..and yours arc judged by their
standards. In ordk to succeed on these important
tests, our children ust adopt their crazy logic and'
distorted view of re ity.

From the outst c, the testing business seems
useful, helpful, no al, and impressive. Most
people want to know\ how well their children are
doing in school and hdw well their school is doing
in comparison with other schools. Each test has
been tried out with thousands of children ("stan-
dardized") so one expects that all the 'bugs have
been worked out of it.

But the tests thCmsehees are secret, in the
sense that parents and other public groups cannot
examine and discuss them. And as soon as you
look inside the tests, you realize that instead of
being useful, helpful, normal, and impressive, they
are none of the above. One feels like Alice in
Through the Looking Glass, who stepped. into the
fantasy world behind the mirror over her fireplace.

Then she began looking about, and noticed
that what could be seen from the old room was
quite common and uninteresting, but that all the
rest was as different as possible. For instance, the
pictures on the wall next the fire seemed to be all
alive,' and the very clock on- the chimney -piece
(you know you can only see the back of it in the
Looking Glass) had got the face of a little old man,
and grinned at her.

In this chapter we take a very brief stroll
around the looking-glass world of standardized
achievement tests. (Achievement tests examine
what you know or do, as opposed to aptitude or
intelligence tests which examinesupposedly
what your potential for learning is.) To keep the
story simple, we will quote examples only from
tests for elementary and junior high school stu-
dents (for children up to age 13 or 14).

As you look at one of these test questions, do
not congratulate yourself for knowing the "right"

11
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'answer: at is to be trapped behind the lookjng
glass. Inst ad, think about the logic and reality of

'the questi itself, the number of different ways it
can be int preted by children from a variety of
backgrounds how many of the giyen multiple-

- choice answ could be correct, and where a child
must look out for a trick, a trap, or a simple mis-
take by the test maker.

Two of the questions that began this, chapter
are examples` of looking-glass arithmetic: the
manipulation of numbers. But numbers themselves

. beconie weirdly distorted, in standardized tests. Try
thikquestion: °

How !nadir hundreds arc in 20 tens?.

Never mind the answer itself: What possible use
will the answer !lave) Does any scientist, doctor,
lawyer, shopkeeper, or homeowner need to know
how to answer this question? The test maker: will
mention' something about "place value," which
means that children should realize that 20 + 1
equals 21. and not 30. But if children have this kind
of trouble, you help them with the rather than
teach them some jargon.

Apart from its uselessness, the question con-
tains a linguistic trap. Since 20 tens equal 200,
therefore there are two hundreds in 20 tens. So the
answer is 200, right? Wrong!, But never mind.

Here is another question about numbers, in
fact the number zero.

36. Which of these are names for zero?

I. . 0 + 10*
o x io

IIL 0 +10
A. II only
B. I and II only
C. II and III only
D. 1, II and III

First of all, what does "names for zero"
mean? I know four names for zero: null, cold, zip,
and zilch. None of them appears among the
answers, so try again., Apparently 0 x 10 is a name
for zero. This name for zero is called Roman nu-
meral II. Another name for zero is called III. The
answer is "II and III." This answer is called letter
C. In order to answer the question the poor child
has to keep in.mind simultaneously all these names

and names fo'r.names. He or she may feel like Alice
when the White knight explains the names for his
song:

"The name' of the song is called 'Haddocks'
Eyes.' "

"Oh, that's the name of the song, is it?" Alice
said, trying to feel interested.

The Original Looking-Glass Achievement Test

"Can you do .Addition?" the White Queen
asked. "What's one and one and one and one and
one and one and one and one and one and one ?"

"I don't know," said Alice. "I lost count."
"She ca'n't do Addition,"" the Red Queen

interrupted. "Can you do' Subtraction? Take nine
from eight." ,`

"Nine from eight, I ca'n't, you know," Alice
replied readily, "but "

"She ca'n't do Subtraction," said the White
Queen. "Can .yob do Division? Divide a loaf by a
knifewhat's the answer to that?"

"I suppose"' Alice, was beginning, but the
Red Queen answered for her. "Bread and Butter,
of course. Try. another Subtraction sum. Take a
bone from a dog: what rt ns?"

Alice considered. "The bone wouldn't remain,
of course, if I took itand the dog-wouldn't re-
main: -it would come to bite meand I'm sure I
shouldn't remain!".

"Then you think nothing would remain?"
said the Red Queen.

"I think that's the answer."
"Wrong, as usual," said the Red Queen.. "The

dog's temper would remain."
"But I don't see how"
"Why, look here!" the Red Queen cried. "The

dog would lose its temper, wouldn't it?"
Perhaps it would," Alice replied cautiously.
"Then if the dog went away, its temper would

remain!" the Queen exclaimed triumphantly.
Alice said as gravely as she could, "They

might go different ways." But she couldn't help
thinking to ,herself, "What dreadful nonsense we
are talking!"

"She ca'n't do sums a bit!" the Queens said
together, with great emphasis.
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"No, you don't understand," .the Knight said,
looking a little vexed. "That's what the name is
called. Thc name really is The Aged, Aged Man.' "

"Then I o, to have said, 'That's what the
song is called'?" Alice corrected herself.

"No, you oughtn'tcthat's quite another thing;
The song is called 'Ways and Means',.. but that's
only What it's called, you know',"

"Well, what is the song, then?" said Alice,
who was by this tie com?letelyhewildered.

"I was coming. to that,"the Knight said. "The
"song really is '4-sitting on a Gate; and the tune's
my own invention."

Mere is an example .of what my colleague
_Judah Schwartz. calls "A. is ro B as C is to almost
anything" ,

Pullman was to railway cars what
Whitney was

wasGoodyear was to rubber
'7' 'Jefferson was to cotton

Boston was to beans
don't know

Since there is no unique relationship between
-different kindi of things (such as a person and a
product), the item asks, in effect, "What am I
thinking?" The result is to penalize inventiveness.
Boston .produced beans just as surely as Pullman
produCed.railway cars. Tests are full of this kind of
question,'.partioularly. the college, entrance exami-

' nations.
In no field is the unreality of the test maker's

woad more apparent than in science. H_ere is a
looking-glass question about mirrors:

What does this picture of a boy looking at
himself in a mfr, sillustrate?

focusing' .

-,transparency
dispersion
reflection
--[don't know]

This is one of many, many examples, of a
multiple-choice .prOblem in which .all the choices
are correct. The picture.of a boy looking at himself
in a mirror illustrates focuiing on his eyes .(and
ours!); 'it illustrates transparency of the glass; it
illustrates color fringes due to different speeds of
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light of different wave-lengths in the glass (called
dispersionthe original figure is two-color with
blue and black, so is "in color"); and it certainly
illustrates reflection. If I cannot choose one among
these correct answers, will I be given full credit for
choosing the answer "don't know"? ;

Along with "content," the enterprise of
science itself as. pictured, in achievement tests is
seriously distorted. One example began this article.
Here is anothei- one:

'Which method is used by scientists to discover
new facts?

talking and listening
reading and writing
revising and attending
experimentingand observing

What does facts mean? Experimental data?
Then clearly "experimenting and observing' is the
correct. answer. But experimental data are not
"discovered" as , some 'kind of surprise: They are
recorded as the result of planned experiments.
Maybe "new facts" -means "new theories.*". New
theories can be discovered, but how are they.
discovered? Under what circumstances have you
Shad new ideas? While talking-or listening or reading
or writing or revising or amending or experi-
menting or observing?, Yes! And while dozing or
waking or sitting or walking or bicycling or. . , . In
truth, this question seriously misrepresents the,
enterprise of science. fh order to answer the-ques-
tion at all, the child must adopt the fantasy world

. of the test maker.
Arc all test items as bad as the ones we have

shown? No, but a, significant- percentage 'are, the
percentage being greater or smaller depending on
how you set your sights. Banesh Hoffmann, author
of The Tyrannyof Testing, has a standing offer for
test publishers:- On any standardized achievement
test not concerned merely with trivial facts or
routine arithmeticalsOperations, he guarantees that
reasonable people will agree ,that at least 10 per-
cent of the questions are seriously faulty.

He is clearly being conservative; It should not
be difficult ,to find significant faults with 20 per-
cent of standardized test items. Indeed, if one is,
allowed to object on principle to crowded graphic
layout, a separate answer sheet, or the :trultiple,
choice format itself, then the failure rate for test
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questions themSelves can approach 100 percent.
But even if only 10 percent arc faulty, this con-
stitutes a serious indictment of these tests, since a
variation of 10 percent in number of "correct"
answers can oftentimes determine whether a child
is placed at the top.or in the middle of his or her
"reference :group."

Why ',are achievement tests so bad? I believe
that the primary reason is the test maker's goal of
lining up -children along a single line by asking,
"Who hasil\e higher score?" The inhumane notion
that people can and should be' Compared with one
another along a line is the fundamental error that
leads to the looking-glass world of testing and its
perversion of .our educational system.

This notion also leads to the brainless use of
statistics sin the development of tests. The stan-
dardized test is constructed initially by selecting
questiAs from a large reservoir composed by,
"item writers." The preliminary .version is they
tried out with different groups of children, each
group large enough to -provide- "statistically sig.;
nificant" information on whether or not each test
item discriminates between children in the way
that the test makers -wish to discriminate,Typi-
catty, a revision of the test is tied out with a large
selection of childi.en in order to "standardize" the
'results for different groups. -

The test 'items that survive this selection
process are thoSe that make the "appropriate" dis-
criminations between children and not necessarily

those'that, are logical, -correct, or clearly laid out,
'or that actually test the skills that society holds to
be important.

This entire process of test development can in
principle take place without any child's sitting down,
with a,,sensitive adult to try out the questions and
discuss which of the difficulties arc important and
relevant and WhiCh are'trivial, irrelevant, or caused
by the form or layout of the test itself. tTntil test
,makers get a lot closer to real, individual children,
the children who take their tests have the terrible
choice between remaining real (and failing) -arid
becoming part: of the ,test maker's dream (and
losing their own reality).

If we' know 'how tests come to be as bad as
they are, 'why do they remain so bad? I believe that
the.answer is summarized in one word: secrecy. So
much timeand effort go into trying out each test
item with large numbers of children that it
becomes a valuable property i its own right. To

make such an item public is to destroy its power. to
compare children with one another. The result is
,that, parents as a group cannot see thc .tests by
which their children are fudged. Until parents and
teaaters can compare notes and seek advice on
tests' exposed to the light of day, there will be no
opportunity for their natural outrage to lead to
tests' improved in content, humaneness, and
,connection to the real world.

What, shall we make of all this? Shall we laugh
or shall we cry? In dur outrage shall we demand an
end to all achievement testing? Some parents,.
teachers organizations, and school boards may
decide so, and their choice should be respected.
Others will continue to feel that children and
teachers need to know how well they are doing 'and
that schools need to report to parents and other -

iaipayers how well' children have mastered the
skills that society thinks essential to its proper
operation. In order to .do this task humanely, test
development and use must be altered funda-
mentally.

The first and.,essential step is to stop com-
paring one child with other children (so:,called
"norm-referencing") and instead to try deter-
mining whether a child performs the necessary
tasks well enough ("criterion referencing"). The
best example from the adult world -is the auto--
mobile driver's test:. The driving skills, you are
expected , to demonstrate are not secret, and you
either do well enough now or you have to try again
later.

Second, test developers must sit down with.
children individually, watch them take the test,
and talk with them afterward about which ques-
tions were clear and important and which were
confusing or demeaning. The children who try out
the tests must be from diverse ethnic and cultural
backgrounds, both because tests must not dis:
eliminate on these base's and also because all
children will benefit from the use of tests that are

,made understandable, for as wide a variety of
, children as possible.

Third, the usefulness of tests must be' judged
by how soon after completion children and teach-
ers know which answers are in error and what mis-
understandings may have resulted in a given in-
correct answer.

Fourth, for tests of "practical skills" such as
classifying, describing, narrating, measuring,
estimating, graphing, mapping, and doing word
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problems, test makers must show that performance
on the test compares with ability to carry out simi-
lar tasks in settings as near to real life as possible.

Finally, when skills can be dearlOelated fo
test performance, parents, teachers, and adminis-
trators must speak 'for society by deciding what

4
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level of performance on each test shall be called
"good enough." As a chuck on this process, tests
must be made public, at least after they have been
given locally.

It's a long road back through the looking
glass, but some of us are starting down it.

15
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THE WAY IT IS
by Charlotte Darekshori

One of the 'main goals of education is to
implement humanistic programs. in our schools.
Yet incorporated' in these programs as one of the
evaluative tools is one of the most dehumanizing
practices in education standardized testing.

While most of us talk in terms of indi-
vidualized:approaches, we employ tests that are
constructed to compare child with child, class with
class, and school With,school. We use tests that not

, only give us \a basis for comparing children, but are
purposefully built to "fail" a certain percentage of
them.,

We tell parents not to, compare their child
with peers or siblings because this could be
damaging to the child's self-concept; we tell chil-
dren not to 'compare themselves with others. How
then can we justify our practice of using stan-
dardized tests that make just such comparisons?

As a teacher, I have found it harder and
harder to justify standardized testing philo-
sophically, but its, is even more difficult to justify
the cruelty of subjecting young children to the act
of testing itself.

In giving standardized tests we place children
in yOsitions' over which they have no control, then
we direct them to perform illogical tasks and to act
as if everything were perfectly logical.

Taking a_ standardized test is a bizarre expe-
rience for beginning first grade students. Its
scenario comes complete with written parts for
both teacher and student: For' the first time in the
children's school careersperhaps in their livest
they are interacting with an adult, who is reading
from a script that dictates what, how, and when he

-or,she will react to thsm. In this play,<. which is
only -too. real (its results will follow the children
throughout their school careers and influence the
way some people think of them), all human needs
are put aside when the children and the teacher
step into their roles.

The children have had virtually no practice
for their role. The teacher, in contrast, carries the
script around and reads from it word for word.

9

Going through this performance begins a
dehumanizing process for student and teacher
alike: Witness this typical testing scene in a first
grade classroom in September 1975.

_Meet Melanie, a first 'grader. She is bright,
somewhat shy, but loves schtrol. She has begun to
make friends, participates in class activities, and.
seems to be starting a successful school career.

About .the third week of school comes'testing
day. Melanie walks into (er room, where the.desks
have been pushed apart aW plaCed in straight rows
to prevent the children froya seeing each other's
papers.

She sits 'at her desk. The teacher gives each
child a test and a Number 2 pencil and.tells the
children to work on their own-If they don't know
an answer, they are to mark' the one They think is
best. The test begins.

Melanie has no misgivings about this test. Her'
teacher has never pliced her in a failing situation,
so`she trusts her completely..

'- The first item on The test has a picture of a
tub. The teacher reads, "Find the letter that has
the sound you hear at the end of tub."

Melanie begins to feel uneasy. The,test looks
different, from the practice test she had yesterday.
There are lots more funny looking letters and
arrows and bubbles to mark in.

"Find the letter that has the sound you hear
at the end of tub,", the teacher says again.

Just as Melanie s arts to become frightened,
she sees that one of t e letters has already been
marked in.

The teacher reads; Look at the picture of the
stamp on the other side of the page. This time
listen to the sound you' hear at the beginning of
stamp."

Melanie sees a pictu e of a damp . Beside it are
three arrows. with bubbl s. rrist is beside one of
the bubbles;' a cl, beside nother; and a,bl, beside
the last.
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tler stomach begins to feel funny; she holds
the pencil more tightly..

The teacher, goes on, "You should have
marked the s-t. You hear the sound that s-t makes
at the beginning of stamp. You do not hear c-1 or
b-1. You should not have marked these.

The teacher's aide is walking around the room
looking at papers. She comes to Melanie. "Melanie,
do you understand how to mark your-ansWers?'!.

'Melanie looks -up at the aide. "I know I'M
supposed to mark, in one of these circles. We did
that yesterday, but I can't tell which one to mark."

"Just take a good guess and go on."
"But, I don't know, tcan't read yet."
The aide pats her on the shoulder, "Just do

the best you can."
The: teacher goes on, "We are ready to.begin.

If you do not understand what you are to do,.r/tise
your hand. If you are not sure of an answer,itnark
the one that your think is right. If you change your
answer, erase the wrong one. If you want me -to
repeat any question, raise ythir hand."

By "this time, Melanie and most of the other
children are so confused by the maze of instruc-
tions, they can't even formulate a question.

SinCe no one raises a hand, the teacher con/
tinues, "First we are going to listen*for sounds, at
the end of words. Is everyone ready for Number hi?
Look at the picture of the drum. .. Mark your.
answer."

/ Melanie stares a her-. paper. She doesn't know
what the teacher is asking her to do. She lOoks
aro/uncle feeling panic. Since many of the children
nbw have their hands up, she puts her u?.4The
aide finishes with one of the other children and
comes to her side. "I don't know what too do,"
Melanie whispers, tears- in, her eyes.' The aide can

F ;only repeat what tht teacherhas said.
The teacherloes'thrOgh 27 more items, in-

cluiding ones in which the children have to be able-
.1.o distinguish between e, u, and i as the sound

heard in the middle of first, and u, o, 9r e as the
sound heard in the middle of rug.,

Everyone greets recess with Cheers: chil-
dren are exhausted the aide and the keacher are
exhausted.

After reCCSS, Ole' children conic back into class
and see-thtest booklets still-on theirdesks. They
groan and protest. The teacher gets them settled
down and begins the l'outine again.

f'
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In a situation like the one above, the citilVren''
tend to feel that they are failures; they river
suspect that something may be wrong with the
tqt. The teacher, too, is a victim in this testing
process, because he or she is made to feel that any
problem in carrying out the test is caused by the.
way he or she has administered it. According to the
testing manual, "the teacher or examiner who
makes the announcement should guard against
aiOusing anxiety in the students,"

During testing week some children remove,/
themselves front` the intolerable situation by either
"playing sick" or. actually becoming sick..

On the second day of testing, Melanie did not
want to come to school, but.her mother felt it was
important for her to go and "not get in the habit

stayin,g home just because something she didn't
I like was happening." In this way Melanie's mother,
like many other parents, helped to support the

7 practice Of testing, feeling that it is a necessary evil-.
The parent thus joins with the school in furthei
convincing the child that something is wrong with
the child, not with .the test.

Melanie, however, had an asthma attack dur-
ing the math portion of this test and got to go

',home. anyway. :During the rest of the year, she was
frequently absent and very reluctant to try new
tasks. -

In the second grade, the same 'pattern con-,
61'1114. Melanie's experiences with testing seem to
have changed what started as a positive school
experience into a negative *onse:

Unfortunately, this student is not unique.
Two or three clays of testing frequently damage the
self- esteem of many first graders. It is hard to over-

,

state the,negative impact of this test-on young chil-
dren.

Other children deal with standardized testing
by not really trying, by just narking answers and
going, through the motions, On therreading cont-.

prehenson part of the test given above, the chil-
dren were required to reild sentences suchsas "The
prince' took a drink and changed into a' frog." Only
two children in this class were able to read at all.

The children were given 15 minutes for this".
part of the test. Most went through 'it marking any

-bubble--that struck their.-fancc. and finished the test--
in two or three minutes. Some made nice designs
with the bubbles. Only the two little boys who
could read took more than five minutes for the

-test. One of them became. frustrated 1;;:cause the

1 7
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teacher wouldn't help him -with a word, so he put
his ,head down on his desk and refused to finish the
test.

The effects of tests on children are tragic and
cruel. The vicious cycle of labeling and testing fol-
lows' children throughout their school experiences,
influencing -both teacher and parental .attitudes
toward themand, what is worse, their attitudes
toward themselves.

Much has been written about the effects of
testing on teachers' attitudes toward students. We
must now contend with a third party in this un-
healthy situation. Federal and state programs ,re-.
quire increased parent participation, so parents
have access to information which they might not
otherwise be aware of

Usually parents whoie child has low scores
believeeither the child or the school is failing.

Teachers who kriow the- limitations of ,these
scores are' reluctant to tell parents a first oresecond
'grade,,,child is ranked "beldv average." Providing
this information to the parent only perpetuates the
labeling of young children: We must question, how-
ever, any use whatsoever of a score that is So
tainted that we, wish to withhold' it from a child's
parents,..If a score is that misleading and damaging
in its effects, we must examine the wisdom of even
having it available.

We must _also question the educational sound-
ness of Writing objectives based on raising scores on
standardized tests. Suppose. a `school gets govern-
nient money for a program to bring all students'
scores that are in the lOwer two quartiles up to thc
Upper two. The tests are .constructed, however, to
obtain a certaii distribution of scores among all
four quartiles. The two lower quartiles will by
definition always contain a certain propoition of
students' scores, so the programs are destined tel.
fall short of their objectives. \

It is difficult for a teacher to \have worked
hard all year only to get the results of ,tandardized
tests and find that, technically, the 'teacher and
.claSs both have failed. This year nearly very child
in our school is in the lower two quartiles in read-
itig or math or both. Since the main goal of the
program at 'our school is to bring these hildrcn
into the two top quartiles, the. program ha failed.

The teachers and staff of our \scho can
accept this, failure intellectually because\ we feel it
is only a "paper failure." Emotionallyhowever,
we become frustrated when faced' with\a list of
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scores that says our students,are failing academ-

These tests also negatively affect the programs
that they evaluate. In schools where the staff is
professional and secure, the influence of these tests
is minimal as the staff tries to. keep the children's
needs in mind and teach to theie needs, not to the
tests. Even so, the need to,comPare skillrachieve-
.ment with that in other schools gives the tests
influence. Because evaluation techniques and stan-
dardizedtests'have not kept pace with curriculum
development and theories of child development,
that influence is regressive.

In other schools the situation is worse., At
One school where I taught, great emphasis was
placed on .the test results. Predictably, teachers did'
everything possible to improve the test scores.
Since the only two areas evaluated 'on theest were
math and reading, teachers- concentrated{ on these
two areas almost to the exclusion of art;lsocial
studies, and music. Recess and lunch time ere cut
down in order -to give more instructional time in
math and reading. Meng was manipulated to

than!bake the pretest scores flower tnan tne posttest
scores. For pretesting, all t is were given in
one day, on a Monday; for posttesting, they were
given at a more leisurely pace on Tuesday, Wednes-
day,' and Thursdaydays when the children were
usually more settled.

Tests and work sheets covering the material
on the test finally came to be the curriculum at the
school. The pressure to look good oKt tests brought
about wide fluctuations in students' test scores.
gains of two or three years one year and regression
the next,

It seems, then, that little of Nalue is derived'
4,,,,,from these tests, other than using the scores as

criteria for deciding which schools will get federal
money for new programs. (Why not throw darts?)

To student, teacher, and parent, the tests are
equally devastating. One teacher at Williatm Penn
Elementary School (Bakersfield California) put it -

very succinctly, "How do standardized tests help
me in the classroom? Well, they helped three chil-
dren ruin their pants and one child have ;xi asthma
attack."

Teache s have talked about the dama ging
effects of staI da dized tests for years. perhaps:4
they refused to ve the tests, changes and reforms
would result. J
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One immediate change could be to exclude
° children from standardized testing until they

actually haVe the skills that these tests arc
supposed to be testing. Teachers could use their
judgment to decide who should take the tests.

Because these 'tests are not diagnostic and are
supposed to be more valid (although this, too, is
questionable) for a group than for an individual,
test results should not be, linked with an individual

.
1"'"c"\\
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student but only with a group.
On a long-term- basis, test manufacturers

should design tests based on the developmental
levels of young childrennot adults. In curriculum
We realized years ago that the child is a unique
kind of being and,-not just a smaller version of a
grown-up. Merely updating the old model of the
standardized test as testing companies have done in
the past and continue to do is not enough.

yf
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ONE WAY IT CAN BE
by Brenda S. Engel

the spring of I976, the Cambridge
Alt ative Public School, then in its fourth year,

d generally avoided administering the stan-
dardized tests ordinarily required of Cambridge
public schools. At that time, however, pressure
'from the school department was increasing; the
assistant superintendent for elementary education
fel:that he needed concrete evidence of the
quality of the educatiOn offered at the school.

With, parent support, the school had taken an
antitestirig position (similar, on several points, to
that taken by the NEA). The school felt that
scheduling standardized tests disrupted the educa-
tional process, that the tests made many children
anxious, that the tests penalized minority children,
and that their influence on teaching and the cur-

, ficulum. could be disastrOus for an innovative
school. But the school 'community (teachers,
administration, and parents) also ,had. a strong
interest in carrying out some form of evaluation in
order to corroborate their confidence in the
school. So much for the situation.

At this point, at the request of a parent-staff
committee, I was employed as an independent
consultant to try out some means of 'evaluation
that might be satisfactory to both the school com-
munity and the school department.

We settled on the third grade for the alterna-
tive evaluation, because, it was a well-balanced
class in regard to age, sex, and race. Four teachers
would be directly involved since the 29 children in
the grade were fairly evenly divided among (Or
clissrooms (each contained mixed ages). Most of
the children involved had been in the school from
its inception. .

In order to keep the size of the undertaking
manageable during the first experimentat_year, we
identified thiee areas of the curriculum for assess-
ment math, reading,. and artand proceeded to
make an overall plan, to outline an implementation
schedule, and to design the actual instruments of
evaluation.

The evaluation was to be carried out over a
five-week period' toward the end of the school

4..`
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year. We hoped the instruments of evaluation
would do the following:

Give each child various ways to demon-
strate his or her abilities.
Take into consideration the. varied
economic, cultural, and linguistic back-

.. grounds of the children.
, Elicit, original responses and creative

. thinking.
. Assess significant aspects of education.

4," Gain information about children's learn-
ing as directly as possible..

A
We also hoped that the evaluation would

cause a minimum of disruption in the school and
that it would not be a negative experience for the
children. The actual work of the assessment was to
be shared among a'number of people with different
jobs in the school or with different relationships tok
it.

When the evaluation was completed, we
hoped to present a report in1clear, readable, and

''-usable form. We planned to make it more descrip-
tive than judgmental, both non comparative and
nonnumerical, and useful to teachers as well as in-,
formative to administrators and parents.

The matrix shOwn in Figure 1 describes what
we intended to assess and how, we intended to do
it. The Areas to Be Assessed'are listed across the
top and the Means of Assessment down the left-
hand side. Teacher'statements led the list a Means
of Assessment. Each teacher gave opinions (which
we determined through lengthy, interviews) of each

progress in each area of learning: hisor her
understanding of the decimal system, sense of

-estimation and of probability, and so on across the
matrix, ending with the child's ability to solve
'original problems.

The teacher statements began the evaluation
process and supplied the guidelines, in both, con-
tent and approach, for conducting the re$tyf the
,assessment. The'teachers' opinions of each !Child's
ability in each curriculum area set the stage for
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what followed, particularly for our observations of,
and interviews with, the children.

The-second Means of Assessmentclassroom
observationswas necessarily open-ended and
directed more toward quality of work and involve-
ment than toward skills. An observer spent about
half a day in each of the four classrooms, focusing
particularly on the third graders and recording the
observations in anecdotal form.

A parent committee drew up and distributed
parent questionnaires, thi third item in the Means
column. The areas checked on the matrix represent
only some of the subjects covered in the ques-
tionnaires; other subjects were matters of general
interest to the school and were not part.,-of the
assessment.

The oral And written tests ,were 'Made up
specifically for the occasions (i.e., nonstan-
dardized).,They were to inventory the children's
abilities in the specified areas as simply-as possible.

Following is an example from such a test. It
was designed to measure children's ability to
estimate as -part of *e mathematical skills assessed
on the-matrix.

°AbOut how much does your teacher weigh?
Which do you think, weighs more, a bicycle or "

a horse?
About how long is your thumb?
About how high is the ceiling in this room?
About how long does it take you to brush

your teeth?
About how long will it be before you are a

grown-up?.
About how long is summer vacation?
About how many children are there in this

school?
About how many pieces of bread are there in

a loaf?

Classroom teachers, with the help of graduate
students, gathered the 'next items on the list, collection of work samples (current), previous test
results, and summaries of school records.

Finally, when all these data were assembled in
folders, we conducted an interview with each child
to fill in any gaps in the informati;:,n and clear up
possible ambiguities or contradictions.

Most important, each area of learning was
examined in a variety a ways designed to cross-

check each other. No judgments were made on the
basis of a single means or single occasion.

Another, central and challenging consideration
was the form of the final report, which had to be
designed for the requirements of widely different
constituencies: the school department, school
administration, teachers, parents, and children.

The school department was interested in a
concise statement focused mainly on skills. Par-
ents, although ,they varied in their expectations of
the evaluations (some looking for cognitive; others,
affective assessment), were primarily interested in
detailed reports on their own children. Teachers
were looking for confirmation of their own percep-,
tions, for further insights, and for implications for
the curriculum. The.school administration shared
all these interests. The children themselves, if they
were at all aware of the nature of the process, were
looking for personal reassurance.

Our reporting system hap three, parts: a Sum-
mary sheet for each child, a key (with school
department expectations, not norms, underlined),
and documentation (folders containing results,of,
or notes on, all the Means of Assessment). By
glancing at only the summary sheet, one could gain
a general impression of achievement; one could
read the summary sheet in detail, using the key to
identify specific skills; or one could scrutinize the
actual evidence on which the summary sh-eet was
based.

It would be misleading to suggest that all of
this does not add up to a substantial amount of
work. Having gone through this process once, how-
e'ver, those of us involved now believe that, the
same approach could be carried out in a variety of
ways and over differing lengths of time.

A teacher, or group of teachers, could-custom
design his or her own matrix, listing the iubject.
matter to be assessed across the top (as shown in
Figure 1) and:the feasible means$ assessment down
the lefthand column. The matrix itself, once it has
been filled out, can provide the frainework for the
assessment process. For instance, one might limit
the means to teacher statements,, parent question-
naires, written tests, and work samples. Similarly,
one could limit the areas to be scrutinized. (It is
important, however, to assess each area in at least
three ways.) Later, then, when the time comes to
write a test or plan a questionnaire, one has only to
look across the horizontal row from a particular
means to identify its content. Classroom teachers
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can formulate the specific questions to be asked
without much difficulty.

After the scheduled information has been
collected for each child, the teacher can fill in a
report for each child; viewing the assessment as a
more-than-adequate substitute for the usual reports
and testsnot as an addition to them.

How to assess the assessment in relation to
our expectatir as? At this point, it is important to
reemphasize that the purpose of this alternative
evaluation was to compile as informative and as
comprehensive a picture of each child's abilities
and skills as possiblenot to compare .children's

.''
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achievements or fates of growth with those of
other children. In this context, the findings have
promise.

The children, by their own- accounts during
their interviews, seemed to enjoy the process,
which was neither seriously interruptive nor
damagirg. With the, additional specific informatidn
about each student gained from the assessment,
teachers felt that they could do a better job of
individualizing the educational program .for each
child.-Terhaps most important, the assessment-itself
did not violate The educational climate we were
trying to protect and to which we were committed.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF GROUPS CONCERNED WITH STUDENT EVALUATION SYSTEMS*
by Bernard McKenna

The roles and responsibilities delineated
below for specific groups of persons particularly
concerned with student evaluation are based on
findings of and Positions taken by the NEA Task
Force on Testing. (The report of this task force is
contained on pages 81-90.) These recommended
roles and responsibilities are considered essentials
for achieving the following goals:

Sound and fair develoPment of evalua-
tion systems .

Appropriate distribution and adminis-
tration of evaluation systems
Accurate and fair jnterpretation of the
results
Relevant And constructive action pro-
grams based.on the results.

.)

A. Teachers, Individually or Collectively
Through' Their Associations, as Appropriate,
Should Do the Following:

1. Seek representation on school district,
testing industry, and government (state
and federal) decision- making groups for
test development (e.g., Educational Test-
ing Service, National Institute of Educa-
tion), become involved id item analysis
and selection, and provide feedback on
content and foimat 6f tests.

2. Plan and negotiate for, or otherwise
reacb,aireement with the school
istratidd on, released time and district
in-service education programs to prepare
members in the use of tests.

3. .Plan professidnal activities in the area of
testing for MI- members of the associa-
tion.

4. Seek and participate in in-servicetraining
in the area of testing to learn* to con-
struct and evaluate teacher-made tests,
to learn about objective- or criterion-
refereiking, to learn about alternative
assessment tools, to learn appropriate re-
porting procedures, to develop an aware-
ness of the variety of tests and their pur-

poses, to keep abreast of latest research
findings, and to develop the ability to
analyze and -riticize standardized tests
as they relate to school and district pro-
grams and goals.

5. Work to influence test makers and the
local and state school systems and secure
from them a firm commitment to evalua-
tion programs that- will lead to the im-
provement of instruction.

6. Keep parents and other interested com-
munity groups infornied al gut trends
and promising developments in evalua-
tion procedures and about unsound test-
ing practices.

7. Negotiate for;, or otherwise reach agree-
ment with the school administration on,
provisions guaranteeing teacher lead time
for preparation for testing, appropriate
testing conditions and scheduling, and
follow-up the for scoring. Provisions
should spell out teachers' appropriate
role in the test - scoring process, e.g., to
remedy the inordinate amount of *time
spent on hand scoring:

8. Thoroughly familiarize themselves with
tests td be given (assuming they have
been furnished with appropriate back-
ground materials and sufficient time for
learning about administration of the
instruments).

9. Develop an understaiuling of their stu-
dents' cultural and socio - economic back-
grounds and sensitivity to their indi-
viduaPiiceds and problems in order to
avoid. the of irrelevant and
biased testing.

10. Periodically t review- tests to determilie
their relevancy to instructional goals and
objectives and' their timeliness, and

*The 'term evaluation systenV is used irntead
of tests because it is believed that a wide variety of
alternatives to tests should and can be developed
through research and tryout leading to their
validation for evaluation purposes.
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recommend to the school administration
and the testing industry abandonment of
irrelevant and outmoded tests.

11. Secure by appropriate,meansfrom the
school or school district administration,
as deemed necessarythe right to deter-
mine what tests will be administered,
when they will be given, and at what
intervals. They should also secure the
right to determine exemptions from test-
ing.

12. Secure by appropriate meansfrom the
school or school district administration,
as deemed necessarythe right to deter...
mine proper physical arrangements and
time frames for testing as appropriate for
themselves and their students. Time
allowed should be sufficient for
thorough orientation of students to the.
test being given, and for scoring and re-
portingrcsults.

13. Be responsible for providing a non-
threatening attitudinal atmosphere for
students during testing sessions, given
the proper conditions.

14. Assure that machine-scored results arc
validated by hand scoring a sample of
tests. s

15. Take an objective approach in inter-
preting test results, never using them as a
weapon against students.

16. Seek to ensure that test results are not
used to categorize students into homo:,
gencous groups or as a criterion for stu- '
dent admission to programs of their
choice.

17. Strive for accuracy in interpreting test
results, relating them to socio-economic
factors affecting individual students.

'18. Have respect for student privacy in inter-
preting test results and manifest that
respect by working to secure school dis-
trict policies guaranteeing students'
privacy in the reporting and dissemina-
tion of test results, which should not be
for public information.

19. Urge strict enforcement of the federal
Privacy Act affecting pupil records.

20. Work to secure legislation which will pre-
vent publication of test scores.
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21. Work to secure legislation which will pre-
vent the use of test results as a basis for
allocation ollocal, state, or federal edu-
cational funding.

22. Assure that test results are not compared
among dassrooms or buildings or with
other districts or regions.

23. Report oa test results in a manner appro-
priate to a varied audience -= students,
parenti, media, professionals.

24. Recommend *general and specific pro-
gram improvements to the school and
school district administrations, and to
effect the improvements, .identify the
needed resoUrces and remedial measures
and programs.

25. Secure through the appropriate means
from the school or school district admin.
ittration, as deemed necessarythe stipu-
lation that test results will not be used in,_
evaluating teacher performance. (Teach-
ers should be held accountable for con-
ducting the pest instructional process
possible under existing conditions, not
for guaranteeing learning.)

26. Take a position in favor of the inclusion
of courses in tests and measurement's in
all teacher preparation ,programs, and
provide input on
i

testing`-problems and
issues to their on profes-
sional governance boards or commissions
to help in the formulation of standards
and requirements for teacher education

licensure. (There is littic4 evidence
that most preparing institutions or states
specifically require or encourage class-
room teachers to acquire the knowledge
and skills necessary for using tests.)

B. Other Professional Associations Should Do
the Following:

1. _ Search out and synthesize information
on all issues associated with the develop-
ment, use, and abuse of tests and com-
municate to the members any informa-
tion affecting them or their students.

2. Organize study committee, of members
knowledgeable in testing to develop
policies, guidelines, and procedures for
testing. Such Committees should seek in-
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put from all members and consultation
from experts in the field.

3. gerve in a "watchdog" capacity .on the
introduction and administration of cur-
riculum-related tests to assure their
,appropriateness for schools, and com-
municate regional concerns to the testing
industry.

4. Pursue needed changes in school .cur-
riculum programs as identified- through
The results of testing, this in cooperation
with other associations in the region
which represent comparable educational
and socioeconolhlic conditions.

5. Identify alternatives to standardized test-
ing. ,

6. Provide background information and
regional concerns to those responsible
for drafting or introducing state legisla-
tion, and work for passage of legislation
to regulate types of tests and uses of the
results. These efforts should include call-.
ing for the testing of students in their
dominant language (except, for example,
proficiency tests in English).

7. Urge strict enforcement of the federal
Privacy Act affecting pupil records.

Students, Individually 'or Collectively as Ap-
propriate, Should Do the Following: .

I. Seek. a role in the developrhent of tests
through representation on school, dis-
trict, and testing industry committees
and by providing, feedback on test con-
tent and format.'

2. Take. positions against the use of mea,-
surement instruments that they feel are

. biased and will lead to unfair results on
thc. basis Of race, sex, 'socioeconomic
status, language; or culture, and make
these positions known to the school and
school district administration and the
testing in dustry.1
Make every effort, assuming they have
been afforded proper ,orientation, to
thoroughly understand the purpose, and
intended uses of results, of any 'test to be
administered in which they Will be in-
volved. Students should have the right to

refuse to take a test known to be racially,
culturally; or otherwise biased.

4. Seek a role in determining Ifni conditions
of test administrationinduding sched-
uling, preparation, 'length, location,
facilities. (Many tests are administered
under adverse conditions, with' little
attention given to the total physical
environment and insufficient time allow-
ed for orientation.)
Call attention to any physical or atti-
tudinatpressures in the administration of
tests which they .feel threaten them or
their performance.

6. Insist that they be given a thorough ex-
planation of test results in a meaningful
way and in; language they can under-
stand.

7, Take a position on the use of test results,
demanding guarantees of privacy and the
right to determine 'to whom the results
will be released, insisting-that results not
be used to demean or categorize them or
to deny them admission to prdgrams of.
their choice, and urging strict enforce;
ment of the federal-Privacy- Act, which

'affects pupil records.
8. Seek a role in deciding, on alternatives

for meeting student needs as identified
through the results of testing, insist on
the right to choose from among alterna-
tives, and become involved in the
planning of remedial pidgrams.

Local Student Action for Education and Stu-
dent NEA groups might assume the leadership role
in involving all students in the-evaluation programs
of the school or school district and sc.-ye as the
voice 'of student opinion and the vehicle for their
protection against the adverse effects of 'evaluation.

-

D. Minority Groups Should Do thefollowing:

1. Actively seek representatiMinyolvement
on testing industry and school system
decision-making groups for test develop-
ment and use.

2. Urge test makers to (a) revise. tests in
consideration of minority' differences,
eliminating culture-related items from
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current tests and working toward .cross-
cultural instruments,. (b) research ethnic
and regional test requifeinents and with-
drawttests found to be inappropriate to.
the population being tested, and (c)
explore and recommend alternative
forms of student evaluation.

3. Request from the testing industry docu-
mentation on norming procedures and
population bases for norming.

4. Keep members informed of improper
test procedures and seek support or legal
assistance where tests and results are mis-
used.

5. Urge minority students to refuse to take
tests which are., found to be biased and
urge minority - teachers to refuse to
administer such tests.

6. Work to prevent the invasion of student
privacy in interpretation and use of test
results.

7. Woik for legislation to preVent publica-
tion of test scores and for enforcement
of the federal Privacy Act affecting pupil
record.

8. Promote legislatiOn to prevent the use of
test* scores as. a basis for allocation of
local, state, or federal edUcational fund-
ing.

9. Take strong positions and action against
the .use of test results for tracking, to
denigrate minority intelligence, or to
deny students entrance to programs.

10. Expose the erroneous contentions of
Shockley and Jensen that some groups in
society are genetically less intelligent
than others. (The` Typical group test' is
considered (a) an unreliable measure of
mental ability and _(b) to be biased
against minorities, having been stan-
dardized on, a different kind of popula-
tion.)

11. Actively seek changes in' curriculum (in-
cluding textbooks) to reflect minority

. concerns and diagnostic 'services based
on student needs as identified-by appro-
priate testing:

12. Seek community support and funds for
appropriate new or experimental educa-
tion programs based on needs identified
through means other than testing.
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13.- Become 4volved in planning and pro-
viding pre- and in-service education for
teachers o orient them to minority
problems and needs related to testing.

14. Seek public awareness of and. concern
for minority problems in testing, and
pressure' community media to help keep
the public informed, especially on issues
related to proper interpretation and use
of test results.

15. Form coalitions for action in the
development and use of tests.

E. The 'Testing Industry Should Do the Follow;
ing:

1. Include in test development substantial
numbers of persons from all groups that
have an interest in and knowledge about
testing, particularly representatives of
classroom teachers and minority groups.

2. Be responsible for producing culturally
fair and bias-free tests that contain rele-
vant items..

3. Work with all concerned groups in con-
stantly monitoring, updating, and re-
vising their tests. The industry should
immediately withdraw oat -of-ilate tests
from the market, -as recommended by
those who use them.

4. Take regional. diversities into considera-
tion in constructing tests to ensure rele-
vance of test items.

5. Correlate tests to current and developing
curricula.

6. Improve sampling techniques and broad-
en sampling bases.

7. Undertake in-depth research and
development to perfect a wide -variety of
alternatives to standardized norm-refer-
enced tests.

8.. Provide with each test copy a cover
document specifying what- the test is
designed for (to reveal depth of subject
knowledge, to-verify reading comprehen-
sion, to establish -equivalency, etc. ) and

3 what groups (e.g., "early childhood,"
"later elementary ")' it is appropriate for.
The document shbuld also include a re-
lease form for student signatia--testify-
ing that "I understand the purpose of

28
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the test..." or "I am taking test under
protest...."

9. Provide an up-to-date manual with each
standardised test, issued in English and
other appropriate language editions
depending on the 'student population.
The manual should give clear and com-
plete, information for administration of
the test, including proper physical ar-
rangements; define proper and improper
uses of the test, warning particularly
against using the test for purposes of
teacher evaluation; explain various ways
of interpreting results, providing 'infor-
mation on the basis of norming'to ensure
proper interpretation and including a
"Surgeon General's warning" on the
dangers of misinterpretation; delineate
limitations of the, test.

10. Provide with each test, not just bench
,marks, but a range of scoring norms.

11.- Constantly monitor the distribution of
standardized tests to, ensure. proper use,
respond,, promptly to charges of.misuse,
and refuse to sell tests or report scores
where misuse is evident:

12. provide in-service training for teachers
and administrators in. the use of stan-
dardized tests; provide consultants, and
test administiitors to assist teachers in
giving tests and developing sensitivity to
testing conditionS; rand have representa-
fives available- as resource persons for in-
terpretation Of tesf res-ults.

'13. Provide information on the use of stan-
dardized tests and interpretation of re-
sults to schoOls of education and urge
them to include courses in tests and
'measurements in theii required profes-
sional preparation for teachers. such
courses should include instruction on
limitations of tests, potential bias, and a
broad range of alternatives to testing.

14. Develop recommendations for curricu-
lum revisions 4s related to test results in
order to help teachers in planning re-
medial programslor students.

15. Establish an exiensive.. PR program to
keep the public informed on testing
issues' and developments, issuing infor-

nation materials in English and other
language. editions.

F. School Administrators Should Do the Fol-.
lowing:

1. Ensure that, `-w-hen----aripropriate, all tests
to be administers reflect the uniqueness
of the geographi region in which they
are administered and that locally
developed and standardized tests reflect
updated curriculum. . '

2. Involve teachers, students, and parents in.
decision making related to the testing
program. -

3. Ensure that all teachers who must' ad-
..

ministet tests are-provided with adequate
supplies for the students; proper physical
arrangements, and thorough orientation
time,including practice testing.

4. Provide released tike for teachers for in-
service training in the administration of
tests.

5. Ensure that test results are not used to
label students, that the confidentiality of
scores is protected in a professional
manner, and that the federal Privacy Act
affecting pupil records is enforced in
school buildings and districts.

6. Make available to teachers or specialists
tools for diagnostic purposes and train-
ing,in their use. .

7. Keep parents informed about tesf results
(using nontechnical language) :and keep
the school board informed about the
limitations and possible misuses of tests.

8. Continually evaluate the total testing
program.

G. Appropriate College and University Personnel
Should Da the Following:

1. Serve a research function, providing to
NEA and other concerned groups and to
faculty in the school of education their
findings on the use and misuses of stan-,
dardized tests (including their on test-
ing devices), test bias, and alternatives,

2. Serve in a consultative capacity to the
testing industry, providing information-
on student population and needs, new
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curricula, college admissiOn policies. schol-
arships, equal opportunity programs, and
the like.

3. Serve in a consultative capacity to school
systems, for in-service teacher education
and for, decision making aboUt curricu-
lum changes based on the results of test-
ing.

4 Seek...41e involvement of practitioners in
deciiion making, relating to professional

-preparation in tests and measurements.
5. Monitor test results ,from school districts

in their _region in relation,to new direc-
tions for open admissions,- equal oppor-,
tunity programs, scholarships, etc., and
keep junior and senior high schools in-
formed about the .relationship of test
scores to admission policies and program
choice.

6. Form coalitions to influence legislation
and provide expert testimony on the
proper uses of tests and test results.

H. Government Agencies

2.

The U.S. Congress should legislate re.
straints on the use of tests that prevent
equakeducational opportunity.
The approriate f6deral agencies should

Provide quality control of Jesting
by taking steps to restrain the test-
ing industry .from publishing tests
that are improperly conitliicted

- and by monitoring instruments s-to
-ensure their constant updating.

'or Provide technical assistance and in-
formation to educators and the
public regarding test development

. and' use.
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Increase research effoi-ts in stan-
dardized tests and alternatives.
Assure that teachers are involved in
decision making about the use of
revenue-sharing funds as they apply
to the school system's testing pro-
gram.

3. State education agencies should7
Provide consultant services, finan-
cial assistance, and models for
qiiality in-service education for
teachers on the proper. administra-
tion of tests and on limitationi of
test results.
Provide for ,alternatives. to stan-
dardized tests for state assessment.
programs.' ..

Prevent the improper distribution
and administration of large-scale
assessment .program materials by
instituting sanipling procedures as
opposed to blanket testing.

Local education agencies should- Provide released time and quality
in-service education for teachers
and other school personnel on the
administration of tests and use of
results.
Prevent misuse of large-sCale assess-_

ment instruments by instituting
sampling procedures ,as opposed to
blanket testing.

---,,,Education agencies at all levels should
InvoIye teachers decision making

'an l.e.st development.
Provide the funds for innovative
programso deyelop alternatives to

. standardized testing-and interpreta-
tion.
Provide the funds for long range
experimental testing programs.

e 4-4
X.4
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WHY. SHOULD ALL"THOSE STUDENTS TAKE ALL THOSE TESTS?

The NEA Task Force on Testing,,, in its first
interiin report, states:

The' Task Force believes they is overkill in the use of
'standardized tests, and that the intended purposes of
testing can be accomplished through less use of stan-
dardized tests, through sampling techniques where
tests are used, and through a variety of alternatives to
tests....

Representatives of the testing industry and others
told the Task Force.that.sampling of student popPla-
tions could be as effective as the blanket applidation
of tests that is now so common. Some suggested that
such procedures, in addition to increasing the assure
ance of privacy, rights, would conserve time, effort,
and financial expenditure.i,i

some
blanket use of tests (every-pupil testing)

in some state assessment and local testing programs
appears to require inordinate amounts of time and
resources on the part of teachers, other personnel
involved in test administration and interpretation,
and the students themselves.

Criticisms of the blanket use of tests, hive
come from a variety of ilrominent researchers,
evaluators,' and other educators.

4.,
,House, Rivers, and Stufflebeam, in their

evaluation of the Michigan accountability system,
concurred that.in that state:

Statewide testing as presently executed also raises the
question. of the feasibility of every pupil testing. This
practice appears to be of dubious value when the cost
of Such an undertaking is compared with the resulting
benefits to local level personnel.'... The local, 'and
hence overall, costs cbuld be reduced by a matrix
sampling plan which requires that each student tested
take only a, few items.... In the long run, a matrix
sampling plan will -be the only One feasible from a
cost and time standpoint. The cost and time required
for every pupil testingfor the whole state would be
horrendous. ... We feel that it [strict adherence to a
statewide testing Modell will result in useless expen-
ditures of monies and manpower, in addition to pro-
ducing unwarranted disruptions of the educational
programs within a great number of schools.2

In a paper entitled "Criteria for Evaluating
State Educatio'n 'Accountability Systems," the Na-

..

tional Education Association has laid dtiwn fifteen
basic principles, one of which'is as follows:

If the state desires test data for its own planning pur-
poses, it 'should use proven matrix sampling tech-
niques which will not reveal schools? and which will
greatly reduce costs.

Matrix sampling -techniques can give an accurate
picture of the state by various categories much mote
efficiently .than testing. each child with an entire
instrumeni.3.,

It was with such admonitions as these in mind
that this chapter was written. And while some
procedures are appropriate for evaluating-kill stu-
dents in one way or another for particular pur-
poses, it would appear that there is gross over -use
of blanket testing procedures.

To help teachers and other educators better.
understand' some .main considerations related to
sampling, the NEA obtained permissidn from Dr.
Frank Womer, Michigan School Testing Service,
University' of Michigan, to reproduce material from
a monogfaph of s.iis on 'developing assessment pro-
grams.4 In addition, Dr. Womer prepared, espe-
cially for this paper, a section on item sampling.
Dr. Women's recommendations follow the excerpts
from his monograph.

Determining Whether Sampling Is To Be Used

The decision whether to test an entire popula-
tion or use a sample involves a combination of con-
cerns. Clearly there are policy considerations; clear-
ly there are psychometric5 considerations; clearly
there are data collection considerations; and clearly
there are cost considerations. The best possible
staff- and cOnsultant thinking on this question
should be brOilglit to an advisory committee for
them to consider very carefully. - .

Probably the most crucial consideration is a
policy one, since psychometrics, data collection,
and cost generally would argue on the side of
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sampling rather, than using an entire population.
If it is deemed wise for policy reasons to test all
students in a Population,that preference, typically,
will have to be weighed against availal,le resources
and technology; so Vewill consider first the policY
implications of the two choices.

One needs to look carefully at the purposes
and goals, f a specific assessment program in deter-
mining wh ther sampling is appropriate. If all of
the specific purposes and objectiVes of an assess-,
ment progra can be met by group results, then
sampling mils be considered.

The only assessment situation' that dearly
calls for common data collection on all members of
the population is when it is deemed essential, for
improved .decision making, to have exactly the
same test information for every pupil in a given
grade in a state (or other assessments unit). It is
exactly this situation that has prevailed for years in
local school districts that have every-Pupil achieve-
ment or ability testing at some grade level. His-
torically, the compulsory/state testing programs
were examples of this situation; the voluntary pro-
grams were not. If a state mandates common test-
ing for all students it is taking over a role that local
districts traditionally have Eeld. This may be go d
or this may be bad depending on one's poin of
view of the role of a state department of ca-
tion. Iecertainly has impOrtant policy implica ons.

There are many facets to this point, but it
should be.kept tlearly, in mind that-it is not neces-
sary to test every pupil at a given grade level, on ---.
identical material in order to get 12 good picture\91., '..'

education outcomes of groups of students; it +is
necessary only if one feels that each teacher in an

' entire state at a given'grade level must have the
same information for each pupil.

Probably the greatest advantage of sampling-is
that for a given amount of effort (and money) one_
can gather more usaole information than byusing

,
an .entira populatron.. If the goals g'f an assessment
program are to gather statewide information only,
it is hard- to conceive of any reason for esting all

, students in a given grade. For example, if there arc
50,000third-gradeis in the state of Limbo, and one
wants to gather state statistics only, it is very
possible that a sample 5,000 students (or even 500)
would be sufficient if they are selected by a
probability sample....6 Or,If one can afford to
test all 50,000 third-graders, and if it is ,deemed
wise to do so, one could select ten 5,000-p-upil

-ent
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samples and secure information on ten 'subject
areas,.or one could go into great depth of informa-
an gathering in two or thfee subject areas. The
combinations of possibilities of sampling pupils
and content arc almost endless.

If one wants district-level information, then
sampling becomes a different situation. In a school
district with one third grade, sampling of pupils is
hardly possible for most assessment purposes. In
school districts with: many third-graders, sampling
could provide a greater variety of information than
common testing on every pupil, in the same
fashiOn, as- at the state level. Specific decisions of
howAir to carry sampling should be made only
after advice from a sampling statistician. Sampling
is a highly developed technical field, and the
implications of any decisions to sample or not to
sample must be reviewed by competent samplers.

Other compromise possibilities exist. One
could- test all students in a population with one
short test,.: while using a sampling approach for
other tests. This apprpach would provide some
common information ,on all students but would
allow for greater depth of data collection' over a.
subject arca..

Principle: Sampling of pupils and/or content should
be given very serious consideration for all large-scale
assessment projects. The only situation where it may
not be useful is one where it is deemed essential to
collect common information on all students in a
statewide population of students. Sampling should be
used to 'maximize the collection .of usable informa-
iron for stated assessment purposes at the lowest
possiblecoit and effort,

* * *

[Sampling with total tests is less complicated to
administer, but since it is likely to he subject to error
in administration and consequently less reliable, in
some ewes item sampling may be moLe useful. There-
fore, Dr..--1Yomer was asked to prepare an additional
statement on the purposes and potential of item
sampling. His statement follows.]

Item Sampling

The process of item sampling in testing is
more useful for one of two purposes:

1. To increase the amount of group test
results .that can be obtained frorri stu-
dents in-a given period of time, or
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2. To decrease the amount of testing time
necessary to obtain large amounts of
group test information from students.

for either purpose, it is essential to keep in
mind that item sampling is useful for gathering
information -about. groups of students. Thus it is a
technique for use with relatively large groups, not a
classroom-sized group or even three or four classes
within a building.

Example I
A school system has 500 students in the sixth
grade.' A standardized reading test is to be
administered for a one:shot systemwide survey.
The test takes 45 minutes to administer, which
is\ all the time that can be taken from a busy
schedule at the end of the year.'

Staff are unhappy that only reading is to be
surveyed. Some major changes were made in the
mathematics curriculum three years before and
they, feel it would be valuable `to survey this
subject also. Bir. randomly selecting only 250 of
the students to take the reading test, the other
250 could be -.given a 45-minute mathematics

.test at-the same time.

*.*
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Exampre 2

A school system has 1;000 fourth-graders. It is
desired to do an in-depth study of student out-
comes for 100 different behavioral objectives in
mathematics. Each objective requires the use of
eight questions. The total of 800 queitions
would require one student to spend perhaps 15
hours of testing time to attempt all of them.

By randomly dividing up the objectives and
items into five different subtesti (eacli,,with 20
objectives and 160items), each subtest could be
administered to 200 students (randonly
selected), This would require only 3 hours of

'- testing time per student (manageable) rather
than 15 hours (unmanageable), and group results
would still be ayailable for all 100 objectives;
(800 items).

In either ekaniple the 'results will be usable for
group analyses. Any slight reduction in accuracy
due to sampling error is apt to be much less than
errors due to increasing testing time eif students
beyond some reasonable amountt,Systematic errors
due to fatigue, disinterest, poor motivation, teach-
er concern, and other conditions of testing can
easily outweigh a small sampling error.
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A TEACHER VIEWS CRITERION-REFERENCED TESTS
by Jean S. Blachford

Recently, students and teachers have been
questioning the use of standardized tests, including
their administration, ranking, scoring, and report-
ing.procedures. We teachers deplore the use of tests
to rank students and-,recognize that use of stan-
dardiied tests does not, in fact, improve edti'6-

', tional programs.
In response to these negative reactions, test

developers have offered the criterion-referenced
test (CRT), which tells something about an indi-
vidual student without reference to the per-
formance of any other student. Despite this
advantage' of CRT over norm- referenced tests, we
teachers must still 'consider several things as we
become- part of the national movement toward

,criterion-referepced tests. We must also seek
relevant and constructive, action programs to learn
about alternative assessment tools.

Given the CRT methodology, teachers must
have assurance that the test" items are directly
based on the instructional 'objectives that are in-
cluded in their students' curriculum. Neither stu-
dents nor we teachers should 'be assessed on test
items that reflece educational. outcomes not' in-
cluded in the local instructional program.

It is important that objectives be developed at
the local level and that they take into considera-
tion the fact thit all learning cannot be translated
into CRT items. Evidence is fast accumulating that
Cognitive processes are measurable but that higher-
level thought processes are very difficult to
Measure. Thus we find ourselves measuring very
simple tasks. As teachers, we must be aware that
the test questions direct related to instruction are
limited ,to assessing mastery of specifics and do not
assess a student's general ability:

Incleed, if we are. peimitted to formulate the
instructional objectives for our Own students, we
must use caution in selecting the objectives that
meet the personal needs of the particular children
we teach. Selection of improper objectives can lead
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to highly detrimental cc/nsequences. Narrowly
structured objectives may be readily 'mastered by
students, but they are grossly unfair to students
and to the teacher. Those students who are taught
only through a set of rigidly applied performance
objectis;es are being denied the broad experience of
aried learning styles and creative teaching
techniques.

Consider, for example, what might happen if(
students were required to tester in a 10-week
period -the following seven objectives taken from
an elementary item bank in the skill area of
language arts comprehension:

1. Retell a story
2. Use a given word in a written sentence
3. Name the class of a group of pictures
4. Identify synonyms .

5. Identify antonyms
6. Select a picture to match a sentence

Recall facts for who, what, and where
questions.

If students miss the established mastery level,
the teacher faces this dilemma: Have they missed
by only a little? On the other hand, if students
master the .objectives in an outstanding manner,
the teacher may. not know whether their- per-
foimance indicates a high 111 ,Iihood of success on
subsequent objectives or whether the CRT items
were written in such a way that competency was
assured.

Two other problems that plague teachers are
related to the way criterion-referenced tests are
developed and how their results are used.

One is that test items are developed in a
hierarchy of difficulty which almost assures that
certain percentages of students will not be able to
respond- correctly to some items. This flies in the
face of the very philosophy of instructional objec-
tiires:' that all 'students should be helped to achieve
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all objectives as fully as possible and that a major
purpose of testing ought to be to determine which

that
stude is need more work on Which objectives in
oid that they may achieve full mastery.

The second, which is closely related to the
first, is the use of cutting scores, pass-fail points, or
minimal competency levels.,Reporting and decision
making based on such measures can result in the

/use of criterion-referenced tests for the sorting and
classifying of studentsa practice that has been

ti
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found so objectionable with means, quartiles, and
similar statistics in norm-referenced-tests.

Finally, if we are to pursue CRT as an aid in
meeting the instructional needs of our students, we
must insist upon proper in-service education in the
preparation of test items, that are attributable to
our instruction. The items must be developed in
such a way that each item-will require a specific
response. We must be thoroughly instructed in
sound and fair development of CRT items.

35
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GUIDELINES AND CAUTIONS FOR CONSIDERING CRITERION-REFERENCED TESTING
by Bernard McKenna

L

Standardized achievement tests used in, most
schools today are knownas norm- referenced tests.
They are constructed in such a way-as to maximize
differences among students, so that oner-can be
compared to another. This is done by providing for
maximum discrimination between high and low
scores. The purpose is to rank a student among his
or her peers. Hence, scores are reported in such

- terms as "Chris Jones is in the ninety-fifth
percentile on verbal reasoning."' While norm-
referenced tests are useful for sorting people into
categories (to the dismay of many), they are not
useful for improving educational programs.

Recently a new concept has been promoted
among test makers and the educational public,
called "criterion-referenced testing," also termed
"objective-referenced testing." At least three
factors have contributed to the emergence of this
new concept: ;First, there is a strong and rising,
dissatisfaction with tests in general; second, there is
the inadequacy' of traditional tests for diagnostic
and instructional purposes; and third, there is some
clamor for evaluating instruction and teachers, as
part of the accromitability movement. Although
criterion or objective- referenced tests may have
potential 'for diagnosing learning problems and
improving liiietruction, they are not useful for
evaluating trachers. For test scores depend largely.

' on variables in*a student's background rather than
on what he or she is taught in The classroom. Ev n
so, a few years ago a bill was introduced in theme

Kansas legislature to cut off funds to district
whose children did not score above the national)
average on such tests. Fortunately the bill did not
pass:

Criterion - referenced tests, instead of com-
paring one Child to another, presumably measure
the'child's performance against a specified criterion
or ohjectivenhuS all children might be able to
achieve the criterion and eventually score 1Q0
percent on the tests. The criterion-referenced test,
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in concept, is much like the kind of test the
teacher gives in the classroom on Friday to
evaluate learning of - specific objectives taught

. earlier in the .week.
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Conceivably the external, criterion toward
which the test is directed could'4e number of
things. For example, one could have a criterion-
referenced test for measuring the skills of a brick-
layer without reference to how others do. For
example: Can he or she lay bricks? Mix mortar?
The higher an individual scored on: the test, the
closer that individual would be to acquiring a ,

bricklayer's skills, regardless of how many other
people had the same skills.

Test makers, however, have shown little
inclination to develop tests directed toward such
criteria.. Establishing a sequence of skills and
validating them is a laborious, difficult, multiyear
task at best. Staying with the example of the brick-
layer, they would have to conduct studiestto show
that good bricklayers score high on the test; that,is,
they would have to evaluate the test. Test makers
instead have resorted to a conception of criterion-
referenced tests as those which yield measurements
"directly interpretable in terms of specified per-
formance standards."3 In practice, this means that
the criterion toward which the 'test is directed is
usually a prespecified objective, or objective stated
in advance, e.g., "A bricklayer must be able to mix
mortar."

Thus criterion-referenced usually means in
practice objective - referenced. In fact, those who
have most strongly propagated criterion-referenced
testing are frequently the same persons who have

Ipropagated behavioral objectives. n typical
procedure, objectives are established and test items
are written .to measure those objectives. Test
results can be repOrted in terms of what' specific
objectives each _ individual student was able to
achieve, which presumabli, is useful for instruc-
tional purposes. In this way, it is argued, tests can
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be tailored` to specific objectives the way a teacher
tailors test questions on what he or she has taught.

The distinction between criterion-referenced-
nd norm-referenced tests is quite blurred. Most

test makers use similar procedures to construct
items for both types, or use the same item, and
employ test statistics for norm-referenced items ins
selecting items for criterion-referenced tests. There
are no dearly defined and commonly agreed upon
procedures for constructing criterion-referenced
tests, and many of them are in fact norm-refer-
enced tests in disguise. The distinction becomes a
matter of emphasis rather than being clear-cut.

Frank B. Homer defines a criterion-referenced
test as

..one which is designed to provide information
about attainment of a specific objective (criterion),
which emphasizes direct measurement through the
use of differing formats, which may use items at vary-
ing difficulty' levels, which must have content
validity, which must minimize guessing, and which is
particularly useful for instructional and evaluative
purposes.I2

Womer's "differing formats" term indicates
he is keen on test. items which call for responses
other than multiple choice. Many criterion-refer-
.enced tests continue to be made up mainly of
multiple-clpice items.

A main advantage claimed for criterion- refer-
enced tests is their utility for improving educa-
tional programs. In view of the confusion among
test makers themselves' about the concept, con-
struction, and utility of the tests, some caveats are
in order for those considering the use of criterion-
referenced or objective-referenced tests:

1. Comihon deficiencies in ' sting need to be
communicated both to the profession and to
the public. Neither criterion-referenced tests
(CRT's) nor objective-referenced tests
(ORT's) eliminate the most common
deficiencies of tests in general.

CRT's and ORT's for the most .part still
measure. simple tasks at the expense of relearning
abilities and higher-level thought processes} 0
Complex perfOrmances are so difficult to measure
that test items reflect only the simpler tasks. Such
things as Binet's categories of mental imagery,,
imagination, aesthetic appreciation, agcl moral
sensibility are almost totally unmeasured.

2. Teachers should examine carefully the deriva-
tion of the objectives for ORT's.

. )

ORT's can be no better than the objectives on
which they are based. Unfortunately, the methods
for. deriving objectives. are often ill-coasidered,
hasty, and grossly inadequate. There i:, an inclina-
tion among test makers to slide over the problems
of deriving objectives in order to get to item con-
struction, a task with which they are more familiar.
Yet appropriate objective are just as important
and just as difficult to arrive at as are test 'items.

There -are at least four ways to choose objec-
tives.? First, choosing by expert judgment means
that a small group of subject matter experts
decides which objectives should be measured for a
given field. This was essentially the origin of
National. 'Assessment tests. , While few persons
would deny the relevance of the judgments of
subject matter experts, few would contend that
such judgments faithftilly or completely represent.
what should be taught. By no means do they fully
represent the judgments of teachers, parents, stu-
dents, and others vitally concerned.

A second way of choosing ObjectiVes is by
consensus judgment which requires that various
groups, teachers, administrators, parents, school
board; etc.decide what objectives are most
important. (For the purposes of this chapter,
"objectives" refers to specific student learning out-
comes.) Unfortunately, the immense ,problems of
such prioritizing have been slighted. Frequently
decision-making groups respond only to those
objectives that are presented to them by a single
group (e.g., school administrators) or a limited
number of groups., Correcting important objectives
that have been omitted is not taken into account.
If critical objectives do not emerge from the objec-
tive-generating process they are ordinarily lost for-
ever. For example, there is likely to emerge a high
preponderance of content-bound objectives that
are easily measurable. More subtle !earnings are
neglected. Attending to the objectifies that are
easily identifiable severely limits the range of
decision-makers' thinking and results in deter-

.

mining and limiting the curriculum.
The rating of priority statements themselves is

severely dependent upon how abstractly the objec-_
Lives are. specified (i.e., how global they are), the
types of criteria on which the objectives are rated
(i.e., rated in importance: how much money will
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be spent on them, how much time and effort will
be spent, and the naive of the groups doing the
rating) 5,11 Test makers have had little experience
polling the opinions of nonprofessional groups, so
surveys for the purpose of developing or rating the
imp6rtance of objectives arc likely to be highly
class-biased. Actually, such surveys are seldom
done. Objectives generation and measurement are
likely ,to be treated in the most cavalier fashion.
Test-developers who would never think of in-
cluding an item without field testing it sometimes
accept and discard' objectives with abandon. A
common procedure is to have the objectives re-
viewed by a small group of citizens and educators
and claim that the objectives hive, been approved
by the public. Those citizens

and

are too
frequently Upper middle-class and the educators
are selected in such a way that they are not broad-
ly representative.

A third way of deriving objectives is through
curriculum analysis. One can inspect materials such
as textbooks or courses of study to determine what
is being taught and then write objectives and test
items based on such Content. Much of the impetus
for CRT's came from' cAirriculum developers like
those who pioneered Individually Prescripted In-
struction (IPI) as part of their efforts, to develop
tests that, measure exactly what the materials
teach. This procedure also has its limitations- in
that iP is likely to emphasize only content-related
objectives.

Fourth, objectives can be chosen by in-depth
analysis of those instructional areas which one
wishes to test. One tries to determine the contents
and behaviors in an area of instruction and to
associate objectives and test items with contents
and behaviors. In other words, by task analysis the
instruction is broken into discrete learnings. The
most ambitious efforts along this line have re-
sulted in instruments called "domain-referenced
tests. "' , 4, 8

Domain-referenced testing (DRT) attempts to
define domains of behavior categories of behavior
one might test and teach forand to represent
these domains by an extensive pool of test items
which measure human performance in a particular
domain' or domains. In one sense, domain-refer-
enced tests appear to be an attempt to escape the
triviality and absurdity of much of the behavioral
objeciiyes movement. If one must delineate a high-
ly specific objective for each aspect of student
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behavior, one might generate thousands- of such
objectives. In one project an attempt to define'a
.complete set of objectives for the high school was
given up after 20,000 objectives had been written.
A complete delineation becomes an absurdity and
most such lists become trivial.

Domain-referenced testing aims at overcoming
these problems, by defining important categories of
content and behavior_ sa that only objectives
representing particular domains, become important.
Other objectives are merely subsets or examples.
The instructional benefits of such a scheme
promise to be large since one could practice on
other objectives and test items from the domain to
learn the behavior. One could 'always construct
another test from the innumerable objectives and
test items representing that domain.

DRT's exist more in promise than in practice.
No doubt the task analysts will confront the same
formidable conceptual problems as have psycho-
logists who try to categorize mental behavior and
curriculum developers who try to define the struc-
ture of their subject. Even the most sophisticated
schemes of human mental abilities, such as Bloom's
Taxonomy, tend to falter when subjected to
empirical examination. Huinan mental processes
defy categorization which suggests emphasis on the
long-debated principle of teaching to the whole
child rather than to specific skills.

3. Teachers should have an extensive role, from
the beginning, in deriving objectives' and
should beulare of co-optation.

Most teacher and public involvement in
,leveloping objectives has been cursory at
bestmore for the purpose, of legitimizing the
objectives than for determining or implementing
them. For example, objective-referenced tests were
developed for the state assessment program in
Michigan and employed on to mandator/ basis at
selected grade levels. For !the selected 'grades,
subject specialists from the state education agency
set up a small committee developed goals which
'were later reviewed by subject-matter associations.
Then several one-day large group meetings were
held around,-the,state to give people a chance to
respond.

Despite this effort to involve them, many of
the teachers and administrators who participated in
the group meetings felt that they had not had
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adequate input on the objectives .6 They were
presented with a list of objectives and asked to
respond after a cursory review. Most teachers in
the state never saw or heard of the-Objectives. In
spite of promises that the objectives were only for
experimental purposes, the state agency developed
tests based on them and administered them the
following year, claiming educator endorsement.

4. Which objectives are selected and retained for
testing is critical for ORT's. Teachers should
be intimately involved from the beginning in
selecting objectives.

Selection of final objectives` for testing is as
;important as generating .them, and teachers are
frequently provided only cursory participation in
this 'activity also. In the Michigan assessment pro-
gram over four hundred objectives were generated
for, fourth-grade mathematics, yet only thirty-five
were selected for testing. The limiting factor was
the amount of time required for testing each
objective, for it was deemed advisable not to
exceed five hours of testing time. Which objectives
wereexcluded? Why? If only the most important
objectives were included, how was their impor-
tance determined? What would be the instructional
effect over time of excluding the other several
hundred objectives? In most cases of objective
development, the objectives are rewritten and
screened by state education agency officials, select
citizens' groups, and test makers. For example, in
Illinois goals derived from public hearings were

--selgcteci and extensively rewritten by several
groups before being presented as public goals.

,5, The ways in which test items are constructed
should be examined. When possible, teachers
should employ their own test expert& to help
them assess the procedur4s.

The usual 1.mnber of items to measure one
objective seems i.o vary from three to five. Good
results have been obtained with five. Since even the
most specific objective can be measured by
thousands of test items, selection is important.
SophiSticated test, makers use a systematic
sampling plan that produces items for sub-
categories of the objectives.

Of at least equal importance is the type of
response the item calls for. Traditional tests use

multiple-choice answers because they arc easy to
score by machine. However, if the purpose of the
test is to describe and diagnose classroom learning
and provide usable .information to the teacher,
multiple-choice answers may be much less' desir-
able. The degree to which a test is a faithful sample
of learning behavior is more important in an objec-
tive-referenced test than in one which merely
strives to differentiate among students.

A group of itcms constructed by tcachcrs is
likely to be more relevant to, the iniiiiiCfron of
those particular tcachcrs. Items written by
measurement experts from a matrix of content and
behavior are likely to be technically berer but less
relevant. 7

6. CRT's and ORT's shodd be thoroughly field
tested. Teachers should refuse to use tests
'that have not been thoroughly field jested.

While this may seem a rather obvious caveat,
the fact is .that many objective - referenced tests
have not been extensively tried out. Even where
tried out, frequently only a handful of students are
involved. Tests with so little' field testing should be
resolutely avoided. The test developer should be
required to present details of the field testthe test
developer who can't probably hasn't conducted
one, which is an all too common occurrence.

7. Test developers should present evidence of
the test's reliability. Teachers should not use
tests for which evidence on reliability is un-
available.

For an ORT, each set of items used to
measure an objective might be considered a test in
itself. These should be *reliable measures in and of
themselves. The usual reliable determinants are test
statistics which are measures of internal con-
sistency developed for traditional norm-referenced
tests. They are based on variations in individual
test, scoresitem difficulty and the diffectilis
between the top scorers as opposed to -bottom
scorers, for example. The reliability will be highest
when about half of the students get an item right,
and half get it wronga norm-referenced concept
maximizing discrimination among test takers.

Using these traditional techniques causes the
tests to discriminate in the same way as do items in
standardized tests. Unfortunately; the ORT
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developers have not been able to solve this prob-
lem. The alternative is to have no evidence of
reliability, which to many is even more un-
acceptable. Perhaps the best policy is to insist on
some measures,of reliability, ones for' which the
test developers supply a public rationale which can
be assessed.

8. The test makers should 'present evidence of
the validity of the tests.' Teachers should
inspect the validation procedures carefully.

Validitywhich depends upon the ability to
answer the question, "Does the test measure what
it is supposed to ?' presents another difficult
problem for the maker of criterion-referenced
tests. For traditional norm-referenced tests,
validity is often established by how well the-test
predicts concurrent actalemie grades. But this
makes little sense for CRT's. Test developers are
usually left trying to make logical assessments of
content validity based on how the tests were
developed.

If the test is objective-referenced, one can
assess whether test items adequately measure the
objectives and whether the objectives themselves
arc valid for what the test is trying to measure.

If the test purports to measure the effects of
classroom instruction, then the objectives must be
the ones taught and the test items niu.st besensitive
to instruction. The Mi4chigan assessment pt ,gram
tried a scnsftivity index to determine' if correctly
responding to an item was dependent on instruc-
tion. The index didn't work in this situation. A
highly specific objective might be valid for one
class but not for awl:1er, and a test which pre-
sumes to be valid for assessing instruction in a
whole state has the problem of demonstrating that
its items and objectives were constructed in such a
way as to be appropriate statewidenot an- easy
task. The whole problem of validity is an un-
resolved one, but the burden of proof should fall
on the test maker, not the buyer.

No matter what the derivation of the test or
what' it is called, unless it covers what a particular
teacher has taught. it- cannot be a valid measure for
that teaching situation; it is a measure of someone
else's objectives. On the other hand:if the test is a
measure of objectives which the teacher developed
but which he or she is willing to accept as indicative
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of his or her instruction, then the objectives Are
valid' for that teaching situation.

9. "Minimal competency" or "mastery" cut-off
points for students should be viewed witk
some suspicion. Teachers should question
arbitrary standards and substitute their own.

Item difficulty on tests can be manipulated -
easily by test makers. Whether a student scores 30
13ercent or 88 percent can be built into the test
itself and just as easily changed by assigning
arbitrary values to test items. Since there is no
objective means by which tests can establish a level
of satisfactory competency, the setting of such
standards is extremely arbitrary. What' is minimal
competency in reading? When has one mastered
reading? On the other hand, one may be willing to
accept the 'opinions of certain groups as standards
if they are clearly recognized as group opinion and
subject to all the deficiencies (hat implies.

Nonetheless, many CRT developers continue
to build highly arbitrary standards into their tests.
For example, the Michigan assessment. is based on a
minimal skill concept that declares a student must
achieve 75 percent of the minimal objectives. In
the first year of implementation sottle of tbe dis-
tricts where the highest academic achieveMent
might be expected were able to achieve only 30
percent of some objectives. The 75 percent cut-off
was evidently without justification.

10. Many objective - referenced,. tests are really
norm-referenced tests in disguise. No teacher
should voluntarily administer a test that he or
she does not understand.

If one constructs objectives such as "reading a
newspaper at a fourth-grade level,' the norm is
Obviously built in. If one then selects test items
using traditional test statistics, like item difficulty,
and uses items from norm-referenced wit's, the.
result is a test that discriminates among students
but has the appearance of being pferenced to skills
rather than students. It becomes a norm-referenced
test that loOks like a criterion-referenced test.
-(Some test experts claim that it is impossible to
-construct anything other than a norm-referenced
test.) It is also possible to use ORT results in a
norm-referenced manner if one counts how many
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objectives each student learned and then makes
comparisons among students.

11. The public and the profession should be made
aware that CR or ORT's, are not panaceas.

, Test bias problems remain the same with CR
or ORT's as with norm-referenced tests.

Lower socio-economic groups Will score as
poorly on criterion or objective-referenced tests as
they do Otitnorin-referenced tests. Basic factors
such as malnutrition and lack of motivation towardi
school and test taking are untouched, by change
from one type to another. What CRT's might offer
some students is a reprieve from being .told they
are inferior. (In some districts test scores .ire
attached to the report cards or .even reported in the
newspapers.) Since self-confidence seems to. be
critical in schooling, lack of stigmatization could
be an important advantage.. Another advantage
might be to spell out in greater detail where certain
educational weaknesses of students lie. Actually,
CRT developers have done little that might result
in preventing racial, social class, school-building, or
neighborhood bias in,-their tests.,.

12. CRT's could cost more than traditional tests,
depending on the thoroughness of develop-
ment. The costs of tests versus their utility
should be carefully considered.

Traditional norm-referenced tests already
exist and do not need to be developed, so if CRT
superiority can't be positively demonstrated, the
question should be raised, `,Why go to the extra
time and expense?" Also, Because of their greater
specificity, consider that CRT's might be valid for
only a small,dOmain of behavior at a given point in
time (there c "iuld be large rewards in this, of
course, in promoting learning). Many 'bore. tests
would.have to be developed rather than a few gen-
eral ones. The procedure of developing and
validating objectives and test items is a long, dif-
ficult, and costly procedure when properly done.

There are two ways of reducing costs., One,is
based on the assumption that there are ,certain
basic and necessary skills and stages Cif 'learning
independent'of the local setting and that one_need
develop only one test for basic reading skills and
sell it to ,everyone. This is the assumption of the
test makers, but it is a questionable one. Learning

often seems to be highly context-dependent, chil-
dren learn in different ways in different settings.
The inability of educational research to come up
with guaranteed teaching techniques and the in-
ability of psychology to demonstrate transfer of
training indicates this is so.

Another way of reducing costs would be to'
have local groups of teachers develop their own
CRT's as they now do for their classrooms. But
there is the question of whether the amount of
time required would be profitably spent in test
construction.2

13. leachers should not be evaluated on CRT's
And ORT's an> more than on norm- referenced
tests. Teachers should not allow themselves to
be evaluated on the basis of ANY tests.

Tests are not good measures of what is taught
in school. Although objective-referenced texts pur-
port to be better measures of learning, they cannot
be considered good measures of teaching. An
obvious deficiency is that the tests measure only
cognitive aspects -of the classroom: In addition, the
teacher does not have control over many of the
variables that affect test scores. Evaluating teachers
is a use that should not be claimed for ORT's. The
evaluation of teaching should be based on observa-
tion, self-evaluation, student ratings, interviews,
and many other types of data.

14. A main advantage of CRT's or ORT's seems
to be in the reporting of results, that is., avoid-
ing blanket categorizations of children by test
scores and providing more useful instructional
information. Subtests should be used only as
diagnostic instruments.

Instead of a composite score with which the
teacher can do little but type the child, in criterion
or objective-referenced testing the teacher is pre-
sented with specific objectives the student can or
cannot accomplish. The avoidance of a single score
categorizing the child is a major benefit. Pre-
steably the teacher also will be better able to
make use of the detailed objectives for improving
instruction and learning.

It should be noted, however, that there is
little evidence that a teacher can do a better job
working with specific objectives than working
without them. Whether to use specific objectives
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--should remain`- a matter of style`and judgment for
the individual, teacher. acibert 'E. Stake has
indicated that there are significant costs in *using
behavioral objectives, including the possibility that
the teacher will teach only what is easy to
measure./ ° In Michigan, most teachers did not find
the ORT'S valuable for instructional purposes.6 The
instructional benefits., are also reduced by the
limited number of objectives to which one can
teach and for which one can reasonably test. .

15. While worthy of consideration, the claims of
criterion; objectives, and domain-referenced
tests .'should be viewed with some skepticism
but with an open mind. Teachers should
vigorously resist the misuse of all kinds of
tests.

In some ways CRT's can be viewed as a
response by the testing establishment to avoid
some of the criticisms of tests. Such was the
motivation in Michigan. CRT's and ORT's still
embody most of the deficiencies of tests in general6
and are not useful, for evaluating teachers,in ac-

, countability schemes. The tests arc also difficult to
construct and are subject to much conceptual con-
fusion, even though they do offer the potential of
being more useful for instruction.

An important benefit of CR versus norm-
referenced- tests is that with CRT's the test taker is
hot stigmatized by a glo score supposedly repre-
senting his or her ability. Thi a great advantage.
The best use of tests is in raising questions in the
teacher's mind about individual students who
achieve unusual scores. The tests themselves may
be in error, or the teacher's preconception may be.
In any case, following up on seeming discrepancies
is the job of the professional. Tests should be used
to raise questions, not to resolve them.

bL9SSARY',OF MEASUREMENT TERMS*

Achievement Test

A test that measures the amount learned by a stu-
dent, _usually in academic subject matter or basic
skills.
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Aptitude Test

A test consisting of items selected and standardized
so that the test yields a score that cfm be used,in
predicting a person's future perforn&ce on tasks
not evidently similar to those in the test. Aptitude,,t
tests may or may not differ in content sfrofuv
achievement tests, but they do differ in purpose.
Aptitude tests consist of items that predict future,
learning of performance; achievementlests consist
of items that sample. the adequacy of pastlearning.
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Criterion

A standard or judgment used as a basis for
quantitative and qualitative comparison; that
variable to whicha test is compared to constitute a
measure of the test's validity. For example, grade-
point average attainment of curricular objective's
are often used as criteria for judging the validity of
an academic aptitUde test.

Criterion-Referenced Test

A test in which every item is directly identified
with an explicitly stated educational behavioral
objective. The test is designed to determine which
of these objectives have been mastered by the
examinee.

Grade Norm

The average test score obtained by students classi-
fied at a given grade placement.

Local Norms

Norms that have been obtained from data collected
in a limited locale, such as a school system, county

*Excerpts from the revised edition of A Glossary
of Measurement Terms: A Basic Vocabulary for
Eualuatioq and 'Testing, pdblished by CTB/
McGraw-Hilt Del Monte Research Park, Monterey,
California 93940. Copyright © 1973. Reprinted by
permission of the publisher.



.or state. They may be used Instead of national
norms to evaluate student performance.

Multiple-Choice Item

A test question consisting of a stem in the form of
a direct question or incomplete statement ant f two
or more answers, called alternatives or response
-choices. The examinec's, task is to choose from
among the alternatives provided the best answer4o,
the question posed in the stem.

Noriverbal Test
- . .

Atest in which the items consist of symbols,
figures, numbers, or pictures, but not words.

Performance Test

A test that requires the use and manipulation of
physical Objects and the application of physical
and manual skills. Shorthand or typing tests, in
which the response called for is similar to the
behavior about which information is desired,

-exemplify work-sample tests, which are a type of
performance test.

Random Sample

A sample drawn in such a way that every member
of the population has an equal chance of being
included,.thus eliminating selectiOn bias. A random
sample is "representative" of its,total population.

Reliability

The consistency of test scores obtained by the
same individuals on 'different- occasions or with

O

different sets of equivalent items; accuracy of
scores. Several types of reliability coefficients
should be distinguished.

Coefficient of internal consistency is a measure
based on internal analysis of data obtained on a
single trial of a test (Kuder-Richardson formulas
and the split-half method using the Spearman,
Brown formula).

Coefficient of equivalence or alternate, forms.
reliability' refers to a correlation between scores

'from two forms of a test- given at.approximately
the sable time.

Coefficient of stability or test-retest reliability
refers to a correlation between test and retest with
some period of time intervening. The test-retest
situation may be with two forms of the same test.may

Standardized Test

A test constructed of items that are appropriate in
difficulty and discriminating power for the in-
tended examinees and that

The
the preplanned table

of content specification. The test is administered in
accordance with explicit directions for uniform
administration_ and is used with a manual that con-
tains Tellable norms for the defined reference
groups. r
Validity

The ability of a test to measure what it purports to
measure. Many methodi are used to establish
validity, depending on the test's purpose.
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THE TESTING OF MINORITY CHILDREN A NEO-PIAGETIAN APPROACH
by Edward A. Dc Avila: s

Barbai:a ilavassy,

The 'National -.Education Association, the
popular press, the courts, civil rights organizations,
state' and federal agencies, and others have, pointed
to the rfailure of the test-publishing industry to
consider fully the cultural andliriguistic differences
Of minority children when constructing psycho-
logical tests. Test publisheri' have responded by
translating existing intelligence and nationally::
normed achievement tests into other languages
.such as Spanish, adjusting norms for ethnic sub-
groups, and attempting to construct culture-free
tests. Each approach involves distinct problems.
Moreover, in our opinion, the' tests as they are cur-
rently designed are of little use to anybody.

,Translating: existing intelligence or achieve-
ment tests for ion-English-speaking children often
creates problems. First:regional differences within
a language make it difficult to use a single transla-
tion in a standardized testing situation where
examiner and examinee are permitted virtually no
interaction. Thus, while toston means a quarter or
a half, dollar to a Chicanof it means a portion of
banalia squashed and friedsto a Puerto',

Second, monolingual translations 'are inappro-
priate because the language familiar to non-
English=speaking children is often a combination of
two languages as in the case of Tex-Mex. Third,
many non-English-speaking children have -never
learned to read in their spoken. language. For
example, many Chicano children speak Spanish but
have had, no instruction in reading Spanish.

Another major response of the testing
industry, to criticism has been to establish or to
propose establishment of regional and ethnic
norms.-Such a practice leads to lower expectations
for minorities, which in turn may lower children's
aspiratior*.to succeed. Further.nore, ethnic norms
do not take into consideration the complex reasons
why minority children on the average. score lower
than Anglo American children on IQ tests. Ethnic
norms are potentially dangerous from the social
perspective because they provide a basis for
invidious comparisons between racial ,groups. The
tendency is to assume that lower scores are indica-
tive of lower potential, thereby contributing to the

self-fulfilling prophecy of lower expectations for'
minority chidren and .reinforcing the genetic-
inferiority argument advanced by Arthur Jensen
and others.

in addition, if test publishers and users are
willing to establish ethnic norms, they should also
establish norms based on sex differences. To take
into account both sex and all the ethnic subgroups

,,> in the United States would require an ,almost
infinite set of norm tables. From the practical
point alone,- this is absurd. One might wonder what
norms a publisher would use for a set of male/
female twins who had a Mexican father and a
Hungarian mother.

The testing industry has also responded to
criticism of conventional IQ tests by attempting to
create culture-free tests. Such tests are difficult to
co nstruct, and many question whether they
achieve their goal of being free of cultiiral bias.
Tests of mental ability and/or achievement attempt
to determine the ability of a child to manipulate
certain elements of a problem into a predetermined
solution. It is difficult to conceive of test elements
equally familiar to children of all ethnic or cultural
groups, especially when test developers are mem-
bers ofa group themselves.

In a large number of frequently used IQ,,and
achievement tests; cultural influences on items
cause the tests to measure something other than
that for which they were designed. Thus, aside
from what many tests set out to measure; to a large
extent they also measure

.

Socialization, Certain test items are
actually measures of the. child's family value
system. In tests marketed in the United
States, the referent value system is, generally,
that of the Anglo American middle class.,

This chitTcteristic is particularly evident
in the comprehension scale of one of the
major individually administered IQ tests. The
test presents questions very much like this
one provided by the publisher as a typical,
but not authentic, item from the test: "What
should you do if you see someone forget his
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book when he leaves his seat in a restaurant?"
This type of question has little, or nothing to
do with a child's ability to process, manipit-
late,-,,and/or code information.. The answers
depend almost exclusively on whether a child
has been socialized under the particular

\ethical system implied by the question.

Productivity cr-level of aspiration.Alany
tests confuse what they hope to measure with
a measure of productivity or level' of aspira-

'--tion. For example, in a large number of tea's,
the" child who produces the most responses
receives.a higher score than the one who stops

-responding after only a few attempts. The
assumption underlying this type of test is that

- all subjects will produce as many responses as
they are able, in other words, that they all
have the same level of aspiration:

Timed tests also confuse the measure-
ment of aspiration. In timed tests, which con-
stitute the majority of published group tests,
the tester asks children to work quickly,
quietly, and efficiently. Little regard is given
to children who are not motivated to work in
that manner. For the purpose of boosting
statistical reliability, tests are constructed in
'such a way that children are asked a large
number of questions which vary only a little
in content.

A similar problem involves, tests which
sequence items in order of increasing dif-
ficulty. In these, children encounter in-
creasing levels of ,failure and frustration., For
those, who start out fearfully, as do most chil-

. dren unfamiliar with '31 the social demands of
the school or test situation, the first indica-
tion of failure or difficulty discourages them
from continuing.

Experience or specific learning. Tests`that
require answers of fact assume that all chil-
dren taking the test will have had about the
same exposure to the facts being tested. Any
number of examples involving vocabulary
bear out the spuriousness of this assumption.
It Is impoS'sible fo determine whether
minority children miss a test item because
they have never been exposed to the word or
because they lack the capacity to understand
the-wOrd. Problems of this type. are found in
virtually any test of,mental ability which uses

0.

a score ,on a vocabulary stibtest to infer_
ultimate capability.

One of the most widely used individually
administered intelligence tests is full of
examples of the. importance ,of splcific
experience on 'test results. For,example, the-
child is asked questions of vocabulary which

-stheiir directly on past experience or exposure
to du(words being tested: .

Nowilet us consider thyalldity and utility of
the IQ score. Forgetting foi a ;moment stan-
dardized achievement tests, the priginil justifica-

r" tion for use of the IQ test was.-that=the scores
statistically predict mental retardation and low
school achievement. Yet in 1971, sociologist Jane
Mercer found that, of adults Who scored below 79
on an individully. administered IQ' test (and who
would labeled mentally retarded/had
they be scgoolthildren) 84 percent had .com-
pleted eight grades or- more ip school, 83 percent
had held a job, 80 percent were financially
independent, and almost' 100 'percent could do
their owri shopping and travel alone. In other
words, even at the task for which exl.zrts agree the
IQ test is best suitedscreening for mental retarda-
tionthe IQ measure probably has a dubious real:
life validity.

In addition to its traditional use as an indi-
cator of mental retardation, many educators and

'olitiCians have come to' consider the IQ test to be
a useful instrument for teachers, school districts,
and state and federal agencies: Indeed, many' states
mandate that districts administer IQ tests several
times as a child goes through the school system.
But do the results really help the teacher do a
better job?

.Let us consider a typical example. A teacher
suspects that a child has a severe learning disability
and asks the school psychologist to test the child.
After the psychologist gives an individually admin-
istered test in which the child scores an IQ of 87,
the psychologist writes up an extensive report of
impressions of the child's performance and
potential. Upon receiving the report, the teacher
responds in surprise, "But I knew all that. I want
to know how I can reach this child." Thus, neither
psychologist nor teacher is any. wiser despite con-
siderable time and expense administering and
evaluating thelQ test.

While few psychologist's would agree that edit-
cational decisions affecting a child's life should be
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made just on 'the basis of an IQ score, the fact
remains that such decisions are made by educators
who, through personal fiat, supported by state
mandate, igniire both individual subscale profiles
and psycholkigiste admonitions for the sake of
practical expediency. The result is, of course, a
form of default institutional racism.

Thus; while 'lunch of the controversy' sur-
rounding IQ tests and minority children focuses on
whether the IQ moat' is a valid one, a more prac-
tical question coneerns the general utility of the
information the test produces. In order to answer.
one militTOnsider who kasking the question and
why. Within the educatibrial system, there are
qualitative differences in the type of information
needed, depending on the source of the need. To a
large extent, much of the confusion surrounding
the issue of whether to test stems from failure to
consider these differences.

Several levels within the educational system
require information traditionally obtained through
IQ testing: the funding level-which involves federal
and state agencies; the local level, which involves
district personnel and school principals; and the
school level, which involves classroom teacher,
para-prOfessional, and parents.

Federal and state funding agencies expect IQ
tests to supply them with-information concerning
statewide or districtwide needs for the purpose of
allocating funds. and information concerning pro-
gram effectiveness. There would seem to be fax
better ways of meeting the first need than trying to
infer specific needs from an omnibus assessment
based on so poorly understood a concept as IQ.
Assessment procedures which can evaluate whether
specific educational programs are needed i,n
specific areas such as science would be more useful,
Such procedures exist, and these allow direct
inference from test p'erformarice to program need.

The second needthat of knowing about the
effectiveness of particular programshas become
particularly, denianding recently in light of ac-
countability and evaluation/audit requiremerits. In
response, these federal and state agencies have
often mandated that IQ, and standardized achieve-
ment tests be administdred io evaluate programs.

Actually, program evaluations can be made
through a variety of procedures, none of which
necesarily has anything to do with IQ or stan-
dardized achievement tests. For example, a reason-
able assessment Can be made by interviewing
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administrators, teachers, parents, and children as to
their perceptions of program effectiveness and by
testing specific program objectives and reporting
changes in group scores without reference to indi-
vidual scores..

Local school district personnel require infor-
mation about the needs of children and the effec-
tiveness of programs in the same way as do the
federal and state agencies However, since needs
assessments are usually conducted at the state
levels, local officers tend to rely on the state-
provided information rather, than to conduct
expensive research on` their own.

Ideally, evaluation of _individual programs
should center around 'collection of data dealing
directly with program objectives and activities.
However, instruments of evaluation often- have
little to do with the actual progrark IQ or national-
ly normed achievement tests are used, providing
scores which often have little in the way of infor-
mation about effectiveness-of individual programs
and.program components.

The last to be considered in the educational
hierarchy are, unfortunately, classroom teachers
arid what they need to assist the. learner. How can
teachers translate numerical IQ sc-ires into cur-
riculum or instructional prescriptions? This ues-
tion is particularly 'perplexing because teachers
Cannot rely on absolute point differences on IQ
scores; For example, if a teacher wanted to know
what should be done differently for children with
scores of 92 and 100, the answer would have to be
"nothing" because these scores are functionally
equivalent. They are both within the "normal"
range, i.e., within one standard deviation of the
mean. However, when the same eight-point dif-
ference is between IQ scores of 84 and 92, there is
a different implication. The score of 84 is approx-
imately one standard deviation below the mean
and is, in some states, considered.to indicate that a
child is in the "retarded" or "slow learner"
category. In this case, the eight points which
separate the 84 and 92 scores would necessitate
different recommendations for the -children in-
volved.

- In many cases, the same criticisms apply to
achievement tests that provide collapsed or sum-
mary achievement scores. What educational dis-
tinctions and decisions can teachers make about
children with reading grade equivalency scores of
3.2 verses 3.6 and 3.6 versus 4.0? Neither the IQ



score nor the collapsed achievement, score provides
enough information on which to base sound daily
educational decisions.

These issues have brought us to consider an
alternative assessment model which derives from
the work of Jean Piaget. We have been working

- with Juan Pascual-Leone of York University,.
Toronto,' in developing a neo - Piagetian procedure,
which has been tested with approximately 1,100
Mexican American and other children in four
Southwestern states. Children were tested using
standaidized tests of school achievement, IQ, and
four Piaget-derived measures developed indi-
vidually and jointly by De Avila and -Pascaul-LcOne
over the past 10 years.

The goals of this research were:

1. To, test interrelations among the four
neo-Piagetian .measures in a sample of
primarily Mexican American children
who live in different areas and have
different socioeconomic backgrounds.

2. To examine the psychometric properties
of these neo-Piagetian measures.

3. To examine the relation between
o developmental level as assessed by the

neo-Piagetian procedures and IQ as as-
sessed by standardized measures.

4. To examine sex differences in perfor-
mances on the tests.

Results of this research have shown that:

1. These measures ibit a developmental
progression of perfor anc' s across
age in accordance with i get's theory of
cognitive development.

2. performance of the primarily Mexican
American sample is developmentally ap-
propriate and within the limits of ex-
pected levels of cognitive 'development
for given chronological iages.

3. There are no meaningful differences be-
tween the sexes.

4. Scores of children taking the tests in
English, Spanish, or bilingually showed
no appreciable differences.

ti

5. There were ,no ethnic group differences
on the ,neo-Piagetian measures of cogni-
tive development at the New Mexico
location, the only place where direct
ethnic group comparisons could be
made. There were, however, consistent
ethnic ,group differences on the IQ
measures (Otis s-tennon Mental Ability
Test) and on' the achievement Measure
(Comprehensive Tests ,of Basic Skills)
always in favor' of Anglo Americans.,,

These results have several implications. First,
as this was a 'field study, further work is needed'
with greater control over such variables as language
background, ethnicity, and achievement. With.such,
controls, the nature of the relationship between
neo7Piagetian measures and traditional measures of
capacity and achievement can be assessed with
greater precision. Second, results of this study
indicate that the relationship between cognitive
development and school achievement, especially of
Mexican American children, must be more closely
examined. Third, the failure to find a difference
between Mexican American -and Anglo American
children on the neo- Piagetian measures leads us to
adopt the position that-Mexican American children
develop cognitively the same as Anglo American
children. It appears, however, that cognitive
development in Mexican American children and
perhaps others is not in itself a sufficient condition
to engender a level of schOol achievement
equivalent to that of middle class children. -

Failure of Mexican American children to
achieve in school and to perform well on tradi-
tional capacity and achievement measures must be
attributed to reasons other than alleged cognitive
inferiority. Some reasons for poor performance, we
feel, lie, in the design characteristics of curriculum,
and other classroom materials,. language usage, and
the situational contexts or givens used in both test-
ing and presenting curriculum. Culturally biased in
favor of particular groups, they put all other chil-
dren at a distinct'disadvantage.

While these findings are of importance in
understanding the cognitive development of
Mexican American children, the more basic ques-
tion remains: How can the classroom teacher use
the information provided by the neo-Piagetian
approach on a regular day-by-day basis?
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In ab attempt to generate test information
which direCtly. fulfills informational/instructional
needs within the schools, we have designed a com-
puterized system which deals with information
needs of the three levels of school personnel Zis-
cuised previously. At the administrative level, this
system provides group statistical data for program
evaluation and needs assessment and, at the teacher
level, provides classroom recommendations rather
than scores.

This system simultaneously takes into ac-
count achievement and developmental scores for
b6,th the individual child and the child's referent
group. It thus becomes possible to determine all of
die-possible test outcomes and, thereby, to design
individual Ceimputerized program prescriptions for
each child tested. Workshops are then held with
the teachers involved to discu-ss the implementa-

,
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tion of these prescriptions. A copy of these recom-
mendations can also be sent to the hone so that
parents are aware of what the teaches is trying to
accomplish with the child and canovith guidance
from the teacher, participate in the child's educa-
tion.

This system, called, Program Assessment Pupil
Instpction (PAPI), was tested successfully in thd
same four states where data were gathered for the
above described research.

It should be noted that the PAPI system is
designed so that a child's peer or referent group
can be designated in numerous ways, such as grade,
sex;or program group.

Thus far we have tested the PAPI system by
working directly with classroom teachers, by ex-
plaining the computer printouts, by listening to sug-;
gestions, and by continuously refining our approach.

. .
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CRITICISMS OF STANDARDIZED TESTING
by Milton G. Holmen

Richard F. Docter

The case for objective assessment of educa-
tional achievement through standardized ability
testing is. based upon the idea that we ought to try
our best to measure accurately what children are
able to do. Such information, it is argued, should
be of value to everyone genuinely, concerned with
the continuing development and improvement of
educational practice. But despite these wholesome
goals, educational and psychological testing has
come in for a great deal of criticism, especially
during the past 20 years. Comment has included
allegations that testing is linked to thought-control
efforts; that there is manipulation and undue in-.
fluence on 'school curriculums, especially at the
secondary lew.:1; and that tests promote an un-
warranted invasion of privacy. Criticisms have come
from civil rights spokespersons; from educhtors;
from the critics of education in America; from
sociologists, psychologists, philosophers; from
politicians, journalists, and public administrators.

Criticisms of testing were especially bountiful
in the years between 1955 and 1965.. No single
focal point of discontent was identified; criticisms,
both major and minor, were hurlid at testers in
schools, in industry and government, and in clinical
and research work. (The best summary of this
literature is a selected annotated bibliography/
prepared for The Commission on Tests of the Col-
lege Entrance Examination Board. A report2 pre-
pared for this Commission independently catalogs
10 criticisms of tests. Some of these deal primarily
with tests of ability or achievement, but most
apply also to personality testing.)

In our book, Educational and Psychological
Testing, we attempt to examine the testing
industry and to offer a format to help evaluate the
jadequacy of testing ,systems.3 But in this chapter'
we have a more limited concern:, our goal is to
Offer a summary of the major, criticisms pertaining
to standardized educational testing. Please keep in
mind that we arc not here offering some kind of
indictment of this testing; rather, we hope this
identification of criticisms will contribute to the
responsible deVelopment of this important segment
of education.

Tests discriminate against some individuals. It
has been strongly argued that some testing pro-
grams have consistently failed to take into account
differences in cultural background and in unique
individual attributes. Such failure unquestionably
influences test. results and may, therefore, penalize
the testees.

A major concern is whether tests developed
primarily for use with Caucasian subjects can
properly be administered to minority-group mem-
bers. Many of the latter may have educational and
cultural backgrounds markedly different froth
those of the subjects used in the standardization of
any particular test.

Ethployment-selection 'tests have especially,
been denounced by minority-group representatives
as too often containing built-in bias which favors
the middle-class white person and discriminates
against the minority applicant. While respected
testing professionals may disagree on the inter-
pretation of specific data purported to prove or

_ disprove fills point, they agree that tests lacking in
job-related validity have no place in selection-and-
placement testing programs.

Tests predict imperfectly. No standardized
tests are perfect predictors of future behavior.
Even the most enthusiastic proponents of objective
assessment tectilliqus would insist that their ability
to foretell behaviOr is highly dependent on such
factors as the individual(s) to be tested, the
behavior to be predicted, the time over which pre-
diction is to be attempted, and the criterion
measures used to establish predictive effectiveness.

But even with all these qualifications, critics
of testing have come to the conclusion that many
tests are weak and unsatisfactory devices which
mislead naive test users and result in harm to those
tested. Many critics have just about given up on
tests, for they see them as falling far short of the
ideal applications envisioned by their creators and
their publishers.

The problem of test validation encompasses
many issues that go beyond establishment of
certain formal psychometric properties which may
be present to some extent in any test. The proper
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use of tests must encompass- a variety 4of
responsibilities independent of the attributes of
any particular test. We must not only ask whether
a test has been shown to possess some kind of
validity for a known group of subjects, but also
must investigate many other questions bearing on
the particular circumstances surrounding the
application of the test.

Test scores *may he rigidly interpreted. Test
scores provide-one opportunity to establish a data
base of individuals. Anyone interested in labeling
people can have a field day with test results. This
fact notwithstanding, the properly trained user of
tests is supposed to know that test scores are not
fixed measures, that tlfey are estimates of human
attributes at, best, and that. they necessarily en-
compass various kinds of sampling errors.

But test scores are often applied in rigid and
arbitrary ways. In schoOls;_this can result in assign-
ment of children to ability groupings based on
measures 'which may be indefensible. The quality
of professional practice associated, with test usage
leaves must to be desired.

Tests may be assumed to measure innate
characteristics. Scmu, critics of ability testing have
argued that tats provide scores that may be
naively interpreted as measures of innate character-
istics, such as "intelligence"; many harmful
consequences- are said to flow from this Miscon-
ception. It has occasionally been assumed that, if
tests were not available, people would not make
arbitrary classifications of individuals. Tests are
therefore condemned as antihumarlstic and as
tostenng a view of humankind that sees human
abilities as fixed or rigidly limited. .

Even worse, S'one critics have reasoned that
tests influence individuals to conceive of humans in
categorical terms, such as "mentally retarded" or
"gifted." They conclude that thinking of this kind
is 'undesirable.

At first glance, this' seems to be nothing more
than a variation on the practice of making rigid use
of test,scores. The essential difference, however, as
expressed by some critics, is that not only do tests
foster the belief that one has fixed "intelligence"
based on innate characteristcs, but also that the use
made of test scores depends heavily on such a
belief.

The kind of school program offered and the
energy invested in preparing a youngster for the
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future may be directly influenced by an educator's
belief that tests measure innate intelligence. The
egalitarian ethic in America frowns upon labeling
based- on some arbitrary measurement supposed to
reflect innate characteristics.

Test scores may influence teacher expectation
regarding student potential. In their classic study,
Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson4 showed
that, when teachers' expectations regarding student
potimtials were based on fictitious information
about the -students' abilities, the actual achieve-
ment : students reflected these expectations
Those who were expected to achieve less did
achieve less, and vice versa.

Critics of ability testing have argued with
considerable force-that tests of "intelligence" have
highly undesirable., consequences for student 'tier::
formance because, at least in part, teachers tend
relate to students differentially, according to their
supposed intelligence. Studtnits who are singled out
as "gifted" or "low ability" are given different
assignments, rewards, and teachers, and they ar
systematically taught what is expected of them.

There 'seems little argument that teachers'
expectations contribute to student performance. It
is less clear what factors shape teacher expecta-
tions. Test scores may be important in determining
differences among students for some teachers;
however, We' need to know far more about the en-
tire matter of teacher expectancy, for many other
variables may in fast help to determine their
attic' dce.

Tests have a harmful effect on the shaping of
cognitive styles. The widespread use of multiple-
choice test items, matching items, and other test
components with .a single correct answer is said by
some critics of testing to contribute to undesirable
styles of thinking. Some claim that the young stu--
dent is carefully taught that all problems must have
a right or wrong answer, and thus the student is led
to think in this manner about all questions.

Tests shape school curriculums and restrict
educational change. When teachers know that the
evaluation of their students will be based on a
particular kind of test of some-more or less predict-
able content, they make extensive efforts to assist
their students to perform well on these tests. The
proponents of statewide testing programs would
probably argue that this is exactly what they have
in -mindthat teachers ought to be encouraged to
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cover material which their colleagues consider
essential..` What's wrong with this?" they ask.

Critics of testing say that experimentation
with new ways of teaching, the introduction of
new subject matter, and the whole process of indi-
vidualizing instruction in terms of the needs and
interests of ir, ';vidual students are hamstrung by a
slavish adherence to standardized achievement
testing. The question seems to come down to find-
ing an acceptable balance between the need to
know what has been learned during a given period
of time and the encouragement of innovation,
change, and experiinentation in the classroom.

Tests distort the individual's self-concept and
level of aspiration. Of all the criticisms of tests, one
of the most penetrating and difficult to dismiss `is
that young persons may generalize from test results
and make conclusions about themselves which arc
not warranted or intended. For example, consider
the teenaged: boy who is struggling to establish a
more positive and more realistic self-concept. How
helpful is it for him to be shown his low test scores
which may make him conclude that he is far less
capable thari his classmates?

How many high school students hiri)e received
brief and inappropriate counseling recommenda-
tions, usually based in part on test results, and have
concluded from these recommendations that they
are not "college material"? One large school, dis-
trict, for example, regularly presents junior high
school students with test result summaries printed
on cards that the students take home to their
parents. These cards offer a luckrand easily under-
standable summary of what the various achieve-
ment and aptitude scores mean. Although the
intent is to make. information available to parents,
there are obviously risks in terms of shaping the
attitudes of students toward themselyes.

In our view, the proper handling of test re-
sults calls for neither a strategy of silence and
secrecy nor for open distribution of data without
discussion, clarification, and interpretation of
meanings.

Tests select homogeneous educational
groups. A common procedure in organizing a
school is to assign students to classes on the basis
of estimates of learning ability, Very often these
estimates are based on ability testing. It is a short
step to conclude that tests have determined the
organizational style of schools, ihd it may.surelY

1..

be argued that tests do indeed contribute to the
way in which students are assigned.

,Critics of the ability-tract system, as this
arrangement is often called, frequently sec educa-
tional testing as the bad guy. But, were no test data
available, an educational administrator dedicated
to ability-track grouping could find numerous
criteria, such as grades, teachers' ratings of ability,
and so 'forth, fOr making these assignments.

Concerns about :homogeneous grouping in
schools have acquired strength with recent research
which suggests that this allocation procedure tends
to do more harm to the low groups than can be
justified. The proponents of heterogeneous assign-
ment to classes argue that children with lower
ability need the stimulation mid the role models
provided by higher-ability students if they arc to
achieve as much as they possibly can. .

Contemporary approaches to school organiza-
tion stress the importance ofmoviding a program
of individual instruction for each child, regardless
of the range of competences within a class, Educa-
tors are now stressing the positive influences of
heterogeneous grouping, with the result that the
track system, is generally thought to be on the way
out. But for the parents of children who are
assigned to low groups, the track system ,is an un-
pleasant reality based primarily on test results.
Hence, since tests arc' often painted as the villain in'
the situation, it is assumed that banning tests will
eliminate the track system.

However, with regard to a school district set
on the perpetuation of homogeneous ability group-
ing, the problem is not so much one of testing or
not testing, but rather one of adherence to a ques-
tionable concept of educational organization.

Tests invade privacy. School attendance is-.
mandatory for young children. Once in schoCil, the
children are generally required to participate in
activities, including testing, which some parents
consider to be invasions of privacy.

Certainly few would argue against allowing
schools to give tests to determine what a student
has learned in some course of study, but shout('
schools be allowed to require students to take
intelligence tests? What good is such information
to a school? Can data .from some tests be used to
the disadvantage of students without their knowl-
edge that such information even exists? How can
the line be more clearly established between infor-
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mation that a school requires to help reach a
legitimate decision and information that it has no
business acquiring in the first place? The right to
Privacy is precious to the citizens of a,,free society;
only when there is compelling justification should
tests invading privacy be used.

At the heart of the criticisms about tests and
testing programs is one fact that is likely to help
perpetuate at least some of the criticism: Tests are
often used as tools for the allocation of limited
resources or opportunities. Put another way, edu-
cational and psycholOgical tests are frequently
designed to measure differences among individuals
so that one person 'receives a reward or privilege
which another is then denied.

For example, we see this in the assignment of
elementary school children to classes for the gifted
or in the, selection of students for college admission
or for advanced professional study. Tests, there-
fore, are likely to stir strong emotions, for they
serve in many different ways as gatekeepers, open-
ing and closing pathways of human opportunity.

Are tests necessarily the kind of gatekeepers
We want? This is a question involving individual
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values, organizational goals, and, increasingly, laws
and regulations designed to assure equal access to
educational and, employment opportunities. One
thing is certain: Tests are no longer granted any
immunity or magical status, or are they assumed to
be good simply because of their objectivity or
psychometric purity. The lawmaker as well as the
citizen on the street has a skeptical eye on educa-
tional and psychological testing.;

There have been too many serious lapses of
professional judgment, not only by ,those who are
using tests without the proper qualifications, but
also by professionals who should know better. And
minority groups' intense concern for fair plarrela-
tive to testing is not going to evaporate; indeed, it
will probably be expressed with increasing
vehemence.

However, while we may anticipate continued
criticism of tests for a variety of reasons, testing
programs that measure up_ to high professional
standards and can be shown t,1. make constructive
contributions to human assessment may well be
regarded as beneficial by, most people.
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PROBLEMS IN USING PUPIL OUTCOMES FOR TEACHER EVALUATION
by Robert,S, Soar

Ruth M. Soar

During the past few years there has been
mounting pressure for measuring the outcomes of
education, with movement toward holding the
teacher, the school, and the school system account-
able for producing the student learning expected
by society. Decreasing enrollments, tighter
budgets, and a general trend toward cost effective-
ness have added. to the pressure.

Measuring 'pupil achievement increasingly has
been proposed as a way of assessing the effective-
ness of teaching and, in fact, hasbeen mandated by
a number 'of states. This approach is superficially
reasonable and attractive, but it is fraught with
problems which have not been generally
recognized.

H. L. Mencken once commented, "Theic's
always a well-known solution to every human
problemneat, plausible and wrong." The use of
pupil achievement as a way of evaluating the teach-
er, the school, or the school system embodies this
misleading 'simplicity. The solution seems so
straight-forward: If the job of teachers is to
promote learning in pupils, then it seems reason-
able to evaluate them in terms of. the amount of
learning they product in their pupils.

The parallel with the industrial setting is
clear: If the job of a worker is to assemble relays,
then it seems reasonable to count the number of
relays the worker assembles and pay him or her
accordingly. But in applying this procedure to
teaching, a number of problems emerge that have
not been widely recognized. The relay assembler
receives parts which are identical (at least within
very close limits) on which he or she performs
prescribed set of operations, also identical. Then
each completed units leaves the assembler, again
almost identical to the others. .

But none of this is true for teachers. Pupils
appear in the classroom differing in ability, level of
achievement, home background, interest, motiva-
tion, agediffering in numerous ways. Teachers
must recognize these differences as they strive to
help individual pupils grow toward their own
potentials. Consequently, the teaching process will
differ from pupil to pupil. If the teacher has been
successful, each pupil will have improved educa-

,tionally:,When he or she leaves the classroom but
each will probably be no more like the others than
whin the year began.

I
A Major dimension, then, of the problem of

evaluating teachers in terms of pupil outcomes is
the 'recognition that what goes on in The classroom
is iibt the only, or the most powerful, influence on
where a\pupil stands in achievement at the end of
t he -fear..

lki)esearch has shown that the differences
pupils- ring' with them when they enter the class-
room Irve.sinificant influence on achieveMent.
Entry. lelvei ability (pretest or fall score) and socio-
economic status arc major determihints of what a
pupil's standing will be at the end of .the school
year. These influences probably are more widely
accepted than any other, but they are highly inter-
related so that one overlaps the other. In practice
they cannot be effectively separated.

The/ fact that IQ and achievement scores in
the fall arc highly related to spring achievement
scores is widely accepted but seldom documented.
In a study of 81 fifth-grade classes, R. S. Soar, and
IL M. Soar16 -found correlations between class
averages (means) for fall IQ and spring achievement
ranging from +.85 to +.90, and correlations be-
tween fall achievement and spring achievement
ranging from .75 to .85. So the evidenceis that as
much as '80 percent of the variation in class aver-
ages for pupil achievement at the end of the. year
can be accounted for by pupil characteristics which
existed at the beginning of the year, characteristics
over which the teacher, has no control. .

The most extensive data, on the influence of
socio-economic status on pupil achievement were
presented, in the Coleman Report, and more re-
cently and more widely re-analyzed by F. Mosteller
and D. P. Moynihanil and G. W. Maycskc, and
others.9 The studies show that as much as 80 per-
cent of the variation in pupil achievement across
schools (equal to a correlation of about +.90) can
be accounted for by these factors.

Beyond these major influences there are
'others which help account for differences in pupil
achievement and which should be considered.
Although the research on family attitudes and
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suppOrt for learning in the home is not as extensive
as that for pupihability (pretest) and social status,
it is consistent in indicating relationships between
the educational values. held by parents and their
children's achievement in school. M. Garber and W.
B. Ware6 found a relation of +.47 between achieve-
ment and a combined measure of support for learn-
ing in the' home for a group of Black and Spanish-
American children. All students in the sample met
federal poverty guidelines, so that socio-economic
status as usually measured was,*in effect, held con-
stant. The same authors cite similar findings from
other studies.

Peer group attitude, although again the re-
search is not extensive, has been identified as
another important factor which can either support
or hinder a pupil's achievement.)

. Since there is compelling evidence that a num-
ber of influences over which the teacher has no
control have pOwerful effects on pupil achieve-
ment, it cannot be expected that a teacher will
have consistent results with successive groups of
pupils. That is, the teacher will not be equally
effective in producing growth with all groups be-
cause groups differ so widely. Studies by Barak'
Rosenshine3 and J. E. Brophy,3 for example,
show that on the average only about 10 to 15 per-
cent of the variation in achievement from group to
group reflects the stable influence of the teacher,
as shown by a median correlation in the low .30's.

As D. M. Medley" has pointed out, and as
commonly accepted methods4 of estimating
reliability show, data from about twenty classes
would be required for making reliable decisions
about individual teachers. Given this requireMent
necessitating collection of such large amounts of
data, using the measurement of pupil achievement
as a way to evaluate teachers is impractical as well
as invalid.

What these findings seem to indidate is that
the education of the pupil is dependent on many
conditions in the society, not on the school alone.
When the time the pupil spends in the classroom is
compared with the time spent under other influ-
ences, and when the degree of influence or control
the teacher can exercise is compared with the
power of other influences, the limited effect of the
teacher is not surprising.

Because influences other than the teacher
make a major difference in how much the child

ff
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- learns is not to say that the role of the teacher is
,unimportant. The teacher is the o,,ly formal, insti-
tutionalized input which society makes for the
education of the child And the transmission of an
established curriculum. And nigktof wh'at the
teacher does that contributes constructively to the
child's future abilities, successes, and sati3factions
May not be measured by currently common
'achievement instruments. It does say, however,
that the influence of teachers is limited and that
teachers arc most effective when they have the
support of other elements in the society.

This whole constellation of other influences is
usually not given consideration when:measures of
pupil achievement are proposed as the basis for
evaluating teachers. It is reasonable that these in-
fluences arc strong, since they accumulate over the
life of the pupil. It is obvious, then, that pupil
standing at the end of any school year is a com-
pletely inadequate and even misleading measure of
the effectiveness of the teacher or the school. Yet
the results of such achievement standings are
freqtiently published by school -or by schobl sys-
tem.

"Achievement," which is the most frequently
used measure of student learning outcomes, usually
refers to the amour. of knowledge a pupil
possesses at a given point his -or her "standing,."
The influences cited above show a strong relation
to achievement as used in this sense.

An alternative to measuring achievement
standing is to measure change in achievement from
the beginning to the end, of the year. When this is
dOne, the influences cited.are still likely to have an
effect, although to a lesser degree, since change
reflects their influence for a shorter period of time.

Although this alternative is appealing as
another way of evaluating teaching, it raises still
other problems. In a classic volume on the prob-
lems of .measuring change, C. Berciter2 com-
mented:

Although it is commonplace for research to be
stymied by some difficulty in experimental method-
ology, there are really not many instances in the
behavioral sciences of -promising questions going un-
researched because of de.lciencics in statistical
methodology. Questions dealing With pwchological
change may .well constitute the most important ex-
ceptions. It is only in relation to such questions that
the writer has ever heard colleagues admit to having
abandoned major research objectives solely because
the statistical problem seemed to be insurmountable.
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If. the fall score is simply substracted.from the
spring score so as to obtain a measure of net
change, 'a new set OF subtle but difficult problems
is created. An illustration many serve to identify
some of them. Firgure 1 presents fictitious <data
from a group 'of pupils for whom measures of IQ
from two forms of a test have been obtained 10
days apart. The initial IQ's .are plotted on the
baseline and the second IQ's on the vertical axis.
Any point in the area outlined by the ellipse
represents simultaneously the IQ of a pupil on each
of the testings, and the high and low 10 percent of
the pupils at each of the two ,times has been indi-
cated by shading and cross-hatching.

It is clear that the pupils- who were in an
extreme group on the first .test were not, for the
most part, in an extreme group on the second test.
The blac'kened areas represent the small number of
pupils who were extreme on both occasions.

Aethe upper righ4 the area is Small because
'the phpils who make the highest scores at any test-
ing are likely to do'so on two bases; (1) they are
bright (have high verbal skills), and (2) they are
lucky (that is, they happen to make good guesses
on a few items for which they aren't sure of the
answer, or the items on this test just happen to be
ones- for which they know the answers). But they
are not likely to be lucky, consistently when

"another form of the test is given, and soon another
testing their scores are likely to be lower. Opposite
influences will affect pupils at the lower left end of
the ellipse.,

To put it another way, if the cutting point for
the top 10 percent is an IQ of 120, there will be a
number of pupils with true Is close to 120 who
will sometimes be above that score on a series of
tests and sometimes below it, depending on chance
factors, So some fraction of 'pupils above 120 on
the -arst, test will fall below it on the' second.
Similarly, some of the pupils scoring below 80 on
the first test will be above it on a second.

In both cases extreme pupils have regressed,
or moved, toward the mean. This regression effect
can be expected whenever prediction is less than
perfect; and the extent of the movement will
depend on the inaccuracy of the prediction.? With
most psychological or educational predictions,, the
regression involved is considerable and may make
up a significant proportion of the total range of
scores.

"

The point, to be stressed from this example
has important consequences: Since pupils who
were in the bottom 10 percent'the first time were
not, for 'the most part, ii. that group, the second
time, they must have moved upward. Similarly, the
pupils in the top group must have moved down-
ward'. That is, there is a negative relationship
between initial standing and the direction in which
change is most likely.

As an example of this effect, the pupils who
stand highest on an achievement measure at the
beginning of the school year will probably show
little if any increase, in score at the end of the year,
and may even show a decline. On 'the other hand,
pupils who score lowest at the beginning of the
year will probably show considerable increase.
Educators have sometimes been misled by this
effect and have assumed that their programs were
more functional for low achieving pupils than for
high achieving pupils, when in reality all that.was
involved was the regression effect (the statistical
tendency for scores to move toward the average).
Similarly, a group of pupils placed in a remedial
program because they stand low on a pretest can
be expected to show considerable improvement;
but again the improvement may be spurious, as a
consequence of the regression effect.

This problem creates real difficulties if pupils
are tracked on the basis of fall scores and teachers
are evaluated on thelasis of change in achievement
of their pupils. For example, assume that pupil& are
tested in reading in the fall and the lowest third are

.0put in Ms. Jones' ,class, the middle third in Mr.
Smith's class, and the highest third in Mrs.
Williagb class. We can anticipate that at the end of
the year Ms. Jones' class will show much improve-
ment and Mr. Smith's will show modest gain, but
Mrs. Williams will be fortunate if her pupils show

''any growth at all. The problem is that the gain the
pupils show is materially affected by regression
effect, so to evaluate the teacher on the basis of
pupil gain would be manifestly unfair.

There are statistical procedures for attempting
to eliminate this effect, but as C. Bereiter2 com-
mented, it is impossible to be certain that appro-
priate adjustments- have been made; and the
expertise to do even the best that can be done with
the problem is not widespread. And, of course, all
the out-of-school influences on achievement
standing discussed earlier also influence gain,
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although to a lesser degree. So,it is clearly inappro-
priate to use pupil change as a way of evaluating
teachers where a teacher may suffer as a con-
sequence of the error involved.

A procedure for evaluating teachers which
attempts to bypass the problems of change is the
performance test or the evaluative teaching unit.5
In it, the teacher teaches a prescribed brief unit
(sometimes as little as a few ,minutes or as much as
two weeks) and pupil knowledge is then tested.
The attempt is made to minimize the problems of
measuring gain by teaching material in which
pupils, should have little or no ,preknowledge, so
that all presumitbly start at the same level. But the
other problemVo. fi using pupil achievement to
evaluate leachers still apply. In addition, there are
questions of whether teaching material which does
not have to be integrated into previous knowledge
requires the same skills as the usual teaching setting
and whether such short-term learning generalizes to
long-term learning. There is the final difficulty that
the performance of teachers on a unit of a few
minutes does not predict -their performance on a
two-week unit.8 Assuming that either can be used
to predict year-long perforinance"then seems risky.
Even if the measurement of standing or gain in
achievement were a satisfactory way of evaluating
teachers, there is still the problem of selecting the
objectives to be measured.

Although subject matter aclsievement has
been the primary focus of the discussion thus far,
it is clear that schools are charged with and have
accepted some degree of responsibility for mans
other kinds of pupil growth. Over a long period
Schools have given attention to

pit
social develop-

ment, and the moral values of pupils. And a broad
view of the relationship between school and
society suggests that when a probknt emerges in
the society, ,one of the first steps likely to
involve the school in solving the problem. ;traffic
problems Jed to driver education; a concernor the
loyalty of government employees Led first to aban
on teaching about communism in the schools and
later-to the requirement that it be taught; problem's\
of drug abuse have led to drug abuse education in
the schooli; concern about sexual attitudes has led
to sex education; concern for occupational choice
has led to .career education, in the schools; and
when concern foesegregation of the races became
pressing for the society, the first and the major

attempt to deal with the problem was delegated to
the schools. To evaluate teachers and schools solely
on the basis of the subject matter gains made by
pupils grossly underrepresents the broad range of
objectives for which teachers and schools have
been given some degree of responsibility. Yet for
many of these objectives there are no measures
which are immediately, for some even remotely,
available.

Even within the subject-matter realm there
are problems which are largely ignored. One of
these problems is the need to distinguish complex
achievement growth from simple growth and to
provide appropriate measurement for each.
Memorization of facts (rote memory) falls at the
simplest leviA and -compliclited problem-solving,
abstracting, arid generalizing fall at the most com-
plex level.; the difference is between, retrieving in-
formation (memory) and ,processing information in
its %arying degrees of comp19.xity. There is some
evidence from a number of studies that the teach-
ing behaviors which are associated with greatest
growth in simple tasks are different from those
which are associated with greatest growth in com-
plex tasks. 15,16,17,18.

Moss studies of pupil achievement fail to
make this distinction; and the current stress on
criterion - referenced measuremen t, emphasizing
small-step learning, seems likely to focus on simple
kinds of learning. Measures of coniplex learning are
slow and difficult to. construct, in contrast to
measures of simple learning, which can be more
easily and quickly developed. Evaluating all subject
matter at all grade levels would almost certainly
require the construction of mans new measures
whirl, would likely emphasize simple kinds of
achievement, given the ease with which they can be
constructed and the emphasis. on criterion -
referenced measurement. If teachers were to be
evaluated on the basis of pupil achievement, then it
seems likely that the teacher who emphasizes..
simple learning would be evaluated more posithely
than the teacher who emphasizes complex learning.
This would be an unfortunate result.

A further problem related to the difficulty of
measuring complex achievement growth is the like-
lihood that some highly Valued objectives grow too
slowly to show change within a school year
objectives such as complex problem-solving skills,
citizenship, attitudes, learning to get along well



with others, and creative expression. On the other
hand, it seems likely that measures of short-term
learning would tend to emphasize Simpler kinds of
learning.

A description of an application of account-
ability in England a century ago makes one of the
problems clear." In that setting, teachers were
evaluated on the number of their pupils who
attained the minimum level of achievement ex-
pected for the particular grade. The result was that
teachers concentrated their efforts at the minimum
level of proficiency, with a consequent lowering of
the quality of instruction.

Another problem of serious consequence in
the use of pupil measures is raised by the 0E0
study of performance contracting, which found
that the superior achievement of performance-
contracting programs disappeared when the teach-
ing was controlled to eliminate the possibility of
teaching the test./ 2 It seems clear that, in a setting
in ,which financial return follows from pupil
achievement, teaching the test is likely to occur at,.
least a portion of the time. This is a very reason-
able finding and one which is well known, even in
cases where a financial return is not involved- -
teaching to the Regents Examination, for example.

A final problem is the possibility of bias if the
teacher is the test administrator. 5-it outside test
administrators have difficulty not helping pupils.
Where a teacher is affected personally, it seems

t
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possible that his or her behavior might be in-
fluenced, even though unconsciously. This problem
could be dealt with by using only specially trained
test administrators, but ihis could lie very costly.

When all these problems in the use of pupil
achievement for teacher evaluation are considered,
they become overwhelming. The influence of the
teacher. is minor compared to the out-of-the-class-
room influencespupil ability, previous knowl-
edge, the home, the peer group, motiyatibn, and
other/s. What the pupil brings to the classroom in.
tbiSitespect is clearly a much stronger determinant
of where he or she will stand at the end of the year
than anything that have been done in the class-
room. Influences on the development of future
achievement measures seem likely to limit them to
relatively simple measures for some time to come.
Tests available for measuring the other objectives
for which the teacher is to some degree responsible
are relatively few. In addition to these problems,
there are statistical difficulties in themeasurement
of change which are extremely serious',.if not dis-
abling. They are still further exacerbated by the
likely problems of teaching the test, of the teacher
giving attention primarily to a small portion of the
students, and ,of obtaining valid measurement in
the classroom.

Taken all in all, this is an imposing array of
difficulties, most of which have gone unrecognized
when it is proposed that teachers be evaluated by
measuring the outcomes of their pupils.
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TEACHER-MADE TESTSAN ALTERNATIVE TO
STANDARDIZED TESTS

by Frances Quint°,

.,,

Developing tests for classroom use is a routine
activity for most teachers. These ,tests, a form of
the ;terion-referenced ,type, serve the needs of
bo. .e student aneteacher. They disclose where
the student stands in relation to classrooth
objectives and guide the teacher in providing the
student with appropriate elp. Because of the
information that tests cal offer, they should be
developed carefully rather than "off-the-top-
of-the-head." .

What are some elements that can make teach-
er-deveroped tests effectiOe? How can teachers be
certain that a test will reveal the kinds of informa-
tion they want?

Someeachers and test developers'have found
the, following procedures to he of value:

The teacher should decide the purpose Of
'giving the test and, know how the results will be
used. A teacher can give test to determine ,a
group's strengths' and weaknesses or to measure a
class's or an individual .student's knowledge of
subject matter. The- teacher can give the test upon
first meeting a class, before introdming a unit of
study, or after completing a unit or course. A test
can be a reinforeemr .t activity or an instructional
device, or it can be the "every-Friday" test which
helps students and9instructor to monitor progress
in an orderly fashion.' It can help the teacher
identify the students who need special help and the
areas in which they need the help. It can also be a
means of observing special talents.

A first step in preparing atest is listing the
kinds of information to elicit and then deciding on
the best foimat for getting that information. The
format can be essay, problem solving, computa-
tional, application of information in new situa-
tions, multiple-choice, or a combination of these.
The format of a test is determined by the subject
area, the kinds of information needed, and the
amount of time allotted for the test. The teacher
should decide what number or percentage of ques-
tionsbons to put in each Category.

Multiple-choice questions are difficult to
develop,, so they take the most time prior to

administering the test. Essay questions take less
time' to develop, but lunch more time to evaluate.

just as variety is necessary in classroom
activity, so it is necessary in tests. Therefore, teach-
ers will want to include some items that students
can work through quickly and others That they will
work on for somewhat longer periods of time.

If reading comprehension or other reading
abilities are not being tested, then written ques-
tions and problems, including directions, should be
easy enough for all students to understand, or else
teachers should give directions orally._

Generally teachers like the challenge of creat-
ing new problems. Good dsts are not simple to
construct, however. Teachers should save effective
items or exercises from year to year. In that case,
they should review the items before using them to
be sure that all the areas they deal with have been
covered in class. Whether test items are newly con-
structed or taken from a previous test, the person
who developed the test or another instructor
should take the test to be sure it is fair in presenta-
tion and content.

Test items may be confusing or ambiguous;
reviewing the corrected tests, will help teachers to
discover weaknesses.

Teachers, should not construct questions to
stump, catch, br confuse, but should state them as
clearly as possible. In a multiple-choice sequence,
the right and wrong answers should not be too
close in meaning. A "distractor" the wrong
multiple-choice answershould not be the correct
answer to ,another question, because this may con-
fuse students. Tests should help students clarify
their thinkingnot confuse it.

For essay questions, teachers would be wise
to devise a key,,or scoring guide that they can use
for both commenting and assessing. They can
assign weights to such factors as organization of
topic, description, and grammar, They should use
the key consistently. Teachers of subjects like
science or sociology must be consistent, too, in' the
weight they give punctuation and grammar in
evaluating their tests.



True-false tests, which supposedly measure
students' 'command of facts, are the simplest to
construct. They should not'ot be used as a major basis
for judgments about progress because chanceand
guessingaffect their results. Teachers have argued
that some credit should be given for items not
answered on true-false tests, since these can give
the teacher a truer picture of the grOup's knowl-
edge.

Here are additional suggestions that can be
useful in constructing tests:

r

In a true-false test, about one-fourth of
the items should be false. Students ..re
afraid to trust their own judgment when
too many are false.
Items should be arranged from easy to
hard so that the beginning of the test
will give students confidence.
The first and last items of a test should
concern an obvious, mainstream topic so
that students will leave the test feeling
satisfied.

O
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Questions should be worded in the
positive, and positive and negative ques-
tions should not be combined in the
same section of the test. After a series of
positive questions, students have trouble
answering those worded in the negative
because the mental shift is tricky.

In an effort to depart from the old-fashioned
true-false, multiple-choice exercises, teachers may
want to pr'epare items that stretch the students'
imagination. Teachers can prepare exercises that
allow students to estimate "how far," "ItOW
many," "what kinds of," and the like. Students
enjoy and can benefit from exercises which allow
them to make inferences, such as "What effects
will be felt in the community as a result of (such
and such) court case (decision)?"

Creativity in test-making is an art. The art-
fulness does improve with practice, and the im-
provement can benefitt!both student and teacher
alike.

-
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AN ALTERNATIVE TO BLANKET STANDARDIZED TESTING
by Richard J. Stiggins

It is common practice among some public
schOol districts to have a committee of teachers
and administrators annually review the district test-
ing procedurCs. The committee usually discusses
what standardized achievement test battery and/or
aptitude or intelligence tests should he used at
what grade levels. And the result is generally a

dubber stamp on previously used procedukes.,..
Recently, however, a number of innovations

in testing procedures have emerged which may
make rubber stamping inappropriate. They include
the use of sampling procedures and such innova-
tions as criterion- and domain-referenced testing.

For a' number of reasons, however, these
innovations are not frequently part of the test re,,
view committee's deliberations. One reason may be
the committee members' lirnited knowledge about
testing, which,is a highly technical subject and does
not lend itself easily to simple explanation, under-
standing, and application.'

The institutionalization of testing 'procedures
has also contributed to the lack of knowledge'and
applications of innovation in educational testing.
Or as Samuel Superintendent might put it, "The
board of education will never -let us give up
standardized testing."

. A,,third and final reason for the lack of impact
of educational measurement innovation on public
education is the minor role that tests play in edu-
cational decision making. Because of their general
nature, standardized tests are limited in their
ability to contribute' to district, schOol, or class-
room level decisions. Many educators may
recognize this fact and yet continue to give the
tests because their use satisfies the board and the
public.

In brief, a lack of technical knowledge of test-
ing has given rise to the three, factors stated above,
each of which in turn prevents the gaining of new
knowledge of testing. The result is a closed system
of developrrient in educational testing which resists
the implementation of practices and procedures
common to other fields.

One such practice is sampling, a procedure for'"
increasing the efficiency of data collection that is
gaining prominence in educational testing as a re-

suit of recent large-scale testing programs, such as
the NatiOnal Assessment of Educational Progress.

Random sampling is a statistical procedure
-which allows such social scientists as Gallup,
Harris, and other pollsters to draw general conclu-
sions about the attitudes of an entire population
on, the basis of a very few scientifically selected
respondents. Survey participants are randomly
selected to be representative of larger groups, thus
allowing for efficient, less expensive, and quite
accurate conclusions.

And so it can be with achievement test scores.
In situations where testers want to draw general
conclusions about large groups of students, such as
an entire grade level for a district, a properly
selected sample can: yield very accurate estimates
of "typical student" performance.

Another innovation in educational testing
situations, matrix sampling takes advantage of just
such a randoin sampling procedure to increase
efficiency by reducing the number of students in-
volved in testing. But there is another sampling
dimension. Not only is it unnecessary for each stu-
dent to be tested to generate accurate group esti-
mates of academic performance, but it is un-
necessary for every student to respond- to every
lest item.

Matrix sampling involves the simultaneous
random sampling of both students and test items.
It involves, howevei, different, nonoverlapping
samples of students taking nonoverlapping samples
of items so that each matrix sample is a sample of
students taking a sample of items.

This requires a set of items to be partitioned
randdmly into several subsets and each subset given
to a' different sample of students. For example, if
there are 50items, they could be partitioned into
10 samples of 5 items each and each sample
randomly assigned to 1 of 10 samples of students.

The procedure reduces the number of stu-
dents and the amount of class time -required to
generate the desired data. When responses to items
are summarized, the results may be generalized to
both the entire test from which the items were
derived and the entire population of students from
which the sample was selected. It is important to
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note, however, that no information is gathered on
individual pupil performance. A matrix samplc pro-
vides only group estimates. 1,

Let me illustrate why matrix sampling might
be useful' and appropriate for an annual district-
wide standardized testing program.

I will argue that the only truly legitiniate con-
cerns of standardized testing in any district are
general conclusions about the entire student body.

Jesting is one process of gathering information for
decision making. In education, decisions have to be
made at a number of levels.

First, we must make diagnostic and prescrip-
tive decisions regarding individual students. Second,
we must make decisions regarding the viability of
specific educational programs. (This is the newly
emerging concern for progrdm evaluation.) In addi-
tion, building administrators must make general
school-level decisions. Finally, superintendents,
boards of eduCation, and the public must make
district-level decisions.

In most districts, the information on educa-
tional outcomes required for many of these multi-
level decisions is typically generated. from the

o annual administration of a standardized achieve-
ment battery. The computer scoring service is then
able io return individual pupil scores, class aver-
ages, building averages, and district summaries, all
for, about 75¢ to $1 per student: This seems most
economical until one considers what actually
happens to these test scores and summaries.

First' of all, at the classroom level, these scores
are designed to discriminate among, students `,`to
help with diagnosis." HoWever, I challenge anyone
to diagnose and Prescribe from a grade equivalent
of 3.2 in a general gross construct called "total
reading." Most teachers recognize that such trans-
formed, scores contain too little information to be
diagnostic or prescriptive.

The test publishers argue that teachers can do
individual item analysis to reveal specific weak-
nesses, but any teacher who has attempted to do
this realizes how tedious this task can be.

At the specific program level of decision mak-
ing, standardized achievenient batteries also fall
somewhat short of necessary data requirements.
The qualities of itemsselected to allow the test to
discriminate among students make it very difficult
for them to detect specific educational program
impacts. The items are simply too short, too gen-

i.
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eral, and too individualized to be sensitive to local
instructional interventions.

Forexample, correct responses to 'four addi-
tional test items represent a year'sgrowth in grade
equivalent terms between grades five and six on the
Iowa 're' st of Basic Skills, .Form' 5, Level 12,
Arithmetic Concepts. Not only is it totally unfair
to characterize an individual learner's year of
growth so narrowly, but as a program developer, I
would be quick to challenge an evaluator who

iselected such an imprecise tool to demonstrate the
viability of my newly developed instructional
sequence. From a program evaluation point of
view, instruments more sensitive to local program
objectives are much more desirable for program
decision making than are any national standardized
examinations.

Many of the problems which arise from using
standardized tests as criteria for judging specific
program qu .sity also arise winn one attempts to
differentiate among general program elements,
such as classes, teachers, departments, or buildings.
Because of the lack of sensitivity of these tools,
there is little or no educational research delineating
any causal line between .program elements and
standardized outcomesneasures,

To say that one school's learning environment
is better than another's or one principal is more
competent than another on the basis of stan-
dardized test data' is a total misuse of the data. Yet
the summaries returned to districts by scoring ser-
vices ,and comments of educators would suggest
that this is the intent.

TO date, educational research can establish no
significant stable links between any teacher, admin-
istrator, or, building characteristics and differential
standardized achievement test scores. Therefore, it
is quite apparent that standardized test scores are
incapable of contributing to specific and general
program-related decisions.

What, then, are these tests capable of doing?
Very simple, they arc useful as gross indicators
which can best serve as information for communi-
cation to the public on the state of achievement in
a given district. In fact, it may be that this is the
only real use they are put to in most districts any-
way.

If these tests are really incapable of con-
tributing to important specific decisions, then their
use for public relations is their only appropriate
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use. In that case, a testing system which yields only
the district average data would be sufficient. Such
a system can be created by using sampling pro-
cedures. An investment of hundreds of dollars for
sample data can provide information of the same

cf,

value as that previously gathered for thousands.
The dollar savings can be used to gather other.
types of outcome data which are prescriptiye and
appropriate ;:)r program-related decisions.
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A SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES

NEA Resolution on Standardized Tests

76-65. The National Education Association
strongly encourages the elimination of group
standardized intelligence, aptitude, and
achievement tests.

In a final report to the NEA Representative
Assembly, the NEA Task Force on T-,..sting recom-
mended that alternatives to group standardized
testing be developed. In keeping with that recom-
mendation, the following brief descriptions of
alternatives are presented.

Anecdotal Records

Recording the behaviors of individual stu-
dents reveals more about a student than do test
results. A teacher can develop a composite picture
of a student by observing and recording behavior
such as, interaction with others, motivational

'patterns, and independent work habits.
Teachers who have set about keeping

anecdotal 'records 'report that not only is the
experience satisfying for them, but that they im-
prove with practice and constantly get new insights
into a student that either support or explain other
evaluaticin results.

Oral Presentations by Students

Students' oral presentations have long been
accepted as brie way to evaluate' student progress.
For example skilled reading teachers use them
both in evaluating student progress and in diagnos-
ing specific difficulties. Subject matter teachers can
assess both .,idepth of knowledge and personal
capabilities using this mode of performance.

In. assigning oral presentations to students,
teachers -must state clearly beforehand what is
expected of the students and what are the criteria
for a good performance. The structure offers the
opportunity for self- and peer evaluation, partic-
ularly whCn oral presentirtions arc recorded.
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Contracts with Students

A contract or agreement between student and,
instructor specifies tasks that both parties must
complete within a given period of time. An in-
structor 'carefully poses problems with varying
'degrees of difficulty, and students, with teacher
guidance, select both the problems they will work.
on and the amount of time they will spend on
them. Ability to perform the tasks is measured by
promptness and accuracy in completing the con-
tract items. Requiring students to work alone, as
contracts generally do, adds to an instructor's
understanding of a student's academic and personal
development.

'Student Self- and Peer Evaluat)on

Students can be, and ought to be; involved in
evaluating their own work The ability to assess
one's performance is useful in ways that transcend
school learning. Students can become more in-
sightful about themselves and their approach to
work.

Self, and peer assessment is complex,spartic-
ularly when more than simple student products are
being judged. When expressing subjective judg-
ments, students tend to underrate rather than over-
rate their own abilities and achievements. Because
of this,. some blickground and skill on the prt of
teachers is required in dealing with sensitive laffec-

.tive areas and development of self-concepts. Many .

well-developed approaches exist for such purposes.

Parent-Teacher Conferences

The purposes of most parent-teacher con-
ferencs are for the parties' to exchange infor-
mation about a student that will help to guide him
or her into productive channels and to find ways in
which he or she can secure satisfaction and growth.
These conferences are valuable when there is
thoughtful preparation and when they arc Used as a
supplement to written evaluations. They also offer
an excellent opportunity to relate schooling to the
homea necessary adjunct for a vast majority of
students.
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Objectives-Referenced (Criterion-Referenced) Tests

The potential advantage of these tests over
standardized tests is' that students are judged on
their mastery of objectives rather than on their
standing in relation' to others. In this way, they
serve some diagnostic purposes. At this time, these
tests have not had wide enough use to confirm
fully their value, particularly when broad subject
areas must be considered. If the original intention
of criterion-referenced tests is not distorted, they
have great potential as an alternative to stan-
dardized tests.

Individual Diagnostic Tests

These sophisticated evaluation devices are
reliable and valid for specific purposes. They are
underused because administering them is fre-
quently time-contuming and expedsive. Also apply-
ing, scoring, and analyzing individual diagnostic
tests often requires special training that is generally
not.available to teachers.

Nevertheless, these tests have the potential of
providing additional information the teacher can
use in prescribing learning strategies for a student.

Teacher-Made Tests

Good examples of objectives-referenced tests
are those constructed by teachers for their own
use. These-can-closely reflect the content and
emphasis of,classroom subject matter, and teachers
can use the results in making decisions that are as
diverse as the pace of instruction; prescriptive
assignMents; reporting w or conferring with par-

,ents;* and promoting or retaining a student. This
broad range of decisions requires that teachers be
familiar with methods of constructing classroom
tests" which will measure both factual knowledge
and higher levels of thinking.

School Letter Grades

Conventional grading systems' of A, B, C, D,
or E or equivalent designations (percentages/
averages) are, for the most part, understandable to
parents and acceptable to students. Giving grades
can be particularly valuable when teachers use
descriptions to expand and to clarify the meaning
of the grades. Even such limited descriptors as
excellent, satisfactory, -and-reeds improvemeitt
may be more useful to parents and students than
the standardized test statistic of "10 standard score
points above the mean."

Open Adniissions

In a strict sense, the policy of open admis-
sions is not an alternative to testing but a practice
that indicates change in college requirements. It
could eliminate the need for standardized tests.

Many institutions of higher education now
accept all students who have completed high school;
they give no consideration to scholastic-aptitude or
achievement tests. Some universities admit ,fourth
year high school students into their freshman
chisses upon the recommendation of high school
teachers. Adult education and life-long learning
programs provide access to degree-granting pro-
grams for working people. Combinations and:varia-
tions of the above offer opportunities which in the
past would have been highly unusual if not totally
unacceptable.

The criterion for admission to these schools is
the desire to be educated rather than the score
achieved on a standardized test.

The full story is not yet in on the success of
these programs, but tL concept of openness
provides for more equitable educational oppor-
tunities for all. This holds true for other levels of
schooling.
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SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS IN THE EDUCATION OF BLACK AND CHICANO CHILDREN
by Jane R. Mercer

Studies dating back to the 1930's have
demonstrated: the cultural biases inherent in IQ
tests and other standardized achievement measures.
Yet .clinicians have continued* to interpret chil-
dren's performances on these tests as if there were
no biases and have never systematically taken
sociocultural differences into account when
interpreting the meaning of a particular child's
score. Consequently, we find many children in
classes for the mentally retarded whose adaptive
behavior in nonacademic settings clearly demon-
strates that their problems are school specific and
that they are not comprehensively incompetent.

Disproportionately large numbers of Black,
Chicano, and probably Puerto Rican children arc

- labeled mentally retarded by the public schools. In
California, the rates for placing Chicano and Black
children in classes for the mentally retarded are
two to four times higher per thousand than for
English-speaking Caucasian children,-or Anglos.

The public schools label as retarded a large
number of children who arc not so regarded by
their families, neighborhoods, churches, or other
community organizations. We asked 24t organiza-
tions in a Southern California city for information
on each retarded person they were serving. The
public schools listed far more retardates than any
other formal organiza!ion, shared their labels with
more other organizations, and labeled as retarded
more .persons with IQ's above 70 and with no
physical disabilities. There were 41/2 times As many
Chicanos and twice as many Blacks in public
school classes for the mentally retarded as would be
expected from their proportion in the population,
and only halt as many Anglos as would be ex-
pected. The Black and Chicano children in. these
classes had higher IQ's and fewer physical dis-
abilities than the Anglo children. While we found
no evidence that these ethnic disproportions re-
sulted from a conscious policy of discrimination,
the labeling process is clearly Anglocentric.

We then sought to identify the aspects of the
Clinical 'assessment process that produce ethnic dis-
proportions, by testing a representative sample of
6,907' persons in the community: We used the
American Association for Mental 'Deficiency's

6
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definition of mental retardate as a person
subaverage in both genzral intellectual functioning
and adaptive behavior and developed a series of 28
age-graded scales to measure adaptive behavior. We
also used standardized measures of intelligence,
mainly the Stanford-Binet LM and the Kuhlmann-
Binet.

We found that the educational institutions'
definition of mental retardates as those with IQ's
of 79 or belowthe lowest 9 percent of the popu-
lationis one factor producing ethnic dispropor,
tions in the labeling process. We concluded that a 3
percent cutoffIQ below 70is most likely to
identify persons in need of special assistance and
least likely to stigmatize those who perr)rm a
normal complement of social roles.

Most psychologists give only an IQ test when
making assessments of mental retardation. How-
ever, we found that 60 percent of the Chicanos and
91 percent of the Blacksn our sample who had IQ
test scores below 70 passed the adaptive behavior
measure, while none of the Anglos with IQ's this
low were performing normally in their social roles.
The IQ test is obviously not a valid predictor of
social role performance for Chicanos and Blacks,
although it seems to do a good job for Anglos.
Schools should adhere to the AAMD definition of
mental retardation and develop a systematic
method for measuring adaptive behavior as well as
IQ in making psychological assessments. A child
should have to fail both criteria before being

A labeled mentally retarded. When we followed this
procedure, ethnic disproportions were reduced but
still not completely eliminated.

The IQ tests now being used by psychologists
are, to a large extent, Anglocentric. We found that
about 32 percent of the differences in IQ test
scores in a sample of 1,500 Blacks, Chicano, and
Anglo elementary school children in California
could be accounted for by differences in the socio-
cultural characteristics of their families. Un-
fortunately, most psychologists treat a score as a
score. When social background was held constant,
there was no difference between the measured
intelligence of Mexican-American and Black chil-
dren and the Anglo children on whom the test was
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standardized. We concluded that diagnostic pro-
cedures in the public schools must he broadened to
reflect the pluralistic nature of American society
and must involve securing information beyond that
ordinarily used in public school assessment.

A major concern of parents we interviewed in
our studies was the stigmatization of their children.
Their children were ashamed to be seen entering
the mentally retarded room and dreaded receiving
mail that might bear comproniising identification.
The parents were also concerned about the quality
of .the educational program in the self-contained
special eduCation class. Their children were not
taught to read as they would be taught in the regu-
lar classes, and many saw the program as a
"sentence of death." We followed a group of 108
children in special classes °for several years; only
one in five ever returned to regular classes. The
others aged out, dropped out, or were sent to other
special programs.

It would be a tragedy, however, if special edu-
cation programs were jeopardized because of
inadequacies in assessment ,procedures and pro-- graming. I believe that there are viable alternatives
to present practices without resorting to dumping
special education students and cutting specialcdu-
cation funds. School psychologists should be. re-
Auired to enlarge the scope of information they use
in making educational decisions by regularly and
systematically studying students' adaptive behavior
in nonschool situations. If a child performs
adequately in these settings, his or her problems

are school specific and will need special tptoring,
programed learning, cross-age teaching, and
remedial reading, rather than a self-contained class-
room. School Nsychologists should also secure
formation about a child's 4ociocultural background
to use in interpreting his or her IQ test score and
developing pluralistic norms. The 'child's per-
formance should be compared not only with the

' performance of the general population, which is
composed primarily of Anglo children, but also
with the performance of other children from his or
her own sociocultural background.

I-do not agree with those who say we must,
stop all educational labeling or IQ'testing. Our
problem has been that our labels are too few and
too crtide.-. We need a more sensitive system for
jdentifying children in need of special education
and a continuum of special educ..don programs
carefully targeted for children with specific needs.
One of the most distressing developments in some
regions has been the precipitous reassignment of
many children to the regular classroom from self-
contained classrooms with no continuation of
special services. These children must continue to
receive special *education, and that money must

-
continue to' be provided. Financial support and the
'effort of special education teachers should be re-
difected toward providing a wider variety of special
services to keep children in the educational main-
stream and to educate each to his or her maximum
potential.
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BIAS IN TESTING
by William F. Brazziel

Thousands of' minority children are denied
equal access to quality education each year because
of flaws in the testing. apparatus of our schools.
This situation, which is both illegal and immpral, is
becoming less and less tenable. At least 20 class
action suits around the country/. are seeking to
force school districts to cease and desist in the
inaccurate testing of minority children. In the
biggest suit, in California, the NAACP and several
civic groups ar,c seeking a, dissolution of classes for
the retarded and a moratorium on testing until
better, more precise instruments are devised.

The testing problems of minority children
begin on the fidt day at school, when they have to
take impreeik tests and have their scores recorded

,a cumulative record. Should a child's score,be
s than:100, the teachers will not work diligently
th thechild, giving the child less than his or her

s are of:attention and assistance. The child will get
more -than the ordinary share of slights and
indi ities as he or she moves through the schools
and. vill be denied access to a college preparatory
currieultm.

More and more people are. losing confidence
in the';. schools, and the spectacle °I a testing
apparatus in disarray will do little to restore tliis
confidence. The $300 million testing industry must
come up with better instruments. The schools must
eliminate injurious instruments, and psycho-
metrists and teachers must be retrained to ensure
that tests become a part of the solution rather than
the problem in American schOols. Resistance to
this reform movement will come froth long-time
test consul tants, conservative school people,
racists, teachers of teachers, and the psychonfetric
profession.

Henry Dyer, vice-president of the Educational
Testing Service and the dean of American psy cho-
metrists, says that IQ tests are .the most useless
source of educational controversy ever invented
and that schools which have not yet dropped them
should do so forthwith. He Ntes that a more
sophisticated testing apparatus could be developed
for schools with a heterogenous population, but
that the continuation of IQ tests would preclude
this Dyer is right. The very best test in America
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was standardized on 4,400 children, most front
California suburbs. Neither minority children nor
children froth the Southeast were included in the
sample.

Dyer suggests more school ograms based on
the philosophy of Jean Piaget. In the Piagetian
school, teachers, tests, and curriculum are viewed
as 'resources to maximize each child's development.
Instead c,f being slapped in the face with a biased
IQ test, a child takes a battery of sophisticated
tests designed to ascertain his or her language
development, comprehension, symbol manipula-
tion, discriminant analysis, and other skills. None
'of the child's scores are recorded in a cumulative
folder. Criterion-referenced tests are used instead
of the norm-based achievement tests, so child
r..cing is eliminated. In the Piagetian school, parent
conferences and skill sheets replace report cards,
and continuous progress learning replaces promo-
tion from grade to grade.

Piagetian teachers sometimes give environ-
mental or culture-specific tests, in %bleb familiar
concepts from the child's neighborhood are used to
ascertain his or her ability to think. A 'ssissippi
child, for example, might be asked to match single-
tree, lespedeza, sweetmilk, tedder, dasher, hame-
strap, blue tick, and walker, instead of sonata and
bas-relief. The content of any test is irrelevant in
the Piagetian school.

Culture-specific tests are not new, but the
testing orporations hate found it unproductive to
develop tests for each of the 40 or so cultural

o groups in this country. The government and the
corporations should have such tests available in a
few yeah, but in the meantime school systems and
individual teachers will have to make their own.
There is no great mystery about test making; over
10,000 tests are on the market. Like the struggle to
get publishers to market integrated textbooks, this

'movement will probably have tz, resort to teacher
and school system efforts to prime the pump.

The situation concerning criterion-referenced
tests is better. These achievement tests, which
measure only what has been taught- in a particular
module, by a particular teacher, and in a particular
time span -come with such model programs as
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Distar and individually prescribed instruction.
Their value lies in their elimination of the need to
have losers in the testing game who make it
possible for others to ,succe,ed. They focus oil
growth and behaviorally oriented goals and so
benefit both low-income and niidale class children.

Nothing that is wrong with the testing pro-
grams in 'American schools is immune t hard
*work, imagination, and nerve. The denial of a ual

t

access to quality education is criminal, and the
public will not tolerate it. If a few in our midst are
resistant to change, we shall find ourselves caught
up in an embarrassing maze of court suits, reduced
budgets, performance contracts, school vow/hers,
and steadily eroding public confidence. Our job is
to make sure that this does not happen and that
American schools are modified to serve well all the
children of all the people.
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USE OF TESTS: EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
by Jose A. Cardenas

The purpOse of evaluation and testing is deci-
sion making. Testsof intelligence, achievement,
and personalityprovide information for making
decisions 'about continuation, promotion, gradua-
tion, special assignment and placement, diagnosis
and prescription, student feedback, motivation,
and evaluation. I will focus on the intelligence test.

The most serious problem in the assessment
of intelligence and the use of intelligence tests is
the assumptions that are made. One assumption is
that intelligence is intangible and not directly
measurable. Another is that intelligence can be
indirectly measured by assessing some form of
behavior or performance that is assumed, to be
solely deperident on intelligence and not related to
other variables such as related understandings,
prior learnings, and motivation. A third assumption
i. that the evaluation of behavior and performance
requires written, oral, or nonverbal interaction be-
tween tester and testee. A fourth is that test results
give little or no information unless a comparison is
made between the performances of the testee and
the norm group. We also assume that the charac-
teristics of the two are compatible.

Research indicates, hoWever, that more is un-
known than is known about intelligence and that
the assumptions and methods of testing are not
always valid. Performance can be based on more
than the one variable of intelligence. Our assump-
tion that ll other factors are equal or are non-
dependent variables that hae nothing to do with
intelligence is false. Language facility, reading
ability, and cultural compatibility all influence test
scores.

Too many intelligence tests assume that all
children have had common experiences, for
example, that they are all familiar with snow. We
haven't had a snow holiday for the last five years in
the Edgewbod school district, and most of the kids
have never seen snow, yet some group intelligence
tests ask about the use of sled. One question on
'the WISC asks, "If your another sends you to the
store for a loaf of bread and there is none, what do
you do?" The child who answers, "1 go back
home," is considered to be intellectually inferior to
the child who says, "I go to another store." How-
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ever, in rural areas, there is no place else to go. In
some families, the parent and not the child is
supposed to make such a decision. During my
youth, I was sent for tortillas, and the purchase of
a loaf of bread was unheard of in my house until I
was 15 years old.

Testing methods can also be incompatible
with a culture. For example, some tests emphasize
competitiveness, but Mexican American children
perform better in a cooperative situation.

Our assumption that an individual has the
ability to verbalize can harm children with physical
disabilities. A child who stammers will probably
score low on a Verbal or language test even though
this disability is unrelated to the child's intelligence.
Motivation is ,assumed not to be a factor in-
fluencing a child's performance on intelligence
tests, yet a test may be highly motivating for some
children and totally inhibiting for others. We also
assume that the lestee-tester relationship is not a
dependent variable, yet many studies indicate that
Black and Mexican American pupils perform.better.
on intelligence tests when they are administered by
Black and Mexican American administrators. Score
reliability is, likewise, assumed, but how smart you
are is more dependent upon who scores your test
than upon your intelligence or your performance.

The second major problem in testing is the
dysfunctional responses we sometimes use to try to
remedy our invalid assumptions. It is simplistic to
give a Puerto Rican child a Spanish translation of
the WISC or the Peabody Picture Vocabulary In-
ventory. Some English stimulus words become
Spanish paragraphs when translated properly. I
have never heard a one-word translation of "cream
puff," yet this word is on the Spanish version.
Also, the Spanish equivalent of an English word
may be on an entirely different level of difficulty.
No matter how good the Spanish translation of a
test, it must also take into account the regional
variation' of the language. When I once told a test
translator that her translation must be regionalized
to be valid, she protested the expense and said, dIf
the kids don't know this type of Spanish, that's
their problem." So Spanish-language tests can be
just as invalid as English-language tests for
Spanish-speaking children.
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Bilingual children who take Spanish-language
tests receive: no credit for their knowledge of

'English and, in tact, are penalized. The failure of a
bilingual child to respond to the stimulus word
mariposa supposedly indicates lack of intelligence,
even though the child may understand the word and
concept -of butterfly. When bilingual children are
administered a Spanish-language Peabody after
having 'taken the English version, they select the
same responses they made in English, even though
they now see that some of them are wrong. Even
using bilingual tests does not solve the problem;
scores have been shown to vary according to

O
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whether the child's dominant language appears first
or second on the page. ,

We must protect all .children against invalid
testing. We must reeducate educational personnel
and perhaps discontinue intelligence testing, at
least until the reeducation is complete. We must
develop new and funcfional techniques for measur-
ing intelligence and establish different criteria for
miking decisions. Above all, measures should be
taken by the "National Education,,Association and
organizations of school administrators and
counselors to protect children from the invasion of
privacy through testing.
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USE OF TESTS: EMPLOYMENT AND COUNSELING
by Thelma Spencer

Tests are widely used in counseling, but their
.validity depends on the interpretation cif scores
and on the situational appropriateness of the tests.
The interpretation of scores often indicates the
poor quality Of the counseling to which students
arc exposed.

... [A] young girl had received honors in junior
high school and top scores in every standardized test
she took. As she was about to graduate she was given
an interest inventory. According to her responses, the
girl's major interest was in clerical work.

The school guidance counselor met with the girl
and informed her she should become a secretary. Not
only did the counselor tell her she would be happier
in a commercial course in high school, he insisted that
she would be unable to cope with the intellectual
demands of a liberal arts college. In his ignorance the
guidance 'counselor had confused a questionnaire that
supposedlybows what people like to do with
aptitude tests that attempt to measure what people
can do.I

Bad -counseling can take< other forms, as in
this incidtnt related, by a New York high school
student:

[TI he people in my section were never told
about the PSATs.... The kids in the Honor sections
took those PSATs as a mattef of course. In fact, the
teachers strongly urged that they take those PSATs in
order to get some practice for the next year's SATs.
Aid I didn,4 take a PSAT until I got into my senior
year, and then I found out I had to take an SAT.

That sticks in my craw. We were all students and
we supposedly we're all aspiring to college.2

r

In both of these cases the system worked
against the student, but the first student is repre-
sentative of the type for whom the system is
supposed to work. The second is representative of
those for whom the system works very seldom.

Tests also mediate against students. Some
children are tested more than they are tatight and
curriculum is often based on what can be rapsured
by existing instruments. Too many counselors
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equate a test score with the intangibles of
, personalitymotivation, desire, and ambitionand

then ignore personality in favor of a preconceived,
notion about the individual being counseled. "The
best of our tests," as Oscar Buros says, "are still
highly fallible instruments which are extremely
difficult to interpret with assurance in individual
cases."3 Many counselors and teachers victimize
youngsters by equating the individual with the
norm and the jestee group with the norm group.

Some people say that the evolution of a stable
examination system has helped create our much
vaunted stable education system, but while the
SAT may permit admissions officers to select stu-
dents most similar to the norm group, those stu-
dents come from schools whose programs are based
on what the colleges offer. The implications of this
vicious circle are staggering: too many poor and
minority students who fail to meet admissions
criteria are guided into general, vocational, and
commercial classes.

Sometimes a student succeeds despite a coun-
selor's or teacher's doubts about his or her ability
to do so. Many students never even see a counselor,
or if they do, the counselor is a disciplinarian and
attendance taker, not t helper and adviser. For the
majority of students, adequate counseling and
guidance are myths.

Using test scores to determine employability
is another gross misuse cif tests. For example, the
National Teacher Examinations have been used by
some to determine %ao should be retained when a.
southern school district is under court order to
dissolve its dual system. When the school system in
Columbus, Mississippi, required a cutoff score of
1,000 on the NTE for retention in the unified dis-
trict, eight Black teachers were not rehired. In
StarkvilH, Mississippi, the school district .used the
Graduate Record Examination to determine teach-
er retention, although it granted provisional status
to teachers with NTE scores of 500 on both the
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common and teaching field sections. These districts
equated a test score with competence in the class-
room. In April 1971 Judge Orma Smith niled that
personnel selection based on NTE and GRE results'
was discriminatory, as more whites than Blacks
scored above the cutoff point in both districts. In
Griggs et al; v. Duke Pozver Company the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that tests for employability
violate the 1964 Civil Rights Act "when the rate of

.

rejection is higher for Negroes than for whites and
there is no showing that the passing of such tests:
is significantly related to the successful per-
formance of the job." I

Test scores are guides only,, and the NTE
score is merely another pieceby no means the
most important pieceof information about a
person. This test, or any test, is only as good as the
people who use it.
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MISUSE OF TESTS: SELF-CONCEPT
by Robert L.. Williams

The problem of testing Black children is very
serious. Biased tests are not just a violation of civil
rights, but are a form of Black intellectual
genocide. The whole American educational system
is unfair, and the argument against tests is used as
one instrument to open the door to change the
whole system.

What do we mean by intelligence? Is it what
the intelligence tests measure? Is it a global
capacity to deal with one's environment? I offer.
the rubber band theory to illustrate my definition
of intelligence. A rubber band will stay in its re-
laxed state unless stretched to its capacity by an
outside force. Genetics or heredity determines an
individual's potential stretch, and the environment
determines the extent to which he or she reaches
this potential.

'rest items drawn from white culture penal&
Black children, whereas items drawn from Black
culture penalize whites. I have d'eVeloped the
BITCH testBlack Intelligence Test of Cultural
Homogeneitywith items drawn directly from
Black culture. A child who knows Malcolm X's
birthday or 'the date of his assassination shows as
much intelligence as the one who knows Washing-
ton's, birthday. I've never seen the work pick
illustrated on the WISConly comb, which is
something I can't use.

The three criteria for a testvalidity,
reliability, and standardizationexclude Black
people. A test is valid when it measures what it
intends to measure. Currently used ability tests do
not measure Black intelligence. If a test asks, for
example, "What should you do if you find a purse
with five dollars in it?" Black children will say,
"Keep it"a culturally determined response. They
will say what their environment has dictated that
they say, but on the standardized test, they will he
marked zero.

Reliability means test consistency, i.e., a test
will yield the same score or rank an individual in
the same place each time. Since the standardized
tests are scored subjectively, and since they
validate only mainstream cultural responses, they
cannot be reliable.
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Standardization refers to the extent to which
the sample on which the test is based represents
the people who will take it. Several of the major
ability tests excluded Blacks, Mexican Americans,
and Puerto Ricans from their standardization
samples. The StanfOrd-Binet, WISC, and Peabody
systematically excluded Blacks .from their samples;
If a tegf.is not standardized,on a particular group,
it probably does not represent that particular
group and should not be used on its members.
Standardization is one reason for the 15-point dif-
ference in IQ between Black and white kids. The
discrepancy means simply that, the test is biased.

Arthur Jensen's research has repeatedly
shown that tests are biasedthat Black and
Chicano kids who have IQ's in the 60-to-80 range
score much higher on Learning Tests than do white
kids with the same IQ. Jensen's interpretation is
that Blacks show more associative or Level I learn-
ing than whites; if you ask Black and white kids to
recite six digits backwards and forwards, Blkk kids
do better than whites with the same IQ. An al-
ternative interpretation is that the biased IQ under-...v..:
estimates ;the ability of Black children and indi-
cates that they are clearly superior to the white
kids who scored within the sante range on the
test, because the test was standardized on the
whites/

Some people argue, "The tests do exactly
what they are supposed to do. They predict
scholastic success." Ability tests (X) predict a
criterion (Y), such as a child's performance in the
classroom. The hidden fallacy is variable Z, which
might be unfairness, motivation, anxietyanything
that influences X (test scores). A fair test and a fair
criterion will produce a high correlation betyetn X
and Y: white people who do well on to do well
in school. The unfair WISC and a fair classroom
will produce a low correlation between X and Y: a
Black child who does poorly on the test will do
well in the classroom. Another combination is a
fair predictor, such as the Davis-Eels names test,
and an unfair criterionthe culturally biased class-
room. This combination will also yield a low
correlation: Black kids will do well on the test and
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poorly in the classroom. With an unfair predictor
and an unfair criterionthe classic situation for the
Black childthe correlation is high: the Black child
who does poorly on the test also does poorly in the
classroom.

After I administered the WISC test to about
50`0 Black kids, I then gave the BITCH test. Of the
420 children in the low WISC group, 75 to 80
percent scored high on the BITCH. I still have to
examine other criteria to see how well the BITCH
scores correlate with scholastic performance, but at
least I know that most of the Black children who
scored low on the WISC are neither educationally
mentally retarded nor in the borderline defect've
range.

At least four court suits are now pending on
the use of standardized tests in San Francisco, San
Diego, Boston, and St. Louis because they violate a
child's constitutional rights under the Fourteenth

mendment.
The Boehm's test of 50 basic concepts is

clearly written for white folks. It asks the child to
select the picture that shows "behind the couch"
or "under the table." A Black child does not say
"behind" but "in back of"not "under" but "up
nder." We are now rewriting the instructions to
that test to see if children understand the concepts
in Black English. Black and white children can have
the same cognition but communicate it differently.
To the cognition "few," a Black child might say,
"Well, that's not a whole bunch of them." Only

the vocabulary is different. and a difference is not
a deficiency. You don't evaluate Block people in
terms of how white they arc, but this is what the
tests have done. They do not measure Black
ability.

Eliniinating and inhibiting intelligence early in
life is the best way to keep Blacks out of the sys-
tem. I would opt for talking to children in the
dialect they understand. If a child can understand
what you are asking of him or her on a test, that
child will probably master the task. You cannot
expect an individual who has not been exposed to
German or French to understand these languages.
This does not mean that he or she lacks the
capacity to learn German or French, but that the
child lacks that particular exposure.

Black parents should be concerned about
both the predictive variable, the test, and the
criterion variable, the classroom. I think whites
should also be vitally concerned. Brother Charlie
Mingus said, "When they came and took the-
Catholics, I did not complain, because I am not zt,
Catholic. When they came and took the Unionists,
I did not complain, because I am not a Unionist.
When they came and took the Panthers, I did not
complain, because I am not a Panther, but then
one day the came and took me." I don't think we
should let another generation pass in this country
that knows all about extra-% ehicular space activity;
atomic physics, and all of these highfalutin things,
but does not know what a human being is., .
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THE S.H.A..F.T.* TEST

A highlight of the conference was the paitici-
pation of more than 40 high school students, who
reacted to the speakers, joined in the discussion
groups, and wrote and administered the S.H.A.F.T.
test.

The students from Callanan Junior High
School in Des Moines, Iowa, told conference
participants to keep their tests face down until told
to start. They would be given 10 minutes to answer
22 multiple .choice questions about student culture
that were standardized on ninth grade students
from Des Moines. Student proctors enforced the
no-talking, no-peeking rules, although from time to
time the educators asked for erasers, wanted to
know the time, and' called out, "Hey, Teach!
Where's the pencil sl. pener?"

The test scores formed a perfect hell-shaped
curvea handful of the 650 conferees scored high,
most were average, and a few below it. Besides the

'public exposure conferees had to wear black, red,
or yellow armbands depending on their scores, or
go bare armed for scoring too lowparticipants
Were told that their scores would be made part of
their cumulative folders to haunt them for life.

(Student's Hype Arranged for Teachers)

1. What" is the
blemish?
a. Zilch
b. Arg
c. Zit

5. Who wrote the song "Purple Haze"?
a. jimi Hendrix
b. Aretha Franklin
c. James Brown

6. For what purpose would you-use a roach clip?
a. To keep ladies' blouses closed
b. To hold the end of a reefer
c. To get rid of bugs

7. Who wrote Love Story?
a. Ryan O'Neal
b. Henry Mancini
c. Erich Segal

8. The author of Alice's Restaurant is
a. Bob Dylan
b. Alice Cooper
c. Ado Guthrie

9. What can you get at "Alice's Restaurant"?
a. Soul food
b. Storybooks for children
c. Everything you want

10. "Ripple" is
a. Rumor in a faculty

slang word used to describe a b. Cheap wine
c. A game of chance

2. The author of the book Right On is
a. Julian Bond
b. Jerry Rubin
c. Iman Baraka (LeRoi Jones)

3. What are waffle stompers?
a. Pancake chef
b. Snowshoes
c. Ice cream sandwiches

4. Steal This Book was written by
a. Allen Ginsberg
b. Eldridge Cleaver
c. Abbie Hoffman

11. The term rip off means
a. To tear
b. To steal
c. To cop out

12. What rock group sang the anti-drug song, "The
Pusher"?
a. The Who
b. Steppenwolf
c. Blood Rock

13. "Tommy" is
a. A British cop
b. A fast sports car
c. A rock opera
*S.II.A. F. I. stands for "Student's hype Arranged for

Teachers."
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14. "Make tracks" means
a. To inject dope
b. To burn rubber
c. To split

15. To "crash'is to
a.,Ha:e an accident
b. Come down from the use of drugs
c. Lose all your money

16. Who were the originators of Jesus Christ
Superstar?
a. Rado & icagui
b. Rice & Webber
c. Brewer & Shipley

17. Lenny is a play on the life of
a. Lenny Bruce
b. Lenny Bernstein
c. Lenny Brezhnev

18. "Getting off" means
a: To feel the effect from the drugs you

have taken
b. A vacation from work
c. To cease the addiction of heroin

19. A "hit" is
a. A robbery
b. An internal dose of drugs
c. A very popular teenager

20. Hash is
a. Cheap opium
b. A mixture of pep pills
c. A resin from marijuana
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21. A "hemmie" is
a. A souped-up engine
b. An Ernest Hemingway short story
c. A shirt that has been shortened

22. An ounce of marijuana is referred to as a
a. Reefer
b. Key
c. Lid

-Written and administered.by students
from Callanan Junior High School,
Des Moines, Iowa

Key to S.H.A.F.T. Test

1. c 9. c 16. b
2. 1) 10. 1) 17. a
3. 1) 11. b 18. a
4. c 12. b 19. b
5. a 13. c 20. c
6. 1) 14. a 21. a
7. c 15. b 22. c
8. c

How To Score

0- correct-Nothing
5-10 correct - Yellow, armband

11-16 correct-Red armband
17-22 correct -Black armband



WRAP-UP
by Dwight Allen

Testing is a part of the mindless process of
education-, that really is suited to the simpler
society of the past. Education is out of date
sociologically, psychologically, and physiologically,
but I would rather work within the system than
burn it down. Either way, traumatic chlmge will
hurt peopleby and 'large, the wrong, people. If
you were to close down all the educational systems
in this country, the people in the upper middle-
class would pretty much do it on their own, but
the p.:ople who most need to gain access to educa-
tion would be done in.

This doesn't mean that you shouldn't do in a
particular test, because some need to be done in.
For example, if you are like most audit:flees, only
about 20 percent of you can name the capitals of
North and South Dakota and North and South
Carolinaexcept lot the fifth grade teachers. The
real standard for an educated person is not being
able to name states and their capitals but being
able to use an atlas to find ithem when one needs
to. When I suggested to a fifth grade teacher that
she let her kids use an atlas on the next test, she
said, "Oh, no! You couldn't do that. They'd all get
It right."

Our whole testing program is oriented toward
a normative ,assumptionan upper ,aul a lower
half. I won't buy into any system that requires
someone to fall off the bottom, bacause this isn't
my view of what education is about. Au educa-
tional system is needed that will assure 'a win/win
proposition for children instead of the present
zero/win game.

Very few of us in education ever know when
we're done, despite all the tests we give. If a stu-
dent seems about finished, we enrich him or her,
and in the name of high standards we go about it
all backwards. Kids soon learn that rewards are
given not for achievement, but for keeping the seat
warm, being good, and working hard. If a kid
comes in with a theme, throws it on the teacher's
desk, and says, "Ilere's'something I whipped off in
20 minutes. I hope you, like it," the teacher says,
"You should have workc:il harder." If the same kid
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brings in the same paper and says, "Here's the
eighth draft. I wish I had time for a ninth," she
says, ,`Nice boy, Johnny, You are working hard."

A revitalization of the testing program has to
be thought of in terms of the broader objectives of
education. The problem with this, however, is that
anytime people want to avoid having to do some-
thing, they say, "Let's stop and get our objectives
organized." This is good for at least two years. My
objectives are the same as yours. I want all the kids
to be constructive members of society, to be self-
realized and have lots of skills, and to be happy;
healthy, and democratic. The objective of our
school system, however, is status. With so many
people being anointed first with high school
diplomas and now with college degrees, it's getting
hard to make that status system stick. Education
should reflect a status system that is based on
legitimate differences in ability,.

Here is an example of the nonnormatiye kind
of education I think we ough, to hate. Graduate
education students at UCLA hate to take "Statis-
tics for Teachers." Assume that this course is

necessary and that the objectiYL is to make stu-
dents learn it better. The course is divided into 16
units, each one lasting a week. The first unit is
called "Counting." The stpdents start out in large
groups, met supplementiaty groups, and then join
small amnia! sessions, pot quitting until they hate
learned the week's work. They are tested as soon as
the) learn the materialsome after the first hour
and others after 15 hours. In the typical college
course, students take a midterm at the end of
about the fifth week. This is the first chance teach-
ers get to find out what,,,their students are learning.
Those for whom the instruction hasn't worked are
fiY c weeks behind before anybody gets the first
inkling. Tests come at the wrong time, but as long
as the system has enough people clink;ng out at the
end, we are not bothered about those who are
ground up inside. The "Statistics for Teachers"
course produces between 85 and 90 percent A's,
proving that any bud) can lean almost any thing
that we teach in sclu.ol. I am not sure that we are
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serving anybody. however, by reorganizing a sys-
tem that's already no good and out of phase with
what society needs.

The number one priority for every program in
the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts is to combat institutional racism.
Our adMissions procedure produces a bimodal
population of studentsthe Ivy League.-Phi Beta
Kappa type in one hump, and in the other, the
people who are just smart. We talk to prospective
students and admit the ones we like. When we get
through ...with them, no can 'tell the two. grotips
apart anymore. This is very necessary if you are
eliminating a testing program, for you should never
patronize the folks at, the bottom by giving teem a
second-class education. We also think that writing
dissertatiOns does not indicate leadership in educa-
tion and that not all doctoral candidateswhether
Ivy League or non-Ivy League types should have
to write dissertations. My point is to find a dif-
ferent standard and apply it to all students.

One of the problems with testing is that it
permits decisions only about individuals and never
about institutions. I would like to use testing and
evaluation to help me make decisions about our
program, but I need information about the
experiences that contribute to educational com-
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petence and leadership. We offer 16 programs,
some self-contained with no core rcquit emcnts.
some that arc totally touchy-feely, and others that:
are dice-them-up-and-competency-base-them. Each
can succeed on its own terms and is allowed to do
so. We must. find out _what is good for whom and
for What. Aptitude treatment interaction may help
us. We also have to begin to look at subcultural
differences in a different way to find a unity with-
in a diversity, to appreciate being different, to
make our educational system reflect this, and to
find standards and ways of checking up that are
free of the insidious by-products that the testing
program has given us. I want to test the people
who can learn from tests and prohibit testing the
people for whom learning is obstructed by tests.

This society will never succeed until we
recognize that we are part of a multiracial, multi-
class, multisex world. must develop strategies
to make people produce on their own good inten-
tions. There must be a renovation of testing and
curriculum and an end to the idea that teachers are
neutral. So long as teachers have to pretend to be
objective, so long as schools can teach only those
things that are safe for everybody, education will
be unreal. We are living in a complex world, and
our school system has to become complex. a
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INTRODUCTION.

This report is submitted to the 1.975 kip .-
Tentative Assembly by the Titsk Force on Testini,
in fulfillment of its responsibilities under New
Business Items 51 and 28, adopted by the
Assembly, which stated:

The NEA shall establish a task force to deaiwith
numerous and complex Problems communicated to it
under the general heading of testing. This task force
shall report its findings and proposals for further
action at the 1973 Representative Assembly. (Item
1972.51)

This Representative Assembly directs the National
Education Association to immediately call a national
moratorium on standardized testing and of the same
time set up a task force on standardized testing to
research and make its findings available to the 1975
Representative .Assembly for further action. (item
1972-28)

In the report of its findings to the 1973
Representative Assembly the Task Force set down
some well-founded beliefs which have drawn a
significant amount of attention from both inside
and outside the profession. Follow-up efforts
served to further verify and intensify the positions
taken. The Task Force feels, therefore, that the
most appropriate final report it can make to the
1975 Representative AsSembly is a -reinforcement
and redeclatation of those beliefs, with recom-
mendations to the Association (a) to make them
the basis for future NEA policy on testing issues

(b) to continue seeking, through appropriate
program and otter efforts, ways of countering
widespread misuse and abuses in educational and
psychological testing as they relate to teachers and
students, particularly those who are culPurally and
linguistically different.
. The Task Force also addresses itself here to
matters Which have added weight to

some
stated

beliefsto important court actions, some of which
involve the united teaching profession; to the
valuable liaisons it has established with other
groups; to special writings developed for use by the
Task forcer to supportive literature; and to the
moratorium issue.

The Force is indebted to the many per-
sons who contribute their expertise to its total
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three-year effort throgh personal or, indirect
testimony, consultation, or other assist.ince, and to
Mose who have taken notice of its findings.

This report was approved by the NEA Task .

Force on Testing at its final meeting on April 5,
1975, by unanimous vote of the members present.

TASK FORCE POSITIONS AND
CONSIDERATIONS

As stated in its first interim report and as
strengthened in further deliberation on the issues,
the NEA Task Force on Testing believes:/.

1. That some measurement and evaluation in
education is necesiary.
That some of the measurement and evaluation
tools developed over the years, and currently
in use, contain satisfactory validity and
reliability requirements and serve useful pur-
poses when pioperly administered and in-
terpretod.

3. That certain measurement and evaluation*
tools are either invalid and unreliable, out of
date, or unfair and should be withdrawn ft.iin
use.

4. That the training of those who use measure-
ment and evaluation tools is woefully in-
adequate and that schools of education,
School syStems, the education profession, and
the testing industry all must fake responsi-
bility for correcting these inadequacies. Such
training must develop understanding about
the limitations of tests in predicting. potential
learning ability, about' their lasktof validity in
measuring innate characteristics, and their
dehumanizing effects on many students. It
must also develop understanding of strident'
rights7related to testing and the use of zest
results.

5. That there is overkill in the use of tests and
that the intended purposes of testing can be
accomplished through- the use of individual
diagnostic instruments, through sampling
techniques which involve the use of tests, and
through a variety of alteraatives to tests.
That the National Teacher Examinations are
an improper tool and must hot be used for
teacher certification, recertification, selection,

6.
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_fissiginent, retention, salary determination,
promotion, transfer, tenure, o; dismissal.

7. That no test results should be used c,s a basis
for allocation of federal, state, or local funds.

8. That no tests should be used for tracking stu-
dents.

9. That' while the purposes aiul procedures of
the National Assessment of Educatioh may
have been initially sound, a nnitzb,7 of static
adaptations of the prZgrain in Mu higan2 and
New Jersey, for examplehave su!nierted the
original intent and as a result. are harmful:

JD That both the content and the use 'f the
typical group intelligence test an. biased
against those who are economically dis-
advantaged and culturally and linguistically

.,lifferent. In fact, groupIntel'igence tests are
potentiallj, harmful to all siitdents.

11. That the use of the typical intelligence 'test
contributes to what has wine to be termed
"the self-fulfilling prophecy," whereby stu-
dents'achievement tends to fulfill the expaa-
tions held by others.

11. That test results are often used by educators,
students, and parents in ways that are damag-
ing to the self-concept of many students.

13. That the testing industry must demonstrate
significantly increased responsibility Jr h
validity, reliability, and relevance of their
tests, for their fair application, and Jri ac-
curate and just interpietation and use of the
results.

Pl. That the public, and some in the profssi:on.
misinterpret the results of tests vs they relate
to status.and needs of groups of N111(1(115 as
well as to individual students.

15. That the overemphasis in assessment prowt,o'ains
on testing recall-type, cognitive facts has tend-
ed to shift teaching emphasis to tasks which
are .simple .and easy to measure and has re;
suited in serious inattention to the complex,
higher-level mental processes and to affi'clifle
skills and attitudes which are so difficult to
measure but which are equally and, in some
respects, more' important.

In summary; the Task Force believes:

Thal the major use of 'tests should be to im
prove instruction to diagnose learning clic:

fit-attics amt to plan' learning activities 'n
response to leqrning needs. Tests mu,/ not be
used in any way to label and classify students,
to track students into homogeneousgroups,

°tc, determine educational programs, to per-
petuate an elitism, or to maintain some
groups and individuals ±'in their place" near
the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder. In
short, tests must not be used in:ways that will
deny any student full access to equal educa-
tional opportunit y.

Some Special Considerations

EFFIkTS I'S ON MINORITIES

Throughout its study the Task Force has been
especially impressed with the depth of feeling and
the weight of evidence,against group standardized
tests as reliable/valid measures of achievement and
intelligence, 'Throughout its stated beliefs it has
alluded to the injurious and prejudicial aspects of
such tests. The term standardized implies homo-
geneity, sltel eot)ping, and equalized development
and achi6ementmd is contradictor) to the best
interests of a pluralistic, society.. The plactice of
standardized testing has, in fact, depth ed
minoritiesthe economically disadYantaged, cul-
tutall} and lingitistically* different, md Avomen
access to equal educational opportunity. ,

Traditional IQ testing particularly has come
undo increasingly heavy attack for Ialsely labeling
many htinority children as "mentally retarded,"
based on what Jane Mercer has termed Anglo-
centric measures.3 Such tests are tooted as re-'
liable/valid measures of the ability, and achieve-
ment of varying 'populations even though the test-
takers' educational and cultural' backgrounds, op-
portunitiesmd experiences ma) be markedly dif-
ferent from those On vhoin the tests are stan-
dardized.

Recently, Roberj L. Green, educational
psychologist and dean, of the College of Urban
Development at Michigan state University, called.

`intelligence testing "the awesome danger" and
pointed to the potential compounding (`Yryhat
danger by continued use of traditional IQ tests,:
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...experiences of black and other ninioxity c hildren
arc not refletted in the content of,the,test. Phis bias
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is even more apparent when the child's opportunities
have been limited due to poverty, Consequently,
many 'black children ,start test-taking with a good
chance of "flunking" an "experience" they have
never been exposed to .... When a child is labeled as
a "ne'er-do-well" in the early grades and is forced to
keep wearing that label, important educational oppor-
tunities are denied him. Sometimes he may never be
taught to read; he certainly will not be given access to
college preparation courses. Discrimination in educa-
tion means disadvantage in the job market. A low-
paying job means low-income 'statusso a test vic-
tim's children may become test vic:iins themselves.4

Widespread dissemination of test results
which can be easily misinterpreted, cases of in-
vasion of privacy, and proposals for educational
funding on the basis of test scores add further
evidence of the potential harmfulness of stan-
dardized testing.

The Task Force restates emphatically that
since currently used standardized 'tests in general
are developed and normed for students of Anglo-
American middle-class culture and economic
status, any use of the results of standardized test-
ing to place or .track students, to denigrate mi-
nority intelligence, to discriminate against groups
or individuals, to restrict ,funding of programs, or
to misin form the public constitutes deplorable
practice and denies access to equal opportunity.

The Task Force calls for a humanistic ap-
proach to student evaluation on the part of all
those who have a role and responsibility in the
process. In particular:

The Task Force urges teachers
to develop understanding of their stu-
dent? socioeconomic backgrounds and
sensitivity to their individual needs and
problems

to refuse to administer tests which they
find'to be biased

to secure by appropriate means their
right to be involved in school' and school
district decision making related to test-
ing

to exert collective influence on the test-
ing industry and on state and local
school systems in order to secure from
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them a firm commitment to evaluation
programs, the purpose of which is not to
compare students but to improve in-
struction.

The Task Force- urges spokespersons of all
cultures to continue exposing erroneous con-
tentions that some groups in society are
genetically less intelligent than others.

The Task Force urge the testing industry to
take greStly increased responsibility for turn-
ing out fair and bias-free tests and for con-
stantly monitoring the distribution and appli-
cation of their products to ensure proper use.

The Task Force urges education agencies at all
levels to institute sampling procedures for all
large-scale assessments, the results of which
should be used for general information pur-
poses only.

COURT ACTIONS

Years of controversy over testing practices has
also led to civil suits. The continued use of tests in
teacher licensure and hiring and continued use of
bilsed instruments with students who are dis-
advantaged and culturally and linguistically dif-
ferent increase the possibilities for legal action
against school systems and the almost unregulated
testing indUstry. -

In 1971 the Supreme Court ruled in Griggs v.
Duke Power Co. that tests given to job applicants
had to be job-related. This case has been cited in
court decisions related to standardized testing of
teachers. *It was referred to, for ex ample, in the
1974 decision in favor of 13 Black teachers agai,
the school board of Nansemond County, Virginia,
as were arguments presented by the NEA in an
amicus curiae brief. The Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled unconstitutional a hiring ,require:
ment that teachers take the Nataonal Teacher
Examinations (NTE) and achieve a minimum score
on the common examination. The effect of the
requirement was to substantially diminish the
Black teaching force. The ruling overturned the
trial court's conclusion that the test had content

S
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validity, noting that no evidence was presented
which established a relationship between questions
on the test and knowledge required for teaching,
and that it was arbitrary to apply a general knowl-
edge test to teachers of different subjects because
their jobs arc substantially different.

The Nansemond case is likely; to have positive
impact on pending litigation in North Carolina in
which the united teaching profession is involved.
The NEA and the state affiliate have intervened in
a Justice Department suit challenging the validity
of state reqiirements for minimum NTE scores for
certification purposes which affect both einp10}-
ment and placement on salary scales. In South
Carolina, the state education association has filed a
complaint under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 challenging` the use of minimum NTE
scores for certification. A favorable decision in a
current Georgia suit could eliminate the NTE re-
quirement for advanced certification and its
potential restrictions on promotion and pay

A precedential award in Association-
supported litigations, including two major cases
involving teat he' test requirements, was announced
early in 1975. A federal court in Mississippi order-
ed two school districts in that state to pay
$106,000 in attorney fees, expenses, and court
costs in cases in which it was alleged and deter-
mined that racial discrimination had played a part
in employment decisions during a period ()I

desegregation. One of the "ases was brought on
behalf of a group of Columbus teachers who were
fired for failing to achieve minimum scores on the
NTE; another case involved a group in Starkville
who challenged required scores on the Gradliate
Record Examinations (GRE). Most of the teachers
had previously won the right to reinstatement with
back pay.

The NEA and the New. Jersey Education
Association arc challenging that state's assessment
program in order to prevent dissemination of stan-
dardized test sc its which might violate civil and
constitutional rights of both teachers and students,
and cause racial and ethnic polarization by per-
mitting degrading stigmatization and illegal classifi-
cations. The complaint has so far resulted in action
by 'the State Board of Education to remove an
ambiguous section of the administrative code that
could have been interpreted to permit using test
results in conjunction with other data to support

disciplinary action against teachers.
Hobson v. Hansen (1967), in ,which the court

abolished the track s} stem in the District of
Columbia public schools, was probably the land-
mark case t} ing standardized testing to denial of
equal educational opportunity, in this instance to
Black and economically disadvantaged students.
More recently, two cases still in the courts in
California are seeking to uphold he constitutional
rights of cultural.y and linguistically different
minority students b} preventing the use of stan-
dardized IQ tests. The judge, the same in both
cases, has found that standardized IQ testing causes
a disproportionately high percentage of minority
students to be placed in classes for the educable
mentally retarded (EMR). In the case of Diana v.
the State Board of Education, involving Chicano
students, a stipulation was issued ordering local
boards to come up with a formula to reduce the
variance between the percentage of Chicano chil-
dren in EMIR classes and the percentage in the pit-
eral school population; planning is still under way
between the local school systems and the State
Department of Education. The case of Larry P. v.
Riles, brought on behalf of Black students, lcd to
court-ordered stoppage of IQ testing of Black stu-
dents in the state. The economic f,..torinherent in
recent legislation making IQ test,qg in California
optional at school disict expense Tra} also have
tended to halt the practice with students in
some places.

1.1.11SONS

The initiating of dialogues with othC".r organi-
zations and agencies involved with test develop-
ment, use, and research must be considered an
important accomplishment of the Task Force: And
it would be in the best interest of practitioners for
the Association to continue the dialogues and to
establish cooperative working relationships toward
the goal of eliminating test misuse and abuse.

Standards Development Groups

The Task Force continues to be concerned
over the lack of dire( t teacher involvement in the
formulation of testing standards; tut example, the

8b



American Psychological Association's (APA) Stan-
dards for Educational and Psychological Testing.
These standards were deg eloped by a joint com- ,

mittee of the APA, the American Educational Re-
search Association (AERA), and the National
(' -mincil on Measurement in Education (NCME).
The Task Force pursued its concern' informally
with APA staff and followed up with a request to
the APA Board of Directors to approve th6 in-
clusion of an NEA representative on the joint com-
mittee, which is launching a project to develop
guidelines on evaluation of school programs. In a
letter to APA, the Task Force chairperson said that
"such representation should alio explicitly provide
that the NEA, representathes be involved on .1 con-
tinuing basis with the gtoup and an) other group
which may be constituted to gie continuing direc-
tion to, substance and editorial ad% ice on, and
make decisions about acceptance, publication, and
distribution of such guidelines." No action had
been taken on that request at the writing of this
report.

Testing Industry

In March 1974'the Task Force formally ex-
pressed its disappointment that the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) had delayed enforcement of
a cut-off in reporting NTE scores to South Carolina
because they were being used fin purposes of
teacher certification, which even ETS considers a
misuse of the test. The Task Force notes here that
the enforcement was later effected, and commends
the ETS action (and reiterates that the united
teaching profession is presently seeking to elimi-
nate the South Carolina requirement). The Task
Force also welcomes ETS's recent expression of
interest in the Task Force beliefs and its initiation
of a meeting early in 1975 with NEA and New
Jersey_staff_representativp and the Task Force
Chairperson Co discuss common concerns.

Federal Government

With project funding,by the National Instititte
of Education (NIE) in mind, the Task Force was
anxious to learn what is being done at the federal
level to encourage research which could have posi-
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tie impact on the future of testing. NIE spokes-
persons conferred with the Task Force and re-
vealed that some projects already approved for
funding reflect some of the Task Force concerns.

In this instance, also, the Task Force has
broached the subject of teacher representation in
(hose decisions which will affect their practice.
Though it is aware that the work of NIE is in the
public interest the Task Force has registered its
concern that the public interest will not be well
served unless substantial numbers c teachers are
represented in NIE goal setting and suggested-that
the Association be invited to appoint practitioners
to all NIE panels. Rathei than direct involvement,
however, some NIE personnel seem to see NEA'S
lole as lobb} ht in the legislative process of dclining
paiameters of NIE responsibility. Such indirect and
aft ei-the-fac t involvement will continue to be
unacceptable to teachers.

Another question put to the NIL spokesper-
sons had to do with the Institute's interest in the
establishment of a national center for certifying
tests, The response was that at this time the'extent
of such interest probably would be in exploring the
possibilities of such center. This, of course, is the
focus of a current NEA staff study described
below.

The Task Force last year informed NEA
Government Relations of their concern tmer the
Quie amendment to the then pending II.R. 69 (re-
%ision of the Elementary and Secondar} Education
Act) which proposed to tic educational funding to
testing. It was pleased to learn that its concern %%as
relayed and may have been a factor in the with-
drawal of that anwndment. The issue is now under
formal study by both NIE and the General Ac-
counting Office.

NEA FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR
TEST CERTIFICATION

Although the Task Force fulfills its official
responsibility with this report, it views a- parallel
staff assignment as an extentior of its work and
wants the general membership to be aware of it.
Staff in the Professional Excellence goal area arc
currently conducting ,a study "to determine the
feasibility of a system whereby the NEA certifies
tests or other procedures for student or program
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evaluation" (Subobjective 1.4). Three Task Force
members also serve on the nine-member advisory
committee which is engineering the study.5 At this
writing the committee has established some useful
contactswith the APA, the UCLA Center for the
Study of Evaluation, `the National Council of
Teachers of English, and the National Association
of Elementary School Principals. It has drafted a
rationale for NEA certifying ,tests and the apprb-
priate uses of tests, has .outlined alternative
strategies, and plans a field survey for the final
quarter of FY 1974-75 to obtain reactions to the
proposed procedure.

SPECIAL PAPERS

During its tenure the Task Force on Testing
has initiated work on written statements to
support and elaborate on some of its expressed
beliefs. Various drafts of these papers have already
been cited and utilized in some quarters both in-
side and outside the profession. All members of the
Association should be aware of their existence.
Three of the papers are in final form and are pub-
lished in this report. They are:

1. "Roles and Responsibilities of Groups Con-
cerned with Student Evaluation Systems."
This statement directs ,to specific groups
recommendatiAs which the Task Force con-
siders essential for achieving the goals of
sound and fair development of tests, their ap-
propriate distribution and --administration,
accurate and fair interpretation of results, and
relevant and constructive action based on the
results. The groups addressed are teachersrand
their associations, other professional associa-,
tions, students, minorities, the testing in-
dustry, school administrators, higher educa-
tion, and government agencies.

2. "Why Should All Those Students Take All
Those Tests?" This paper reflects the Task
Force's opinions on random and mat:ix
sampling as opposed to blanket testing. It
incorporates material develbped by Dr. Frank
B. Womer of the Michigan School Testing Ser
vice, University of Michigan, on determining
the use of sampling procedures.

3. "Guidelines and Cautions for Considering
Criterion-Referenced Testing." The concept
of criterion-referenced testing (also termed
objectives-referenced testing), has been pro-

rooted as potentiall} more useful than norm-
referenced testing for measuring learning out-
comes for the purpose of improving instruc-
tion. This paper attempts , to define the
criterion-referenced concept and to clear up
some of the confusion which surrounds it.
Fifteen caveats are- listed and discussed. A
glossary of measurement terms is appended.

Two other important statements which have
been outlined require expertise that is beyond the
time and capabilities of the Task Force in order to
give them the highest credibility. These have been
incorporated into and will be completed as
products in the goal area, Professional Excellence.
1. "Some Potential Alternatives to Standardized

Tests for Evaluating Student Progress and
Diagnosing Learning Needs." Alternatives in-
clude criterion- or objectives-referenced tests,
oral presentations by students, individual
diagnostic tests, group diagnostic tests, teach-
er-made tests, student self- and peer-evalua-
tion, open admissions, school letter grades,
subjective evaluation by teachers, contracts
with students, interviews, parent-teacher con-
ferences, student narratives, student products,
and actual student performance. This collec-
tion has promise as a handbook for teachers.

2. 'A unit or module for preservice and in-service
teacher education pertaining to testing has
thus far been outlined in two forms; schema
and guidelines. This project stems from con-
cern over the present inadequacy of training
as expressed in the Task Force's belief No. 4
(see p. 83).

The Task Force sees all of the above as having
potential, collectively, as an NEA "awareness kit"
on testing issues.

SUPPORT' VE LITERATURE

The Task Force was impressed with much of
the vast amount of li,erature that has been pub-
lished on testing and its effects, and considers it
appropriate to cite here a few recent items which
influenced the formulation of Fasx Force !lads or
which support some of them (Citations of other
important resources will be found in previous Task
Force reports.)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Force recommends that:

1. The Assc iation incorporate the principles
inherent a the stated beliefs of the Task
Force on Testing in any and all future official
NEA policy on testing of students and teach-
ers and the uses of tests and their results.

2. The Association continue the liaisons estab-
lished by the Task Force with:

a. The Joint Committee on Standards
Development of the American. Psycho-
logical Association, the American Educa-
tional Research Association:, and the
National Council on Measurement in
Education.

b. The National Institute of Education.
c. The Educational Testing Service..(The

Task Force also recommends that the
Association establish similar relation-
ships with other members of the testing
industry.)

3. The Association develop a strategy for estab-
lishing with, other groups and organizations
formal alliances for the purpose of com-
batting deleterious testing practices. These
might include the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, the
Association of Black Psychologists, the
Mexican-American Legal Defense and Educa-
tion Fund, the National Urban League, the
Civil Rights Commission, parent groups. and
other educational organizations, e.g., Associa
Lion for Super% ision and Curriculum Develop-
ment.

4. The Executive Committee approve the papers
en titled "Roles and Responsibilities of
Groups Concerned with Student Evaluation
Systems," "Why Should All Thos' Students
Take All Those Tests?"and "Guidelines and
Cautions for Considering Criterion-Ref-
erenced Testing," and that the Association
publish them as an information package for
distribution to the leadership network, and for
general availability. It is further recommended
that the proposed handbook on "Alternatives
to Standardized Testing" and the proposed
module on testing for preservice/in-service
teacher education be made components of the
information package.

5. The Association complete a thorough
exploration of The feasibility of a system
whereby the NEA certifies tests or other
procedures for student or program evaluation.
Such exploration is currently under way as a
sut)objective of the Professional Excellence
goal area,

6. The Association temporarily set aside the
moratorium on standardized testing as a
national objective (as called for in New
Business Item 28 adopted in 1972) in order to
concentrate its energies in this area on lending
support to affiliates as they implement
strategies to challenge standardized testing;
for example, initiating court actions on behalf
of students or teachers, attacking specific test
instruments, seeking alliances with other
groups which have a vested interest in
countering test u se, cross- committee
planning for remediation of problems 'elated
to testing, developing negotiation procedures
and language dealing with testing issues.
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